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Editors foreward

The proceedings for the 1985 CMESG/GCEDM meeting have been
delayed for a long time.
It was necessary to wait until a major
contribution was received, otherwise the proceedings would have
been most inadequate.
The proceedings, following the format of previous years, include
the major lectures presented by Heinrich Bauersfeld and Henry
Pollak followed by working group and topic group contributions
in reduced format. This meeting represented our first effort to
plan a joint speaker with the CMS - a group with whom we have
many interests in common
0

This represents our second meeting at Laval. The University in
particular as well as Quebec City in general provide pleasant
surroundings
tor
such
a
gathering.
We are especially
appreciative to Claude Gaulin and Bernard Hodgson for mak~ng the
local arrangements.
Charles Verhille
Editor

ii
canadian Mathematics Education Study Group,
Groupe canadien d' etude en didactique des math€!rratiques

1985

~ting

'I11e ninth annual rreeting of the Study Group was held at Laval University,
June 7 to 11, 1985. Fifty mat.herratics educators and rnathematicans rret
in-plenary sessions and v.orking groups. '!his year the conference was
delil:erately arranged to follow imrediately on the Q1S Surnrer Meeting
and the first of the n..o guest lectures, by Henry Pollak (Bell Camrunications
Research, was planned in collal::oration with the Q1S Education Ccrmri.ttee.
Dr. Pollak spoke "en the relations t:ebl;een the application of mathematics
and the teaching of mathematics". He identified four different rreanings
a::rmonly attached to the v.oros "applied mathematics", and considered
the brplications of each for curriculum and for p:dagogy. Also co-sponsored
by Q1S Education Carmittee was a session, led by Peter Taylor (Queen's),
on "Exploratory problem solving in the mathematics classrccm".

'!he second guest ~er was Heinrich Bauersfeld (mi, Bielefeld) who made
"Contributions to a fundarrental theory of mathematics learning and teaching" . Setting out to a.n.swer the question: How do v.e rranage to retrieve
what 'we require and adapt it to a new situation?, Professor Bauersfeld
>o.Ove an intriguing aCCOunt of constructivist theories.
Other lectures 'Were given by Fernand Lemay (Iaval) , who presented a masterly sweep through the historical developnents of analytic and synthetic
gearetry, and by Jacques C€sautels (Iaval) , who applied the episterological
theories of Gaston Bachelard to the lea.J::ning of science. 'Ibree aCO)unts
of sp:cific researches on teaching, gender and ma:thema,tics v.ere giveIl by
Rot:erta Mura (Iaval), Gila Hanna (OISE) and Erika Ku=ndiger (Windsor).
'Ibe v.orking groups at this conference focused on a ~sitive view of st:u:Jents I
errors, a group led by Stanley Erlwanger (Concordia) and Dieter Lunkenl:ein
(Sherb:rcoke); on rrore advanced activities with I.J::J:rJ, a group led by Joel
Hillel (Concordia). A third group investigated the ~ssibilities of syml::olic
manipulation software, led by Bel:nard Hodgson (Iaval) and Eric Muller
(Brock); the fourth tackled feelings and mathematics, led by Fran Rosarrond (San Diego) and John Poland (Carleton).

'!his bald SU1tIIlal:Y may indicate the 5CX)~ of the conference but may not make
clear the special characteristics of its style. ~st conferences of
. carparable length offer participants many rrore lectures and paper presentations. 'Ihe result, as everyone knows, is that participants at conventional conferences are selective in their attendance at sessionS; no
one can sit through cantinucus pericxls of being talked at. Participants
at Study Group rreetings, where art;'le time is all~ for coo~tive 'WOrk
and discussion, tend to follow the whole prograrme. '!his generates nore
of a sense of cc::rmon interest, a bridging of differences rather than an
accentuation of them.
David Wheeler
Concordia University
M:mtreal
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IN MEMORIAM DIETER LUNKENBEIN
The mathematics education community has been deeply shocked
to hear bout the sudden death of our colleague Dieter Lunkenbein~
on September ll~ 1985, at 48 years of age.
Born and educated in Germany 1 he had come to Canada in 1968
to work as a research assistant for Dr. Zoltan P. Dienes at
the Centre de Recherche en Psycho-mathematique in Sherbrooke.
He subsequently got a Ph.D. in mathematics education at
Laval University and he bacame a regular faculty member of
Universite de Sherbrooke, where he has displayed strong
leadership in teacher education as well as in research and
development in mathematics education.
In 1982 he was awarded the "Abel Gauthier Prize" by the
Association Mathematique du Quebec in recognition for his
significant and exceptional contribution to mathematics
education in Quebec. At the Canadian level, he has been
very active in the annual meetings of the Canadian
Mathematics Education Study Group, particularly in working
groups about teacher education and about the field of
mathematics education, and as a leader of many groups on
geometry education -- an area for which he was a recognized
expert.
Dieter is the author of more than 70 scientific lectures or
papers, including articles in Educational Studies in Mathematics~
For the Learnin of Mathematics, Bulletin de llA.Me ., etc.
At the international level, e has been involved in many
conferences and for about ten years he has been very active
as a coopted member of the Commission Internationale pour
l'Etude et l'Amelioration de l'Enseignement des Mathematiques
(CIEAEM), of which he was the President from 1982 to 1984.
For the mathematics education community, the death of Dieter
Lunkenbein constitutes a great loss. Everyone will long
remember his work and dedication to our field as well as his
impressive human qualities.

1
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Contributions to a fundamental theory of mathematics learning
and teaching
HEINRICH BAUERSFELD
IDM (Institute for Mathematics Education), Universitat
Bielefeld, FRG
"Perhaps the greatest of all

I

pedagogical fallacies is the notion
that a person learns only the
particular thing he is studying at the

I
I
I

time.

of formation of enduring attitudes,

of

likes and dislikes, may be and often
is much more important than the
spelling lesson or lesson in geography
that is learned.
For these attitudes
are what fundamentally count in the

~

I

Collateral learning in the way

future."
1.

JOHN DEWEY (1938)

A theory gap in school practice

A few years ago the report of an outstanding piece of research

I

appeared: it is D.HOPF's investigation on the teaching. of
mathematics in grade 7 of the Gymnasium l ) (O.HOPF 1980). The

I

study analyses data from 14 000 students, their teachers and
parents, at 417 Gymnasien in the area of West Germany including

I

west Berlin, and it is a representative sample.

Detailed

questionnaires were used in order to find out about the
"social, cognitive, and motivational conditions under which

l
l

learning outcomes and credits" are produced in mathematics
lessons.

*

In our view the most interesting results are:

There is an overwhelming dominance of direct instruction, in
particular the well-known game of teacher's questioning and
student's response as well as teacher's monologues
(lecturing) and Similar types of instruction; and
it is not possible to

~dentify

"any more general structure"

in the extremely rich data base "which would indicate the
existence of overall concepts for the orientation of method

3
and teaching".

Clear ly, this came out quite contrary to the

researcher's expectation, that "at least some of the concepts
which were under discussion in mathematics education for methods
and teaching would appear more often than in single specific
phases of the lessons only." (D.HOPF 1980, p. 192)
The lack of explicit theory in everyday school practice could
prove to be a surface phenomenon: Perhaps teachers do not talk
about theoretical backgrounds, but they may follow recipes for
action rather consistently, which are based upon certain
theoretical concepts.

One might expect, therefore, that careful

analyses could lead to reconstructions of a hidden though
theory-based grammar of teacher's decisions.
Reviewing various well-known concepts of mathematics education,
the researcher thought about such analyses,but "found no reason
for establishing a search for interpretations which could be
traced back to more general concepts."

(D.HOPF 1980, p.191).

That is to say, the researchers found continuities and
regularities in the processes of the mathematics classroom e.g. the preference for direct instruction - but they could not
find any relation with the concepts that appear in the

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I

theoretical debates of the mathematics education community.

I

Now we can ask more generally: If not through theoretical

I

reflection, how then do the often documented and criticized
patterns of teaching and learning in mathematics classrooms come
into being (see the "recitation game", HOETKER and AHLBRAND
1969)?

On the one hand the available theories obviously do not

cover the practitioner's needs; the theories do not have
sufficient explanatory power.

The hidden regularities of

everyday classroom practice on the other hand function as if
they arose from the subjective thecries of the participants
(teachers and students).

So probably these hidden regularities

are the outcomes of covert processes of optimization, that is,
they may represent a bearable balance between the given actual,
societal, institutional, and micro-sociological forces in the

I
I

,
I
I
I
I

I

I

,
I
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classroom (where bearable means: bearable for the
participants).

Provided this is an adequate description, then

the hidden gensis of the regularities would explain the
product's tenacity and resistance against every reform.
The following remarks are grouped into three chapters.

The main

part, chapter 3, presents theoretical considerations from the
many micro-analyses of teaching-learning situations in
mathematics conducted by a research group at the IDM Bielefeld

I
i
I
l

(BAUERSFELD, KRUMMHEUER, VOIGT).

The thesis of the

domain-specific orientation of a peron's action leads to new
views on (and descriptions of) abstraction/generalization,
representation/embodiment of concepts, and learning.
The preceding chapter 2 can just as well be read after chapter
3, since the remarks on deficiencies and paradigms in theories
of mathematics education may then be more understandable.
meant as an introduction as presented here.

It is

The concluding

chapter 4 relates the theoretical discussion to certain recent
issues in 'problem solving.

The

applica~ion

gives support to the

thesis of the preceding chapter.
2.

The paradigms of theories of mathematics education

The usual set of didactical questions: What is the nature of the
subject?

How is it learned?

and How should we teach it?

reproduces in itself disciplinary boundaries.

Theories of

mathematics education tend therefore to stress the relation
either to the acting persons or to the subject matter of
mathematics.

Thus we receive psychological or

mathematical-philosophical answers, such as student-centered
"theories of learning" and teacher-centered "theories of
instruction" or as subj ect-ma tter-cen tered theories of
knowledge, of curriculum, of task analysis, of
AI-simulations 2 ) etc.
Until very recently, linguistics,
sociology, etc., were not disciplines to which the math ed
community referred.

5

Both theoretical mainstreams use the stages metaphor when
characterizing developmental aspects.

Psychological approaches

arrive at stages based on classes - or more precisely at
progressive class-inclusions - of abilities (e.g. KRUTETSKII

I

1976), or of operations (e.g. PIAGET 1971), at levels of
learning (e.g. VAN HIELE 1959) etc.

Since mathematical

abilities as well as the success of learning mathematics are
described or measured through the quality of solving certain
mathematical tasks, it becomes inevitable that the hierarchies
of psychological constructs map subject-matter structures.

They

dup lica te mathema tica 1 hierarchies, but do not create genuine
psychological descriptions of the related actions.

The

subject-matter-centered theories on the other hand use
mathematical structures directly for the modeling of stages.

We

can state therefore, that in both theoretical mainstreams the
description of'the field is dominated by mathematical means. 3
But math educators will have to extend their fundamental
theoretical questions, if at least a reasonable subset of
classroom processes follows hidden regulations.

The more since

the regulations develop interactively rather than directly .
through the participant's intentions, and with effects often
inconsistent if not conflicting with the official aims.

I
I
I

Then we

will have to take into account not only that teachers and

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

students enter and leave the classroom with certain individual
dispositions, intentions, and expectations - which we do in
order to draw inferences from the difference between the two
cross-sections, but we will also have to ask what they make of
it in a concrete situation, how they actually employ available
states of knowledge, and when they activate and how they use
schemata (and not only which ones, as is usually done).

Cross-

I
I

,

section analyses of input and output states with inferences
about the process in between are no longer sufficient for an
adequate understanding.

If, as becomes evident, knowledge

develops together with and as part of the knowledge, then this
calls in question the process-product metaphor.

I
I
I
I

I
I
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Furthermore

the ongoing vivid interation in the classroom

indeed leads to very personal

(subjective) interpretations and

constructions of meaning. But socially shared meanings and norms
of content-processing are produced as well.

Just taken over like ready-made rules, rather they are
constituted through the interaction, they become reality via the
mutual processes of construction and negotiation.

potentially available knowledge from the interactional
structuring of the actual actions.

And on a social level we

have to discriminate (so-called) objective subject-matter
structures from the related meanings, norms, and claims for
valldity, as tney are constituted in the course of the
interaction in the classroom.

This of course makes cause-effect

analyses haphazard, because attributing cause to a single
person's action may become difficult.

t

There is a remarkable convergence in recent

devel~pments

in

mathematics and in cognitive science as well as psychology that
supports the scepticism advocated here.

r

That is to

say, we have to discriminate individual structures of

I,

I

And these are not

In the view of

cognitive psychologists the When and the ·HOw, as mentioned
above, are mainly organized on metacognitive levels.

The

classlcal problem solving strategy from AI-developments building up a hierarchy of operations or organizing control on a
superordinate level - recurs here and has been the subject of
lntensive discussion in cognitive psychology recently (see
ANN L. BROWN, J.C. CAMPIONE, and M.T.H.CHI in WEINERT 1984)
under the name "metacogni tion" .

Investigations begin to focus

on "dynamiC learning situations" and on "interactive processes"

(J.V. WERTSCH 1978, 1984; and A.L. BROWN in WEINERT 1984,
p.101/102.

One of the "many largely unsolved problems" in

developing advanced intelligent computer systems for educational
purposes that TIM O'SHEA has named is that "not enough thought
has been given to represent inexpert reasoning".

He has also

pointed at the crucial role of "using natural language"

(1984,

7

p.266).

Interestingly the attack comes from non-human

information processing research, human understanding,

learning,
and reasoning in general and of mathematics in particular. 4 )
Even mathematics itself has been challenged from within the
community, as by LAKATOS' concept of "informal, quasi-empirical
mathematics", an image of the discipline which he holds out
against the counterpart of "authoritative, infallible,
irrefutable mathematics"S) (1976, p.S).

FREUDENTHAL has long

sin.ce argued against the same enemy: "True mathematics is a
meaningful activity in an open domain." (1983, p.39).
"Why, come to think of it, do we have
so few good ideas and theories about
the mind?

I propose the following

answer to this question:
1.

It may be the most difficult
question Science ever asked.

2.

It is made even harder because
our first theories have led us
in the wrong direction."

MARVIN MINSKY (1982, p.35)
3.

"Domains of Subjective Experience" and "Society of Mind"

In our research process the adoption of sociological methods and
concepts has turned into a process of adapting the means to the
end.

Since we are interested in learning and teaching

mathematics rather than in general social structures, as
identified by sociologists across subject-matter, our analyses
are focussed on the relations between the subject-matter
aspects, as thematized by the participants, and the
predominantly social nature of classroom processes and their
conditions.

This, we think, describes an important weakness in

the dominating psychological and subject-matter-oriented
theories.
Our micro-analyses of video-taped teaching-learning situations
at different schools and with different ages have led to three

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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related theoretical elements.

GOTZ KRUMMHEUER has adapted

GOFFMAN'S "frame analysis" in order to describe the
participants'(teacher and students) definitions of situations
"frames" - and their stratified changes - "keyings" - in the
flow of interactions.

Complementary to these actual activities,

I

my concept of "domains of sub jective experience (DSE)" aims at

i

and of the related long-term effects called learning.

r

the description of the sources and the organization of memory
These

respresentations function as relatively stable dispositions and
as the potential from which the individual's actual orientation
and action is coined and formed.

JORG VOIGT has investigated

the hidden regulations of classroom procedure as they are

l
r

I

l
I
I
I
t
~

constituted among the participants.

He describes "patterns of

social interaction" and their relation to "moves under duress"
and to (DSE-rooted) individual "routlnes".

(See KRUMMHEUER 1983

and 1984, BAUERSFELD 1980, 1983 and 1985, and VOIGT

1984 and

1985. )
In the following I shall restrict myself to discussing the main
aspects of the DSE-metaphor.

It should be noticed that we offer

al ternative interpretations but do not claim to describe "the"
reality.

The theoretical elements offer a well-founded

perspective on classroom processes among other theoretical
perspectives, with which it competes.

The theses and their

substained connections are the products of "abductions" (C.S.
PEIRCE 1965, J.VOIGT 1984a).

Thus a specific understanding of

the genesis of tneories as well as of theory itself is
functional in our approach.
1. Thesis

All subjective experience is domain-specific.
Therefore all experiences of a person (subject)
are organized in Domains of Subjective
Experiences (DSE) .6)

I

Whenever I have experiences, that is: I learn, actively and/or

~

I realize as context.

l
l

passively, this occurs in a concrete situation, something which
Thus learning is situation specific, is

9

learning-in-context.
dimensions.

Learning is not limited to cognitive

Since I cannot switch off one or the other of my

senses deliberately, all of my senses are involved, particularly
the genetically older organs like the mid-brain (emotions) and
the cerebellum (motor functioning).

The stronger the

accompanying emotions, the more distinct and richer are certain
details and circumstances in the recollection.

We therefore

speak of the totality of experiences and learning.
Learning is also multidimensional:

I learn how to do things,

and along with that, though mostly indirectly, I learn about the
when and the why.

At all times I learn about myself and about

others.
The specificity to situation, the totality, and the
multidimensionality, give good reasons for the conjecture that
all experiences of a person are stored in memory in disparate
domains according to the related situations.

Each DSE encloses

all of the aspects and ascribed meanings which appeared to be
relevant for the person who was acting within the situation.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

,I

Encountering the same situation repeatedly contributes to the
consolidation of the related DSE, but as well to its isolation
from other DSE's.

When entering a specific known situation a

person immediately 'knows' very much, due to the activated DSE.
An example: More than 25 years ago during teaching practice

with student teachers in the country, I visited a little
nongraded school of some twenty pupils ranging in age from 7
to 14.

The teacher opened the first lesson with a series of

spectacular actions.

He called on the attention of the few

11 and 12 year olds and made the others work silently.

Then

he ostentatiously dropped a plate which burst into pieces.
A defective teapot followed, and finally he broke a few wood
sticks into pieces.

His hand waved over the scene

accompanied by the key question:

"What is this?!"

And a

nice little girl answered: "It is the introduction to
fractions! "

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

1
I
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Apparently she had experienced this happening repeatedly in
her earlier school years and she knew it would end up with
naming and calculating with fractions.

From that she gave a

clear definition of the situation.
under a phylogenetic perspective the immediate availability of
an adequate DSE guarantees survival.

The complex nature of the

DSE's enables the activation of a specific one just through a
smell, a touch, a word, a picture, an action etc., and in such a

I

way provides for the instantaneous identification of a dangerous

(

certain coping with possible consequences.

I
I

t
1
I

l
t

situation for quick and appropriate (re-)actions, and for a
Obviously many of

the students reactions in mathematics lessons are examples of
such direct and prompt concatenation, ensuring survival in the
classroom and saving unpleasant effort and reasoning.
The ideals of mathematizing, on the other hand, are clearly
related to critical distance, to analytic decomposition and
reflected construction, and to operations with symbols and
models.

These arts do not develop along the

elicitation-reaction line.

In order to overcome the

trou~lesome

phylogenetic conditions (which we cannot change nor deny),
instructional situations should therefore give more attention to
indirect learning on higher levels rather than to behavioral
responses/evoking through invitations on the bottom level of
direct action and reaction only.
2.

Thesis

The domains of subjective experiences (DSE) are
stored in memory in a non-hierarchically ordered
accumulation, following M.MINSKY's idea of a
"society of mind" (1982).

In a given situation the

DSE's function in competition for activation,
independently from each other, and this the more
intensively they have been built up initially.
The model represents a powerful description for a functioning
organisation of the isolated DSE's.

According to the flow of

11

personal impressions and activities the "society of mind" is
under continuous change and development.
Permanent and lifelong
new DSE's are formed 7 ), older DSE's are changing.
The gradual
fading away of DSE's, not activated for a long time, diminishes
the growing burden, the more, the lower, the emotional status
and the frequency of activation of the DSE are.
Every activation produces change:

Often activated DSE's pass

through many transformations: the meaning, the relations, and
the importance of their elements may shift, the characteristics
of the situations become less specific (they allow more
variance, i.e. they generalize), and a hard core of routines, of
easy meanings, and of preferred verbal or pictorial
presentations is shaped.

In an actual situation these

well-developed DSE's obtrude themselves through their smooth
perspectives and therefore have the best chance to win the
competition for reactivation.

Thus success has stablizing and

tracking effects, though not necessarily for optimal solutions,
as an observer may note rather than relative personal optima.
But since every situation is new in a certain sense, there is an
opportuni ty for younger and less el aborated DSE' s
as well as for easy and robust oldeE DSE's.

There is no

The relapse into certain pattern of

understanding and action under stress, which are older and less
adequate or less differentiated, but are functioning more
quickly and more reliably, receives a simple explanation from
within the "society of mind" model.
The model, by the way, leaves no room for an independent or
superordinate authority in the "society", a "demon" or something
similar, who selects and decidedly activates DSE's.

Clearly we

can exercise a limited influence on our internal retrieval
processes, but we are not in command of our memory as the many
failures of mnemonics show.

I
I
I

I
I

,

(" soft state")

preference in principle in the activation game as the phenomenon
of regression demonstrates:

I
I
I
I

An idea suggests itself - or not.

Through microethnographical analyses a surprisingly high degree

I
I

I
I
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I
I
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of separation between single DSE's has been demonstrated (LAWLER
1979, Bauersfeld 1982).

Outcomes from quantitative-experimental

research work gives support also.

Recently E.FISCHBEIN eta ala

(1985) have investigated the solving of verbal problems in
multiplication and division with 623 Italian pupils in grades 5,
7, and 9.

They focussed their attention on the role of

"implicit, unconscious, and primitive intuitive models."

Such

models, so goes their hypothesis, might mediate "the
identif ication of the operation needed to sol ve a probl em" and
thus "impose their own constraints on the search process."
(FISCHBEIN et.al. 1985, p.4).

The authors arrive at the

unexpected profoundness of the expected effects, which they
describe as "a fundamental dilenuna" for the teacher:
"The initial didactical models seem to become so deeply
rooted in the learner's mind that they continue to exert an
unconscious control over mental behavior even after the
learner has acquired formal mathematical notions that are
solid and correct."(p.16).

I
I

The authors identify two sources for the genesis of such
personal (subjective) models.

One is the direct relation to the

concept and the operation as it was initially taught in school.
As the other, they found a natura 1 tendancy to produce
subjective regularities and use them intuitively through
continuous activities "beyond any formal rules one has learned"
(p.15) and though they might be "formally meaningless and
algorithmically incorrect" (p.14).

This represents an example

of the genesis of a DSE, pointing at the specifity of
situation as well as at the totality and multidimensionality of
subjective experience as stated above.
The

rig~d

disparity of two DSE's which from a teacher's

perspective should be extensively interrelated (as e.g.
experiences with a special case and the general rule)
characterizes not only the phase of initial development in the
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subject.

Against the expectations of a natural growing together

of separately-gained pieces of knowledge through repeated
practice, the persistent subordination of knowledge to specific
DSE's remains effective and dominates the subject's actions.
The supposition that cognitive networks develop
quasi-automatically through an adaptation to the· logics of
subject matters appears as an illusion.

The "society of mind"

model with its independently competing DSE's allows a simple
explanation for the persistence of disparate DSE's for the
"same" situation.

This can happen even in cases where a DSE's

concepts and procedures are stored but not used though they are
superior or more general in an observer's view, because they do
not cover the "same" problem under the subject's perspectives.
Even so-called general concepts stored in memory are inevitably
related to the subject's perception of the situation in which
the concepts were built.

And therefore ascertaining the

"sameness" of two cases affords a comparing of elements from at
least two different DSE's (see thesis 4).

Each activation from

memory on the other side reinforces the activated DSE, but not
an abstract· relation to other DSE's.
3.

Thesis

The activities of the subject and the related
subj ecti ve constructions of meaning and sense, as
these develop through social interaction, are the
descisive fundamentals for the formation of DSE.

In mathematics education, in particular, the subjectively
relevant activities are bound to the offered mediatization of
the matter taught, to what is really done.

Teacher and students

act in relation to some matter meant, usually a mathematical
structure as embodied or modelled by concrete action with
physical means and signs.

But neither the model, nor the

teaching aids, nor the action, nor the signs are the matter
meant by the teacher.

What he/she tries to teach cannot be

mapped, is not just visible, or readable, or otherwise easily
decodable.

There is access only via the subject's active

internal construction mingled with these activities.

This is

the beginning of a delicate process of negotiation about

I
I
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acceptance and rejection.

That is why the production of meaning

is intimately and interactively related to the subjective
interpretation of both the subject's own actions as well as the
teacher's and the peer's perceived actions in specific
situations.

Via these processes the (social) norms of

mathematica 1 action are also constituted in the classroom,
covertly, regarding acceptability, validity, completeness,
relevance, and so on.
The doctoral thesis of G.FELLER 1984) gives an idea of how
important the activities with embodiments and physical means
(teaching aids) are for the formation of mathematical
experiences.

She tested mathematical achievement at the end of

grade 2 in Berlin in order to find out the extent to which the
aims of the mathematics curriculum had been attained.

As a by-

product the author was "startled by the strong impact of the
manner of representation".

Her final assessment:

"The outcomes indicate that the acquisition of each
different type of representation requires the learner's
explicit endeavour and connected rehearsal, an effort which
is not less than is usually required for the learning of
mathematical matter itself (like addition or subtraction)."
(G.FELLER 1984, p.67).
In our terminology this would mean that, for many children,
experiences with a new representation of subject matter, though
perhaps well-known from other situations, lead to a new DSE,
stored separately in memory and with weak if any relations to
the older experiences.
A new DSE can also develop through the explicit connecting of
elements from different older and available DSE's.

The "Aha"

insight, flashing up suddenly while acting within the horizon of
an activated DSE and producing the idea of essentially "doing
the same" as in another context (DSE), is the announcement of a
birth, for the person as well as an observer.

But the "Aha"

alone does not produce by magic a fully developed network of
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relations here and now.

It takes time and continual activities

to elaborate the new OSEe

An "Aha" insight, not elaborated

after the first appearance, can fade away in the continuous flow
and only light up again much later accompanied by the feeling
that something like that was known already.
OSE's disappear only (and slowly too) if they do not receive
reactivation.

Growing interrelations and even integration are

not necessari ly weakening effects.
(M.MINSKY, 1981).

"The mind never subtracts"

As is the case with regression very old OSE's

can prevail in the competition for activation under stress
against younger OSE's where so-called "higher",
"super-ordinate", "more sophisticated" knowledge is stored.
In the mathematics classroom students are often asked to
identify common characteristics between two events or cases,
which in the view of the teacher appear to be two models for the
very same mathematical structure.

This is the task of producing

a generalizing abstraction from different embodiments upon
request.

In our view the student then has to compare elements

which are rooted in two different OSE'Si in other words:
are incorporated in two different contexts.

which

What can form the

basis of the required comparing activities?
Usually the perspectives of the separate OSE's themselves do not
cover such operations, due to the specificity of actions,
language and meaning.

So where do the aims come from?

Which

kind of similarity or commonness do I have to search for?

The

adequate basis has to be a third OSE, the elements of which are
the means for comparison and the possible aims.

Comparing

common characteristics by abstracting and neglecting other ones
is a complex and highly constructive activity.

Without an

orientation, at least a diffuse image of the potential results
and of the relevant characteristics, as well as an idea of the
adequate means, there is no reasonable chance for the student's
success.

I
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An example may demonstrate the difficulties.

What do the

following three situations have in common?
a)

You plunge your hand into a paper bag three times and take
out two eggs each time.

b)

You see three blocks of houses with two houses in each
block.

c)

Three boys and two girls dance.
are possible?

How many different pairs

(old-fashioned style: one girl one boy per

pair! )
The question can also be put this way:

For which more

general issue can these three situations serve as models?
Is it enough to answer - like fourth graders perhaps would
do - "It's always six!" or "All are three times two" or "It
is mu 1 tJ.P Ii ca tion!" or ... ?

What is the meaning of the

concept "multiplication of natural nunmer"?

How may it be

explained?
The critical step is the crossing of the borderlines of the
three related DSE's.

The interesting commonness is not with the

same twos, threes, and sixes in each situation.

What are the

conditions for seeing the well-known elements differently, to
dissociate them from narrow concreteness, to attach another
meaning, another relation, a more general relation, to them?
ObvJ.ously, we can get hold of what we call a common structure
only by means of a model, of a certain

description~

no matter

how concrete or illustrative this model might be, provided that
it can work for us as the more general model, which we can
identify in (map onto) each of the three situations given.
For the above example a possible fourth model can be
d) Three parallel lines are cut by two other parallel lines.
The first three lines can then represent the 1., 2., and 3.
selection or house-per-block or boy.

The second two lines

represent the 1. and 2. egg per selection or block or girl.
And the intersections (modes) stand for the six eggs or
houses or pairs in total.

I
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Clearly the learner either has to reconstruct from related help
and hints or he/she has to construct such a model on his/her
own.

It should be clear, too, that this construction is not by

nature an integrated part of anyone of the three situations.
It is not part of the experiences within the three related DSE's
it is a new perspective.
From another point of view the geometrical configuration d)
is nothing else than just another (specific) model for the
multiplication of natural numbers.

Under this view there

are many more adequate models or descriptions, e.g. e) A
table with three columns and two rows, including the three
initial ones (more in H.RADATZ/W.SCHIPPER 1983, p.73).
From a developed understanding of the concept, each of the
models can serve as description of "the" general structure of
multiplication of natural number, at least potentially, and
realizable through one-to-one coordination.

Thinking about

the available modes and possibilities for the representation and
any structures at·all, we might find that we cannot overcome the
force of the use of models in communi·cation.

In principle there

is no transgression. This brings us nearer to the relativity of
so-called general concepts (see T.B.SEILER 1973). At this
point, on the other hand, the common statement about "the best
learning is learning by example" sounds somewhat tautological.
4.

Thesis

In terms of memory there are no general or abstract
- i.e. context-free - concepts, strategies, or

procedures.

The person can think (produce)

relative generality in a given situation.

But the

products are not retrievable from memory in the
same generality or abstractness, that is, they are
not activatable independently of the related DSE's.
with advancing years the development of the "society of mind"
leads to an accumulation of DSE's and also to a growing network
of relations among their elements through even the relations are
realized and retrievable only in specific domains.

Their

genesis is bound to the considerable constructive activities of
the person as well as to the situations of practice and to the

I
I
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qualities of social interaction.

The perspective of a certain

DSE may become integrated into a new DSE, together with elements
from other DSE's.

In the perspectives of the new DSE the

integrated older experiences may appear as subordinate and
hierarchically lower elements.

But in spite of that the older

DSE still can compete for activation with the new DSE.

R.LAWLER

therefore speaks of a "structure of a mixed form, basically
competitive but hierarchical at need" (1981, p.20), more
precisely perhaps:

hierarchically through special activation.

General knowledge is available through special activation only,
this is the meaning of thesis 4.
The disparity of the DSE's marks not only the phase of their
initial formation but also the later phases when detailed or
more general knowledge has been required, which of course is
stored in different DSE's because of the differences in
situation, as the investigations of FISCHBEIN et ale
show.

(1985)

Microethnographical studies at preschool and early school

ages substantiate the extent to which the ability for
identifying two events as being "the same case" depends upon
previous learning experiences and upon the subjective percept.ion
and definition of the actual situation.

In several long-term

studies R.LAWLER has documented and analyzed the encounters of
his children with computers, arithmetic and geometry (1979,
1981, 1985).

His early concept of "microworlds" is the

cognitive shadow of the domains of subjective experience (DSE)
as defined here (and elsewhere, BAUERSFELD 1982, 1983).
LAWLER's daughter Miriam e.g. has solved tasks of the type
75 + 26

=?

according to the specifiCities of presentation

in at least three different and for long incompatible
microworlds.
If the task appears as "75 cents plus 26 cents" Miriam
calculates the solution via her activated "Money world",
like: "That's three quarters, four and a penny i one-oh-one!"
The presentation of "seventy-five plus

twenty~six

she sol ves in her "Serial war ld" like:

Ii

equals..

seven plus two,

"
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nine, ninety-six, ninety-seven, ninety-eight, ninety-nine,
hundred, one-oh-one!"
And if it is written as a vertical sum, Miriam adds up the
columns and carries the tens (R.W.LAWLER 1981, H.BAUERSFELD
1983) .
The "identical" arithmetical task, as a teacher would name it,
is thus solved according to the activated special DSE using
related but completely different procedures.

For the child,

obviously, the different presentations are perceived as
different and independent tasks.

The rigid disparity remains in

effect even when all three representation are given
consecutively.

It is much later that through spectacular "Aha"

events certain relations are produced.
The studies support the supposition that, in particular, the use
of language is specific to the situation and hence to the
activated DSE.

In LAWLER's protocols Miriam uses the

phonetically same words "six", "seventy", "plus", etc. across
the different situations, whilst her concrete actions indicate
different specific meanings in correspondence with the different
activated microworlds.

For an observer therefore it is

impossible to interpret an utterance without adequate
reconstruction of the related subjective definition of the
situation (DSE).

Likewise it is impossible for Miriam to take a

distancing and critical perspective against her specific
procedures and interpretations from within the activated DSE.
Evidently this is impossible in general - without having
developed the distancing- and critical perspective as an
integrated habitual activity within the DSE.

That is why a

teacher's urging for comparing, for controlling, for looking
closer etc. has no effect when these activities are not
developed in relation to the activated narrow DSE.
There is by the way good reason for the development of
disparate DSE's because of the strikingly different sensual
characteristics of the concrete activities.
Miriam's "Money world" is built upon her intensive
experiences with her pocket money, with buying and change.
What mathematicians call the operations of addition and

I
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subtraction is here embedded in a world with its own
specific sensuality:

colour, and coinage etc. and with

specific non-number names like penny, nickel, dime etc.
H • RUMPF 1981).

In contrast to

her "Counting world" is ruled mainly by

th~t

word sequences which obey certain rules of construction

I
I

("twenty, twenty-one, ... ") and which are produced through
one-to-one procedures of speaking and touching the objects
to be count ed •
The Paper-sums world" is a medium of quite another type of
sensuality: Writing symbols on paper using a pencil (with

r

the typical fine-motoric muscle tensions), reading, and
operating with the symbols (see

r

l

(see

H.BROGEu~ANN

1983).

So we can state that meaning is attached to a word through
certain activities in a certain situation but a word has no
definite meaning per see
reading, and writing.

This is true with speaking, hearing,

Likewise we interpret a word heard in a

concrete situation within the range of the actually activated
OSEe

There is no other chance for understanding without

additional effort, e.g. the activation of other DSE's.

In this

sense even the so-called universal language of mathematics is
not universally available (retrievable) for a person.
Theories become helpful models for realities when and insofar as
they generate constructive orientation.

So more interesting

than the disparity of OSE's and the unthinkable purity of
context-free concepts, perhaps, are both the totality and the
principle of multidimensionality of learning in social
interaction:
5.

Thesis

Whenever we learn, all of the channels of human
perception are involved, i.eo we learn with all
senses, learning is total.

And:

simultaneously we

learn on all dimensions and levels of human
activities, at least potentially; i.e. learning is
multidimensional.
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A smell therefore can activate a certain D5E later on, as can a
pattern of motion ora sophisticated metaphor.

In a given

situation we not only learn about the subject matter, directly
and attentively, the what-to-do - e.g. the theme, facts and
procedure (declarative and procedural knowledge) - we also
learn,

mo~e

covertly, about the how and the when to do it - e.g.

orientations of action, strategies, the fit and the adequacy of
situations - we also learn about the why to do it - e.g. sense,
reasons, attached values - we learn about ourselves - e.g.
anxiety and motivation, personal identity - and we learn about
the others and how they see us - e.g. social norms,
social identify.

the person s

The listing is far from complete.

We also

develop routines and pattern of habitual activities in all
dimensions.
JOHN DEWEY already formulated this idea in 1938 7 ):
"Perhaps the greatest of all pedagogical fallacies is the
notion that a person learns only the particular thing he is
studying at the time.

Collateral learning in the way of

formation of enduring attitudes, of likes and dislikes, may
be and often is much more important than the spelling lesson
or lesson in geography that is learned.
are what fundamentally count in

·th~

For these attitudes

future."

The continuous flow of conscious production only marks the
surface of a much deeper stream of experiences which form the
orientation of a person's future actions.

As DEWEY stated, the

most important things are learned collaterally, across many
activities and preconsciously, in a FREUDian sense.

So what is

learned beyond the official theme, this major and more powerful
portion of learning appears as a core problem of classroom
teaching.

AU5UBEL's classical and often quoted words may now be

read with a .somewhat more differentiated understanding:
"If I had to reduce all of educationa I psycho logy to just
one principle, I would say this:

The most important single

factor influencing learning is what the learner already
knows.

Assertain this and teach him accordingly"

(1968)
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Notes
1)

In west Germany (FRG) after four years in primary school

about 25-40% of the 10-11 years old students enter a Gymnasium,
where they normally pass grades 5-13 and end up
with tne Abitur, at age 19.

The Abitur exam is the general

pre-requisite for university entrance.

The majority of the

students enter grade 5 of Hauptschule, Realschule or
Gesammtschule, the other types in the secondary school system.
2)

These include not only direct simulations of mathematical

content on the computer screen, but also simulations of the
learning process, of the learner's previous knowledge and
strategies, because all this information is processed in the
form of mathematical or logical rules and with unambiguous
ascriptions (meaning).
3)

Th~s,

clearly, requires more detailed discussion, which

cannot be done here.

My interest is to point out the

limitations which are carried by the unreflective use of my
categories or descriptors.

They seem to be "at hand"

metonymies) for. what we think we seeo

(like

But we usually do not

reflect upon their origin or their context, which leads to
covert, narrow pursuit, and not to novel ideas.

As operations

in context, describing and interpreting are dependent on the
qualities of these bases of the teaching-learning processes.
4)

ToO 'SHEA. stated tnat often "the attempt to automate an

activity forces a better understanding of the activity
itself" (O'SHEA/SELF /1983, p.267).
by saying:

And he ends his diagnosis

" ... it is easier to let children try to learn BASIC

than to develop learning environments which facilitate
intellectual discoveries; it is easier to write programs which
treat students uniformly than to write programs which try to
take account of an individual student's interests, errors and
aptitudes" (ibid., p.268).
5)

Analysing tne role of example and counterexample in "proofs

and refutations" LAKATOS said:

" ... we may have two statements

that are consistent in (a given language )LI' but we switch to
(a new language) L2 in which they are inconsistent.

Or we may
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have

t~'iO

statements that are inconsistent in Ll, but we switch

to L2 in which they are consistent.

As knowledge grows,

languages change.
'Every period of creation is at the same time a period in which
tne language changes.'

(FELIX) The growth of language cannot be

mod.elled in any given language."

(1.

brackets added from context, H.B.).

LAKATOS 1976, p. 93 i
LAKATOS identifies the

change of language as "concept-stretching" (p. 93 f.).

But

"concept-stretching will refute any statement, and will leave no
true statement whatsoever." (p.99)

Indeed he denies the

existence of "inelastic, exact concepts" as bases for
rationality (p.102).

There is no €ternal truth, there is only

"guessing" (p. 76 f.) and "the incessant improvement of guesses"
(p.S). D.SPALT (1985) discusses in detail the failure of
LAKATOS' solution to this fundamental problem: "mitigation" of
concept-stretching (LAKATOS 1976, p.102 f.).
6)

The notion of "subjective" experiences rather than

"personal" experiences (which might be nearer to colloquial
English) follows etymological considerations.

The Latin origin,

the verb "sub jicere", means in the transi ti ve sense that the
person (the subject) actively subjugates something, makes it the
person's own tnrough action.

This of course describes the

functioning of "subjective experiences".

The active parts are

at least the continuous constructions of meaning and the
selecting and focussing in our changing definitions of the
actual situation.
7)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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For this quotation I am indepted to HARRIET K. CUFFARO's
article in the Columbia Teachers College Record, summer
1984, p. 567, which interestingly critizes the present use
of computers in schools.

The vigilant reader will find that chapter 4 as promised at the
bottom of page 2 is missing here.

The chapter will have to be
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added later on.
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ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN APPLICATIONS OF
MATHEMATICS AND THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS

INTRODUCTION
Most mathematics educators believe in the importance of
applications, but it is nevertheless very difficult to
get applications into the curriculum. Why? One
possible reason appears to be that there is no agreement
on what is meant by applied mathematics. In the
following we shall explore four different definitions,
and their consequences both for the mathematics subject
matter and for pedagogy.

1

THE DEFINmON OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND ITS VISUAUZATION

In discussions of applied mathematics, a large amount of unnecessary difficulty is sometimes
created by differences in perception of the appropriate defInition. These differences have come
about quite naturally in recent years, since the variety of mathematics which has significant
practical applications, the number of fields to which mathematics is applied, and the modes of
applications have all undergone very rapid change. It is useful to think in tenns of four different
defInitions.

* Dr. Pollak's lecture followed closely parts of the text
of his paper "The interaction between mathematics and
other school subjects", Volume 4, UNESCO. The appropriate
parts of the text are reprinted here by permission of
the author and UNESCO.
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is. the classical branches of
analysis, including calculus, ordinary and partial differential equations, integral equations,
the theory of functions as well as a number of related areas. It is sometimes convenient to
annex those aspects-of secondary mathematics which are essentia.l-prerequisites to calculus,
_ in particular algebra, trigonometry and various versions of geometry. The fact that these
branches of mathematics are the ones most applicable to classical physics is usually understood as part of this defmition, but no actual connection with physical problems is implied.

(l) Applied mathematics means classical applied mathematics; that

(2) Applied mathematics means all mathematics that hflS significant practical application. This
greatly enlarges the collection of mathematical disciplines included under (1). All the topics
that have been considered world-wide for inclusion in the elementary and secondary school
have significant practical applications - including sets and logic~ functions, inequalities,
linear algebra, modem algebra, probability, statistics and computing. Almost all the mathematics taught at the tertiary level (the undergraduate level at many universities) as well as
much graduate mathematics are also included. In the views of many people, the most
important areas of mathematics that are included in (2) but not in (1) are statistics,
probability, linear algebra and computer science. There are many who feel that these topics
are as important as classical analysis. Fields of potential applicability include more than
physics, but, once again, only the mathematics itself is being considered.

,
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(3)

Applied mathematics means beginning with a situation in some other field 01' in real life.
making a mathematical interpretation or model, doing mathematical work within thatmodel, and applying the results to the original situation. Note that the other field is by no
means restricted to lie in the physical sciences. In particular, applications in the biological
sciences, the ~0cia1 sciences. and the management sciences have become extremely active.
Many other areas of applications will also be considered.

(4)

Applied mathematics means what people who apply mathematics in their livelihdod actually
do. This is like (3) but usually involves going around the loop between the rest of the world
and the mathematics many times. An excellent example of the process involved in this
deftnition of applied mathematics may be found in a report of the workings of the Oxford
Seminar in the United Kingdom (Oxford, 1972).

A convenient aid in visualizing these four definitions is seen below:

In this picture the left-hand side shows mathematics as a whole, which contains two intersecting
subsets we have called classical applied mathematics and applicable mathematics. Classical applied
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mathematics represents defInition (1) and applicable mathematics, deflnition (2). Why doesn't
(2) contain all of (1)? The overlap between these is great, but it is not true that all of classical
applied mathematics is currently applicable mathematics. There is much work in the theory of
ordinary and partial differential equations, for example, which is of great theoretical interest but
has no applications which are visible at the moment. Such work is included in deflnition (1) as
classical applied mathematics, since this contains all work in differential equations; on the other
hand, if it is not currently applicable, it does not belong in defmition (2).
The rest of the world includes all other disciplines of human endeavour as well as everyday life.
An effort beginning in the rest of the world, going into mathematics and coming back again to
the outside discipline belongs in defmition (3). Defmition (4) involves, as will be seen, going
around the loop many times.
Other categorizations of applied mathematics have also been considered and can be examined
in tenns of the diagram. Typically, they involve a more detailed study of the process within
mathematics itself than we shall undertake here. For example, applications of mathematics may
consist of routine uses of mathematics, of mathematical reasoning as opposed to direct
calculation, and of the building of models of various sizes going from small models through full
mathematization of real situations to truly large-scale theories. Another very interesting way of
slicing the pie may be found in Felix Browder (1976) "The relevance of mathematics". His
categories consist of: (a) practical mathematics, that is mathematical practice in the common life
of manklnd in civilized societies; (b) technical mathematics, that is the use of mathematical
techniques and concepts to formulate and solve problems in other intellectual disciplines; (c)
mathematical research, that is the investigation of concepts, methods and problems of various'
mathematical disciplines including applied ones; and (d) mathematics as a universal pattern of
knowledge, which means the science of signiflcant form. His ess~y is highly recommended.
2

. A DETAILED STUDY OF THE VARIOUS DEFINITIONS

2.1 The mathematics side of the diagram.
The mathematical content of classical applied mathematics (deflnition (1» and of applicable
mathematics (defInition (2» have already been discussed. One recent trend has been the publication of books and articles showing the applicability of many of the mathematical disciplines
which are not included in defInition (1). To name just a few examples, Hans Freudenthal (1973)
as well as M. Glaymann and Tamas Varga (1973) have written recent books on the applicability
of probability; Tanur, Mosteller, Kruskal, Link, Pieters and Rising (1972) have edited a volume
showing the great diversity of applications of statistics; R. H. Atkin (1974) in his book has
included applications of topology, and Fred Roberts (1976) has devoted much space to applications of graphs and Markov chains. Journal articles are even more numerous; a few samples of
particular interest follow - without the slightest pretence of coverage. Thus F. W. Sinden (1966)
and Uwe Beck (1974) have shown some applications of topology; M. Dumont (1973) has
discussed some uses of Boolean functioJlS and 1. H. Durran (1973) some applications of Markov
chains. Recent applications of combinatorics and graph theory are examined, for example, by
John Niman (1975), J. N. Kapur (1970) and W. F. Lunnon (1969).
A significant feature of applications or" mathematics is that mathematical concepts and
structures havoC important usefulness, not just mathematical technique. An interesting discussion
of this point is given by H. G. Flegg (1974). Furthermore, since the relationship between mathematics and it! applications is forever changing, there is a dynamic effect on mathematics itself.
It has happened many times that areas of mathematics which were originally considered quite
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pure, and were developed with no thought of applications whatever, have turned out to be
significantly useful. On the other hand, areas of mathematics which were invellted only for
application, with no thought of their possible contribution to core mathematics, have turned
out to have an impact on pure mathematical disciplines. As an example of the fonn~r, the theory
o(entire functions has given notable insights in electrical communications; ideas of infonnation
theory; on the other hand, have been useful in such diverse fields as measure-preserving transformations and the theory of fmite groups.
2.2 The rest of the world
Perhaps the outstanding feature of applications of mathematics in recent years is that the areas to
which mathematics is applied have been increasing in number 'So rapidly. It is fair to say that no
area of human endeavour is currently immune from quantitative reasoning or mathematical
modelling. Besides the traditional physical sciences and engineering, the biological sciences, the
social sciences, the management sciences. the humanities and everyday life are all arenas for interaction with mathematics. This is not meant to imply that mathematics is taking over all these
other fields, but there are many interesting applications.
Perhaps the most extensive literature in recent years on applied mathematics from the point of
view of the other disciplines has come in the biological sciences. An excellent overall survey
appears in the book by J. Maynard Smith (1968). Books dealing with specific areas within_the
biological sciences include Victor Twersky (1967) on growth, decay and competition and R. M.
May (1973) on "the stability of ecosystems. Among the' articles too numerous to summarize we
note S. Karlin (1972a,b, the fonner jointly with M. Feldman) on genetics, S. P. Hastings (1975)
on neurobiology, Arthur Engel (1971, 1975) and Beck (1975) on population models, W. D.
Hamilton (1971) on the geometry of group behaviour, and several articles in "Computers in
Higher Education" (1974) on the use of computers in biology. Not that new books and articles
on mathematics in science have been lacking: We note particularly a little known volume by
George Polya Mathemtltical Methods in Science (1963) as well as another portion of Victor
Twersky (1967). Recent articles on mathematics in science include J. B. Griffiths (1976) on
model building and mechanics, the conference report on "Modem Mathematics and the Teaching
of Science" (1975), and the previously mentioned computer survey "Computers in Higher
Education" (1974).
Another field which has recently flourished is the interaction of mathematics with the social
sciences. Information on computers and statistics in the social sciences generally may be found
in (Computers ... , 1974) and (Teaching of statistics ... , 1973); a fascinating and somewhat
different viewpoint is represented in the article by H. R. Alker, Jr., "Computer simulations:
Inelegant mathematics and worse social science?" (1974). The Source book
Applications of
Undergraduate Mathemtltics to the Social Sciences (1977) contains descriptions of detailed
mathematizations in many fields of the social sciences. To go on with specific fields, economics is
extremely active for interactions with mathematics, although good expositions of the problems
of model building in economics are not common. One nice example is "On the theory of
interest" by David Gale (1973). Mathematical work in geography has also been quite popular in
recent years, particularly in the United Kingdom. Again there are signifi:cant contributions in
(Computers 0.0, 1974) and (Source Book .•. , 1977), and an elementary treatment of weather
for~casting in Durran (1973); see also King (1970). Mathematical psychology is represented by
two recent survey articles by Anatol Rapoport (1976); Source Book ... (1977) also contains
extensive references to recent work. Besides their appearance in overall summaries, anthropology
is represented by example in the book by L. Pospisil (1963) and the traditional mathematical
theory of warfare by Arthur Engel in (1971). A magnificent example of mathematics applied to

on
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political science may be found in M. L. Balinski and H. P. Young (1975) "The quota method of
apportionment". Mayer (1971) and Coxon (1970), for example, represent mathematical
sociology.
The very large field of mathematical models in the management sciences including the entire
area of operations research hardly needs description here. Sample articles of particular interest in
recent years include those by F. J. Fay (1972), J. C. Herz (1973) and the delightful piece on
mathematics applied to college presidency by J. G. Kemeny (1973). Mathematical models in
medicine has been an increasingly active field; there is an excellent survey by J. S. Rustagi
"Mathematical models in medicine" (1971). Mathematical linguistics has similarly become a
major accepted field. Interesting particular articles appear, for example, as parts of Engel (1971)
and Source Book . .. (1977), with Sankoff (1973) as another good source.
The penetration of mathematics into the humanities, including statistical and computer
models, is a fairly recent event. Perhaps furthest advanced are mathematical analyses of art. We
note, for example, A. V. Subnikovand V. A. Koptsik (1974) and a very valuable British summary
of mathematical ideas and concepts in art by Beryl Fletcher (1976a). Mathematics applied to
architecture is discussed by R. Fischler (1976) as well as in the summary work "Computers in
Higher Education" (1974). Some examples of mathematical ideas in hobbies and handicrafts are
given in Beryl Fletcher (1976b). Mathematical strategies for certain games such as NIM and the
towers of Hanoi have long been familiar to, and enjoyed by, mathematicians. In recent years,
there has. been a great upswing in the discovery of optimal strategies for much more intricate
games, and this has even provided one of the early applications of ideas from nonStandard
analysis. We particularly note the work ofE. R. Beriekamp and J. H. Conway, partly reported in
Conway (1976). A nice example of optimal strategy for poker is given by W. H. Cutler (1975).
Cryptanalysis has often been treated - see e.g. Sinkov (1968); for mathematics in sports see
Klein ( 1972).
Besides the above-mentioned books and articles more or less devoted to specific areas of
applications, there has been a trend in recent years towards the publication of excell·ent
collections of articles and symposium reports which cover a broader spectrum. One of the earliest
but still of great interest is the Utrecht colloquium "How to Teach Mathematics so as to be
Useful" (Freudenthal, 1968). This was followed by the Echternach symposium "New Aspects of
Mathematical Applications to School Level" (Echternach, 1973) and the Lyon seminar "Goals .
and Means Regarding Applied Mathematics in School Teaching" (Goals and Means.
1974).
Other noteworthy volumes of this kind include Notes of Lectures on Mathematics in the
Behavoriai Sciences edited by H. A. Selby (1973), Topics in Behavoriai Mathematics by T. L
Saaty (1973), A Source Book for Teachers and Students on Some Uses of Mathematics, Max Bell
(1967), A Conference on the Applications of Undergraduate Mathematics . .. (Knopp and Meyer,
1973) and La Mathernatique et ses Applications by E. Galion (1972).
0

•

,

The preceding list well illustrates the cum:nt diversity of applications of mathematics in
contrast with the historical monolith of applications to physics. It should not be assumed,
however. that the arguments between those who stress the gteat variety of applications in recent·
years and those who feel that their total- impact cannot compare to the 2000-year accumulation
of success in mathematical physics have died down. In fact, this difference of instinctive value
judgement underlies many of the arguments about mathematics education to which we wi!!.
return later.
2.3 The model building process
When mathematics is actually applied to a situation in some other field, there are typically a
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number of distinguishable steps in the process. These consist of a recognition that a situation
needs understanding, an attempt to fonnulate the situation in precise mathematical tenns,
mathematical work on the derived model, (frequently) numerical work to gain further insight
into the results, and an evaluation of what has been learned in tenns of the original external
situation. This picture of the model building process has been widely accepted and there are
many papers which elucidate the details from various points of view. Overall descriptions appear,
for example, in the papers by M. S. Klamkin (1971), H.. O. Pollak (1970) and P. L. Bhatnagar
( 1974). The same pattern, but applied specifically to operations research, appears in the paper by
Gordon Raisbeck (1975) "Mathematicians in the practice of operations research"; its application
to engineering may be found in A. C. Bajpai, L. R. Mustoe and D. Walker (1975), and again in the
paper by H. G. Flegg (1974). M. E. Rayner (1973) in her paper "Mathematical applications in
science" in the Echternach report describes in detail some of the difficulties in problem fonnulation. A quotation she gives from Eddington is particularly worth repeating, ''The initial
fonnulation of the problem is the most difficult part, as it is necessary to use one's brains all the
time; afterwards, you can use mathematics instead". A proposal for better model building in
mechanics is also given by J. B. Griffiths (1976). See also Wilder (1973).
The model building process has a number of interesting properties as well as pitfalls which
we shall examine. A good model is one which is to some extent successful in explaining, or
even predicting, external reality. If it fails to have this explanatory power then, no matter how
satisfactory the mathematics itself, the model is not good applied mathematics and must be
changed. This process can be quite painful for the mathematician but real progress in interdisciplinary efforts is often made through successive changes in the model: This is one of the
reasons why defmition (4) of applied mathematics involves going around the loop many times.
Another phenomenon which sometimes happens is that a mathematical model predicts too much
rather than too little. It may happen that phenomena observed in the other field are indeed
explained satisfactorily, but that further logical implications of the model are not acceptable.
For example, in the mathematics of communication a model of a signal which is of fmite
duration in time is very realistic. Similarly, a model of a communication signal using fmite bandwidth comes up in many situations and gives quite satisfactory engineering results. Unfortunately,
the two are contradictory and cannot be used at the same time in the same problem; models
which do so unwittingly will lead to nonsense. On the other hand, attempts to understand this
difficult situation fully have led to very interesting advances. see e.g. D. Slepian (1976).
Another feature of the model building process is that the purposes for which a mathematical
model is created are also quite varied. In the physical sciences and engineering. the purpose is
frequently very precise understanding which will in tum lead to action. In the social sciences,
on the other hand, the purpose is often one of insight; you want to know whether a certain set
of hypotheses could account for a particular observed phenomenon. It is often assumed, although
not necessarily true, that these associations are in fact one-to-one correspond~ces. Physical
models of why rivers meander, or why a rapidly slurped pice of spaghetti comes up and hits your
nose, are not necessarily used for scientific decisions. On the other hand, mathematical models of
shortest connecting networks and optimal pricing are often used for management action.
The overall picture of applications of mathematics would not be complete without a discussion
of truly interdisciplinary activity. Much of the most exciting CUlTent work is in fact on the:
borderline between severa! field~ one of which ~eing in the mathematical sciences. The above
references will lead the: reader to many examples of current interdisciplinary work.
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EFFEcrs OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS ON MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

3.1 Problems.and problem solving in the schools
A framework for understanding the meaning of applied mathematics has now been established,
and a number of ramifications of the various defInitions have been examined. A look:- at effects
of applied mathematics on education follows. It must be emphasized that many of the topics in
this chapter represent ideas and experiments in various countries which cannot claim to be
adopted on any large scale. Discussions at the Karlsruhe Congress did not bring forth any data
which would substantiate broad use of applied mathematics in the schools.
Traditionally most of what was considered applied mathematics in the schoolS has been found
under headings such as "word problems!', "problem solving", etc. (This does not mean the
"word problem" in the sense of modern algebra.) The meaning of such problem solving has been
examined in a number of projects and articles in recent years. For example, the work of IOWa in
the Netherlands is of particular importance. IOWa has also paid special attention to the
differences in abstraction and precision between mathematical language and everyday language.
The detailed meaning of problem solving is examined in papers by H. G. Flegg (1974), Beryl
Fletcher (l976c) and H. O. Pollak (1969). Genuine applications of mathematics to other fIelds
and to everyday life should ideally be in the character of defInitions (3) and (4). It is often
argued that a full presentation in the spirit of even defmition (3) represents too large a project
and takes too much time. In that case, the actual situation and numbers used in the word
problem should at least be genuine extractions from an honest problem fonnulation. For
example, estimates of crop yields and of times to complete a task should not be made to fIve
significant figures, for this will never happen in real life. Too many plumbers in one room get in
each other's way, and jobs are, not always divisible. A current joint project of the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the Mathematical Association of America in the United
States is producing a Source Book (1978) of hundreds of simple problems which are intended to
be genui:le in the above sense.
The opposite phenomenon is that the facts alleged in the statement of a problem are sometimes totally unreal. Problems which use wrong linguistics or impossible engineering or incorrect
meteorology just to have some words from another discipline should be avoided. In this case,
intent can nevertheless be important. Sometimes problems are clothed in a mantle of external
vocabularY only for amusement, and the pretended application is not meant to be taken seriously.
We shall call such problems whimsical problems. A strong argument in favor of such problems is
made for example by Arthur Engel (1969) "Some examples are artificial, like fables. But just
like fables, they have a moral, i.e., they facilitate insights into things that appear in the real
world". For example, it can be quite effective to begin with an unsatisfactory oversimplification
of a real situation, and to approach a genuine application in the sense of def"mition (4) through a
series of increasingly realistic problems. Thus whimsical and unreal problems are not necessarily
devoid of pedagogic value. However, if they are perceived as stupid, they may well be counterproductive. Similar discussions of real and unreal problems may be found in two particularly
interesting papers by Margaret Brown (1972, 1973) and Mary Williams (1971). In particular, Mary
Williams points out that the same difficulty of unreal models happens at a very advanced level as
well as at the school leveL See also section 1.1.5 of Chapter IV.

.

The increased awareness in many countries of the importance of teaching the applicability af
mathematics has led to a number of very interesting attempts to collect real problems at various
levels, and from various disciplines, and to make them available for teaching purposes. One
collection at the school level (Source Book ... Secondary School, 1978) has already been
mentioned. Other general collections have been made by Max Bell (1972). Ben Noble (1967),
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D. A. Quadling (1975), and C. W. Sloyer (1974). Collections devoted to particular disciplines,
mainly at the university level, include the series on statistics by example (Mosteller et al., 1973),
the social sciences problem book (Source Book ... Social Sciences, 1977) and the collection of
mathematical models in biology (Thrall et al., 1967), although the realism of proolems in the
latter, collection varies. Another text in the same . spirit, although it is organized as an actual
course in engineering concepts, is The Man Made World (1971). It can be expected that very
interestirig collections of real problems in the above spirit will also be appearing in China. One
such example of which we are aware contains, among other things, a number of excellent
geometric problems from industry and agriculture (Applications ... , 1975).
3.2 Mathematical subject matter in the schools
The diversity of applicable mathematics (defmition (2» which has emerged in recent years has
greatly complicated the task of designing curricula for elementary and secondary schools. The
traditional goals of preparing students for either shopkeeping or calculus (associated with
defmition (1» cease to be uniquely valid when so many more areas in the mathematical sciences
are of undenilible importance to so many of the world's people. As the number of reasonable
ch.)ices increases, so does the difficulty of designing a curriculum. It has been argued by many
that, for example, probability, statistics and computer science are as important for applications
as the calculus. School materials for applications to many different disciplines have become
available in recent years. Collections of materials involving applications to many different.fields
may be found, for example, in Crossing Subject Boundaries (Schools Council, 1970) and the
materials from the Minnesota School Mathematics Center (Rosenbloom, 1963). The Chelsea
Centre for Science Education project, "Science Uses Mathematics" (Chelsea) contains interesting
applications to science which can be used in an interdisciplinary way, although this is not always
done. Applied Mathematics in the High School by Max Schiffer (1963) also gives excellent
examples of the relationship of mathematics and scientific applications from the point of view of
the schools. A collection of examples which tum the tables and use physics to do mathematics.
'
.
has been made by Uspenskii (1961).
A major work examining curricular goals and pedagogy in the framework of an application to
economics may be found in Damerow, Elwitz, Keitel, and Zimmer (1974)< Biological applications
may be found in Gibbons and Blofield (1971), and applications to geography in the materials by
IOWO, in New Ways in Geography by J. P. Cole and N. 1. Beynon (1968) and also in B. Fletcher
(1976c). Applications to geography are also featured in the Travaux d'Orleans (Les
Mathernatiques dans Z'Enseignement ... , 1975), which in fact contains many other fascinating
applications to a variety of fields throughout the curriculum. including economics, technology
and medicine. This work also features references to recent work on applications in France and
interesting philosophy on the usefulness of mathematics. An interesting application to political
science may be found in Steiner (1966); environmental applications occur in the work of IOWO
and in the book by Fred Roberts (1976). As we look at applications organized from the
mathematical point of view. a superb collection of applications of linear algebra may be found in
T. J. Fletcher (1972), and of statistics and probability in the work of Arthur Engel, e.g. (1970.
1973) and in The Teaching of Probability and Statistics edited by RAde (1970). Mathematics
Applicable by the Schools Council (1975) also motivates much secondary mathematics through
eX3IJlples; the volume entitled Logarithmic/Exponential is a particularly interesting sample.
This great diversity of possible applications of mathematics, and of elementary branches of
mathematics with significant applicability, has made the curriculum design problem very difficult.
For example, topic A deserves to precede topic B in the curriculum if topic A is socially more
important at this particular time, or if topic A is a prerequisite to topic B at this particular time.
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As technology and social goals change, so should the ordering of importance. As available tools
for teaching change, so will the order of prerequisites. These orderings will differ also from
country to country. These facts make it even more difficult than it has been in the past to export
curricula from one part of the world to another. Since an imported curriculum incorporates
problems, situations and values which make no sense in a new country, this was probably never
desirable, but is is even more questionable now.
3.3 The possible effect of applications on pedagogy
An appreciation for the different forms of applications of mathematics should affect not only the
curriculum materials of the schools but also the pedagogy. If you examine even relatively simple
uses of mathematics, you find that it is necessary to understand when and how and why the
mathematics works in order to apply it correctly. There are several reasons for this. One is that
mathematics which has been understood will be remembered better. Another more fundamental:
reason is the danger that mathematics which has been memorized without understanding will be
misapplied. It is necessary to know where a particular method or formula comes from, exactly
what kind of problem it will handle, and when and how it works in order to be sure that it will
apply to a new situation. Curriculum reform in many countries has emphasized the "why" of
mathematics in recent years on the grounds that it is essential for proper teaching of
mathematics. What we see is that "why" is just as important for interactions of mathematics
with other disciplines as it is for mathematics itself. The natural desire of mathematics teachers
to emphasize understanding as well as technique is reinforced, not contradicted, by applications.
The model building process as developed through dermitions (3) and (4) of applied
mathematics interacts with mathematical pedagogy in a still deeper sense. Model building requires
an understanding of the situation outside mathematics and of the process of mathematization as
well as of the mathematics itself. You cannot hope to mathematize a situation without understanding it. Here we have yet another way in which "applied n problems which do nothing more
than mouth words from another discipline are likely to mislead the student. A- great weakness
of some courses with titles like "Methods of Applied Mathematics" is that no attempt is made to
provide an opportunity for the student to understand the situation and the mathematization
process. This point has been particularly emphasized by H. G. Flegg (1974) and is further
substantiated, especially from the point of view of future employment, in R. R. MeLone (1973).
Some of the college-{evel collections of real problems mentioned previously, for example Noble
(1967) and Source Book ... Social Sciences (1977), take particular pains towards the understanding of the situation in the real world.
Another pedagogic. implication of the interaction between mathematics and other disciplines as
it is described in dermition (4) is that such interactions are clearly open-ended. Open-ended
teaching of mathematics itself has long been recommended by mathematics educators in many
countries, although adoption is rare. What does '·open-ended" mean in this context? Besides the
usual activities of solving problems and proving theorems, students should have the experience
of fmding their own problems to solve 'and their own theorems to prove. Such experience is an
important factor in the mathematical development of the student. But exactly the same
argument holds in the context of applications. It is very valuable for the student to have openended modelling experience, which besides its great pedagogic value is an accurate foretaste Of
mathematical~applications in the real world. Experiments in open-ended discovery teaching of
mathematical~applications, many in the form of truly interdisciplinary materials, are under way
in surprisingly many countries. An outstanding example is certainly China, where a major
practical problem will be used for reference and inspiration throughout a course in calculus or
linear algebra. There are many other examples of open-ended and truly interdisciplinary activities
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at the tertiary level, represented, for example, by the Case Studies in Applied Mathematics
(1976), the books by T. J. Fletcher (1972), Maki and Thompson (1973) and Roberts (1976).
At the elementary level, an outstanding example is provided by the USMES project iIi the United
States (Lomon et al., 1975) in which students attack a series of action-oriented challenges by
appropriate combinations of mathematics, science and social science. Truly ~open~nded
applications are particularly difficult to introduce -at the secondary level, and corresponding
materials are very scarce.
3.4 Applications and teacher training
As mathematics teaching changes in the light of the increasing applicability of the subject, so
should teacher training. Teachers should become familiar with the new fields of applicable
mathematics, with the process of model building, and with the associated pedagogic emphases
on understanding and ope~ndedness. There is a general tendency world-wide to reverse certain
recent trends and to include more experiences involving applications in the training of
prospective teachers. Perhaps the most exciting development in this direction is the pattern
pioneered in the United Kingdom and now also spreading, for example, to Australia (Fensham
and Davison, 1972), i.e. to make an internship in industry part of the training of a mathematics
teacher. In this way, it is possible for the teacher to learn something of how the mathematical
sciences are really applied. Practising teachers also sometimes help with the preparation of new
interdisciplinary, open-ended materials (see e.g. Case Studies ... , 1976). Especially in those
countries in which there is CUIrentIy an ample supply of teachers, those prepared in the broader
mathematical sciences and familiar with applications of mathematics enjoy a stronger position in
looking for employment. In other countries, applied mathematics in the sense of defmition (1)
has always been a strong component in teacher training, but experience with applications in the
sense of definitions (3) ~d (4) has been missing. Once again, major industrial or agricultural
experience has become part of teacher training in China.

3.5 Vocational education
A further educational effect of applications of mathematics is in vocational education. As the
importance of the mathematical sciences increases for many disciplines, so does the need the
workers and technicians in these disciplines to learn the most appropriate mathematical
techniques. Noteworthy vocational materials in a variety of technical fields have been developed
in a number of countries. For example, of the order of a dozen volumes of applications of
mathematics in different technologies (clothing, carpentry, metal work, etc.) have been produced
in Hungary. A different development in the same spirit is the increasing popularity of special
curricula for technicians in computer science and data analysis. These have become particularly
prevalent, for example, in the United States.
3.6 The implications of truly interdisciplinary teaching
Teaching which is truly multidisciplinary is very difficult to achieve at any level, but perhaps
nearest to reality in the elementary school. where - in many countries - a single teacher
nonnally handles most if not all subjects. The evidence for this may be found in the many multi
disciplinary materials for the elementary school which have been mentioned. Such activities,
when actually carried out in the schools, are especially satisfactory for students because they
strengthen the relationship between school and real life. Students are not always satisfied with
the promise of future gratification inherent in such statements as "you will fmd out why this is
useful later on", and are pleased with the applicability of mathematics to problems in which they
a
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are interested. This is particularly stressed, for example, by IOWO and USMES (Education
Development Center, 1974, 1975). However, if the time during the school day is apportioned
according to disciplines, it is necessary that the time for multidisciplinary activities be
contributed 'by the various disciplines involved. This implies, at a minimum, that multidisciplinary projects must state what responsibility they will take for specific topics in the several
disciplines. Appropriate teacher training at the elementary level is very necessary. On the
,secondary level, the implications for the structure of the educational system are much more
severe. If a single unit involves mathematics, science, social science and language arts all in a
significant way, who is going to teach the material, who will contribute the time, how should the
school be 'organized? These problems have not been solved, although team teaching is one possibility; see also Rao (1975). They are discussed particularly in section 3.7 of Chapter III and in the
Report of the Memphis Conference (Education Development Center, 1974). At the university
level, multidisciplinary educational activities may take the fonn, for example, of genuine model
building courses discussed previously, or of team teaching by faculty from mathematics and from
a field of application of sections in basic courses such as calculus, linear algebra, and statistics.
An example of a master's programme with multidisciplinary experience is Hunter College (1974).
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by S.H. Erlwanger
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GROOP A

H. Bauersfeld, H. Bouazzaoui, V. Byers, B. Eimouna, H. Gerber, M.
lbffman, R. Kayler, D. Kirshner, A. Kramti, E. Kuendiger, D. :wkenbein,
O. tbhamred, A. ~ll, J. Vervoort, S. Erlwanger.
"StlXients' errors in mathematics learning have often been
approached fran a pathological point of view. In such an
approach, the study of errors or error patterns is ooncei.ved
as the study of the synptans of 5CIle disease for which a cur e
has to be found or discovered. In other relatively recent
studies, the phencm=non of errors in mathematics l.ea.ming has
been approached fran a IIOre developnental, cognitive point of
view. In this latter approach, ·stlXients' errors are seen
nore as signs of progress in learning, which may indicate an·
ino:upleted process, a deviation fran an expected deve10pnent
or even a nU.SCXltlCeption but which essentially is a ~
of a cognitive process called learning. In this perspective,
students I errors in mathematics are inportant indicators for
the description of the leaming process and its gradual developnent.

ABOUT STUDENT~S ERRORS
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GROUP LEADERS:

STANLEV ERLWANGER
DIETER LUNKENBEIN

It is the intention of this l-.orking group to study and to discuss
the phenaiena of error in mathematics learning fran the latter
perspective .

1.

by looking at
this field;

2.

by indicating the inpact of particular results on the
conception and description of nodels of the learning
process;

3.

by identifying sane areas of research, \</here the described
approach could be of particular interest.·

5CIle

recent publications or research in

'Dle W;)rking Group oansisted of a diverse set of individuals with inter-

ests

1.

ranging fran the elesrentary scbJol to the university level.
Publications an::l Research

several publications were on display for the group. SCIIe of these
the~.
In addition, several oopies of
reports ~ exanples of stlXients work were made availabl~ to
!larber.:s. 'llbere was unfortunately, not a wide enough rar\9B of IIBterial.

are listed in
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2.

A.

of research identified as of interest were in the articles
on display, especially t;w:) by Ginsberg which are discussed belCM. 'ltIe following points of interest energed fran the discussions.

AreaS

(ti)

'ltIere was sane discussion as _11 as general agrearent on the idea of
using errors and enor analysis to stuly cognitive processes. 'ltIe
article, "Cognitive Diagnosis of <llil.dren' s Arithrretic" by Ginsburg
was discussed as a good exanple of one awlication of error analysis.
It was felt that Ginsburg's classification of cognitive purpose and
integrative purpose was a useful way of considering error analysis.

(iii) 'l\;o exanples of conceptual enors _re given. V. Byers used
an exanple by R. Davis on the zero product principle which sane high
scOOol students used incorrectly to solve (x-7) (x-B) = 30 as X-7=3 or
x-8=3.

of the Il8Ibers here- felt that such analysis could be useful for
. theory building \Vhi1e others ~ IIDre interested in using such
analysis for rerrediation. 'ltIese differences reflected individual
Il8Ibers interest and eJqleI'ienoes in the area of diagnosis.
SCIIe

A set of exanples by Erlwanger of children's interview

responses
to questions about the equal sign was distributed. '!he exanples
illustrated b::lw children gave their own (different) inteq>retations
of the equal sign in exanples such as 2+3=5, 3=3 and 5+3=3+5.

CAle of the participants, H. Gerber, has aptly observed that "the

Over the remaining t;w:) days \<2 att:aIpted to follCM a plan to discuss.
Procedura). Errors, Conceptual Errors and finally enors in Problan·
Solving.
B.

Procedural and Conceptual Errors

A distinction was made between these t;w:) types of errors by V. Byers.
'!be fomer were errors in the steps of an algorithm and the latter were

cxxx:erned with concepts.

'ltIe discussion on prooedural errors led to

the following points:
(i) 'ltIe article, "Cognitive Analysis of Orlldren's Mathematics Difficulties· by Russelland Ginsberg was introduced by Byers as an exanple
to illustrate procedural errors as specific defective prooedures when
executing a written algorithm. ~s did rot have eoough tine
to digest the article. It was also felt that the paper SlJlll\ll"ized results rather than described individual children. Ibvever, the results
did indicate that fourth graders with learning difficulties made a
greater number of errors than their peers.

---

exanples of children's \\Ork _re shown by Erlwanger.

but could do the exanple nentally in his head. M::>reover, the sane boy
oould handle fractions which _re used in plans for his IIDdeI CXXlstructions, but he made enors with fractions at scOOol. '!he next
exanple was of a boy wOO was able to use algorithns correcUy as \o.ell
as infonnal nethods of \\Orldng with percents for example. 'ltIe exanples
~re used to suggest that
the so-called infonnal netrods are used
by both good and poor stldents, but it is only the latter wOO are
often unable to use standard algorithm that are taught at scOOol.

Error Analysis for Cognitive Purposes

session got off to a ponderously slow beginning.
Perhaps it was due
to the heterogenious nature of the groups, or the variety of biases,
expectations, and ooncerns, that the first three b::lurs were, to Ire at
least, a waste of tine. 'ltIe neeting cane alive at the start of the
first session with ~ur (Erlwanger) exanples, confiDning the theory
that· _ slDuld introduce a topic with a problan that interests the
audience. "
'ltIe point being made is an inportant one in that it reflects the state of the art regarding error analysis in mathematics.
'ltIe article by Ginsburg was a beginning attaIpt towards sane sort of
theory. Ibvever, it becane clearer over the three days that _ were
all easily IIDtivated by anecdotal exanples and subsequent discussions
remained at the descriptive level and led to different inteq>retations
by individuals.
.

'l\;o

Ole exanple sOOwed a boy wOO made procedural enors with an algoritlJn

'll1ere was not eoough tine to consider these exanples or any others .further.
C.

Errors in Problan Solving

'!here was no tine to discuss
D.

Other

aspects

that

~

this area

at all.

touched upon but not discussed at length

~:

Articles by Byers and Erlwanger. Ole article on "Content and FoJ:m
in Mathematics" raised the question whether enors sb::luld be attri..
buted to either the CXXltent or the f011l). or both. A second article
on "Merrory and Mathematical Understanding" raised the question:
i'lhat cb good students in mathematics renentler that poor ones do rot?
A related question is the role of Rel\Dry in enors ariSing fxan
spurious genralizations.
2. '!he article by Russell and Ginsburg SUPPOrted sane of the observations
made by the group, nanely: children with mathematics difficulties
are not deficient in key infonnal mathematical concepts and skills,
but they have trouble recalling addition number facts and they
make procedural type enors.
1.

3.

'!he problan of row to minimise the occurrence of enurs as \ell as
00w to use errors as they occur to assist stldents in leam.tng
mathanatics was proposed by M. Hoffman.

4.

Iooking at errors fran a broad context in which errors energe as
only one aspect of the totality of that student. (H. Bauersfeld)

5.

'ltIe ootion that enors are subject matter specific and reflect its
CXll1tent as ~l as its foIlll. (Byers and Erlwanger)

6.

'lhe developu:mt approach in Gearetry where enors are

CXXlSidered

to be indicators of the level of developu:mt of children. (D. Lunkenbein)
'Ibis raised the question
that _ speak of children's enors frequently in subjects taught at scOOol while _ seldon think of errors
in subjects that are taught infonnally such as gE!aretry.

- -
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7.

!obSt discussions 00 errors xemained ~t the descriptive level
and did not lead to any theory. (D. Kirshner)

'lb S\.IIIllarize, the w:>rld.ng group datonstrated once again that our kn0w-

ledge regarding the learning of mathematics and the causes and nature
of errors is still incatplete, fragnentary and far fran a theory.
'!bus \\4len the group net initially a great deal of tine was spent in
trying to evaluate each others views. It \IOUld probably have been advantages to have focussed 01'1 introducing each aspect by neans of
exanples. But it turns out that finding exanples to cover different
levels e.g. elenentary, secondary, college and university is quite
difficult.
Individual cx::aments by participants:
. (a)

E. I<uendiger

"X awreciated very muc:h, that during discussions a variety of different views cane up, as to how an erxor can be defined and what role
it plays in the leaming process. Depending on the crosen conceptual
fralfSooOrk different aspects oc::ue to the fore.
X raIaWer three different
partly exclusive.

awroaches,

-

deviation of a well defined norm system. fobreover the occurrence of
errors has to be avoided. If this is not possible, the teacher by intervening - has or will lead to the right way nore or less
innediately.
'lhis approach makes it easy to identify errors and to classify them;
but I think it is far fran scOOol leaming or learning in general ••
(b)

"In this report, I focus on Il\i' own principal intervention in the
Error lInalysis W;)rking Group, oonceming the relationship of ~
tence nodels to error analysis. '!he thesis consists of the fol.lowing
CXIl{lOI1f!Ilts :
1.

Data available on students' errors are (usually and awropriate1y)
analysed through ocmparisan to, or as deviations fran, cx:upetent
behaviours.

2.

Error pattems are less uniform and "stable" than cx:upetence
pattems. both within and ~ subjects, because the class
of deviations fran a procedure is (in principle and practise)
broader than the procedure itself. Also, errors may present an
int:ernediate stage in the acxp.dsition of cx:upetence. '!be latter
is therefore an 'end point' of a develo~tal process.

3.

'!be greater stability of cx:upetence data permits, in principle,
nore systallatic and rigorous analysis of cx:upetence pattems than

that partly are overlawing,

(a) Stanley gave exanples of a student, wbl could solve an addition
sentence nentally in a non-scOOol environrrent and could not do it
wren at school. neither nentally nor by using the standard algoritlln.
U:.xlking back, I think Heinrich's dcmains of leaming are very suitable
to describe these difficulties: A cognitive structure is built up
in one danain and by this is related to this danain and is not necessarily
taken over as a successful strategy into ~ther dcmUn.

is possible, independently, of error or acxp.dsion pattems. 'l1le
daninant paradigms in the psychology of mathematical skill (e.g.
Infontation Processinq) do.not exploit this potential, l:ut, Jll)del
caTf'Eltence and eo:or using the sane tools and ascribing equivalent
status to theories of error and theories of cxmpetenoe. 'l1le tasult is that "in nost (IP) analyses there has been oonsiderable
obscurity in the boundary beboleen what is neant to be true of all
subjects, and what is neant to be true of a particular subject.·
(VanIclln, Brown, , Greeno, 1984, p.236)

In this situation the tasks of the teacher \;Quld be to recognise suitable strategies a student posseses already, to enable the student to
transfer this strategy into another danain and to denonstrate the
relationship between strategies (staOOam algorithn - others).

'lbere is another reason ..my I like the alxJve nentioned ·exanple given
by stanley; it daionstrates the relevance of the affective part of the
leaming process. 'lhis affective aspect is - as to Il\i' opinion - one
of the IlDSt inplrtant characteristics of a c.bnain, e.g. if a leaming

4.

environrrent is SIJRlOrtive in a way that.a student ventures to think,
transfer of cognitive stroctures fran another dcmrln is nore likely.
(b) Another aspect came in to the fore in Dieker's awroacll, that
is the developrental one. Taking gearetrical concepts as an exanple
the devel.optent of a cognitive structure could be described. In this
oonoeptual franew:lrk an error can be looked upon as indicator of the
stage of devel.qmmt. By clPosing awropriate tasks the teacher is
able to SURJOrt the developrent of the cognitive structure.

(e) 'ltle above, &Willy described awroaches catplenent one another, -

the third one, introduced by David Kirshner is - as to ~ opinion not ocmpatible with the others. Frankly, I do not agree with David,
I perceive his trane.ork as too static: an error is defined as

D. Kirshner

(c)

fobre productive error analysis (Le. nore genralizable analyses)
may have to attend the nore rigorous nodell.ing cx:upet:ence. In
that case, error analysis may serve a new, subservient rala di%ected
to the evaluation and verification of cx:upetence nodels.·
H. Gerber

'!he conference _5 an excellent one, well-organized and with outst.andi.ng·
speakers. However, the session got off to a ponderously slow begi.ning.
Perhaps ·it was due to the heterogeneous pature of the groups, or to
the Variety of biases, expectations, and oonoems, that the first

three hours were, to ne at least, a waste of tine.
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'!be JIl'letinq carre alive at the start of tile second session with your
exanples, oonfi.mdncJ tile theory that \\Ie srould introduce a topic
with a problem that interests tile audienoe. Fran that narent, and
the tine when the francqh:lnes began to speak, our session was first-
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5.

Matz, M., 1980, 'Towards a CCltputational 'ltleory of Algebraic
Cc::JqJetence, '!be Journal of Mathematical Behavio~, Vol.3, lb.l,
pp. 93-165.

1.

Byers, V. and Er1wanger, S.H., 1984, Content and Form in Mathematics',
Educational Studies in Mathanatics 15, 259-275.

2.

Byers, V. and Erlwanger, S.H., 1985, 'Merrory in Mathematical
Understanding', Educational studies in Mathematics 16, 259-281.

3.

Davis, R.B. et al., 1982, 'lhe !b1es of "Understanding" in the
l£arning of Mathematics. Part II of the Final Report of the
Natiooal Science Foundation, April 1982.

rate.
For /Ie, the sessions opened a wrole new aspect of teaching. I began
to UIlderstand the problems, the t.eDninology, and the present limitations on our UIlderstanding of errors. MJreover, I now have a biblio~y on which to begin.
'!be next tine I see you, I intend to
participate in such a ueeting in a nore intelligent fashion.
You wanted an exanple. Let /Ie remind you of the one I gaw. '!be
average of the examination scores 22/30, 15/20, and 5/8, on tests
is now calculated as (22+15+5)/(30+20+8)a42/58. My son thought that
this was the sane as the old pen:entage average. In that case the
average of 60\, 70\, and 80\ is (60+70+80)/(lO()+100+l00)-2l0/30(F
70/l0(F70\.
'Ibis confusion led him to believe that if his CUIWlative average after 3 IIOIlths was 60\, and he got 70\ on his next
examination his new average \Olld be 65\. He was bright enough to
see his error as soon as I pointed it out to him.(d)

(b)

Assort::nent

of 000ks.

S. Erlwanger

-'lhis is the second ~ group in five years that I have attended
on the subject of errors. '!be first one in 1980 focussed on results
based on tests and exanples of reuediation. 'lhis tine \\Ie tried to
focuss on the value of errors in oognitive analysis. I note that in
each case the groups got off to a very slow start. 'lhis is probably
a reflection of the different biases and interests of individuals.
Although the discussions did not go very far, I think they did reflect
SCIIe develq:mant in this area that ought to be pursued by furture
\iOrking groups - I rope in less than five years tine.

r would suggest tb:>ugh that in future an attenpt sb:>uld be made to
get nenbers to contact each other before the conference. I think
this is absolutely essential so that the group leaders can get SCIIe
idea of the interests of the participants and perhaps arrange that
participants bring one or nore exanples of errors for discussion."
APPENlIX

(a)

Articles

4.

G:insb.Jrg, H.P., 1983, 'Cognitive Diagnosis of Children's Arithnetic',
in J. C. Bergeron and N. Herscovics (eds): Proceedings of the
Fifth Annual. Meeting of the Intemational Group for the
Psycb:>logy of MathaJatics Education, W. 247-54.

6.

Russell, R.L. and Ginsburg, H.P •• 1984, 'Cognitive Analysis of
Children's Mathematics Difficulties', Cognition and Instructi.an 1(2),
W. 217-244.
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GROUP LEADER:
JOEL HILLEL

Appendix
This appendix contains three examples of LOGO-related
activities for the math classroom. The first activity
relates to the topic of Pattern and can be used at
varying levels of sophistication through the grades
(elementary and secondary). The second activity relates
to the topic-oI Least Common Multiple and can be used
in late junior and intermediate level math classes.
The third activity, relates to teaching about 1h(
and the circumference of a circle (intermediate grades).

S4

Report of Wx-Idng Group 'B':
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u:xn
within the existing

math~

curriculum.

'llie sealI1d type cx::nprised sit-

'!he Group spent nost of its tine in examining and evaluating

uations wl¥Jse underlying math ooncepts are not traditionally taught,
several UXll inspiwdinvestigative situations which had strong

links to the math curriculum.
group (Wx-king Group A:

u:xn

but yet seem accessible to students because of the graphical capabili-

I

'1hi.s was a follow up to last year's

ties afforded by the c:x:nputer.

and the math-curriculum) in which the
Gary Flewelling of the \'ellington County Board of Education pro-

consensus euerged that the availability of such explicit 'miCIl:Jl..Orlds'
represents the test strategy for having

u:xn

duced many exaIlples in which

um

was used to generate "investigative

accepted and used by
situations .. oonnected to topics in the math ,curriculum.

IIOst teachers.

sistance' since it calls on no special pmgranming expertise by

the

"

teacher, nor does it requi.J:e a major perturbation of the existing
classroc:.m setup or the existing curriculum.
against other possible inplarentations of
ing a

mJre

curriculum.

'1hese

It is an CifPmach taking the path of 'minimal re-

u:xn

trig

sene examples).

functions and statistics (see the ~ces for

'lliese

~

viewed by the group, which discussed

row

they could be mJdified, or extended to allcM the user IIOre control.
in'the sch:Jol, includ-

Rather, it is based on the pragmatic

u:xn

acceleration,

'1hi.s is not an argurent

inclusive Papertian vision of a fully inplarented

the acceptability of

included investigations involving fractions, vectors, IIOtion and

u:xn

D:ni.s 'lherri.en of universite Laval also denonstrated sene software

packages which dealt with nurter ooncepts such as divisors, priJle,

realisation that
CCITfOsite, odd/even nurters, etc.

to IIOst teachers will te based, rightly or
A. Senten! of U.Q.A.M. daIOnstrated a non-turtle

u:xn

mict'Ol..orld -

wrongly, on their perception of its relevance to what, is currently
that of variations on Conway's Gane of LIfe (designed by B. Silveonan·

taught.

of L.C.S.I.).

Here II13Ilters of the group discussed briefly whether

Aside fran an atPlasis on specific math oontent, last year's

group arployed other criteria which ~ intended to reflect the ad-

this kind of situation is only for 'buffs' or whether such an investi-

gation could te used to launch into sene inpJrtant math. concepts

vantages of UXlO-based envil:onrrents. '!hese included: m::xllfiability,
such as 'state', 'action on states', 'stability', finite and infinite

extensibility, the p:lssibUity of users writing their own procedures
'orbits', etc.

and following several lines of inquiry, etc.

(see last year's report).
Finally, the possibility of using

At the risk of an oversinplification,

\<.e

um

to investigate limiting

can say that tv.o general

types of situations ~ examined duriIq the three days.

processes was discussed.

Here the group thought out several types of

The first

limiting behaviour which could be eJdUbited gearetrically:

limiting

type cx::nprised those situat:i.a.lS created specifically to enhance a topic

shapes (e.g. circle as a limit of n-<JOllS), limiting points and lines
of inspirals, nurerical limits (e.g. ratio of perineter to diarreter of

..

n-gon) and fractals using recursive procedures.

- - - -
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Menbers of the group:
R. Blake (U.N.B.1
G.

Fla.elling (wallington County

Eoard)

J. Girard (U.O.A.C.)

J. Hillel (Conoordia)
B. I<astner (S.F .U.)

H. Kayler (.U.O.A.M.)
T. Kieren (U. of Alberta)
E. Iepage (U.O.A.R.)

DESIGNS FROM LETTER PATTERNS

(Using LOGO procedures)

A. Senteni (U.O.A.M.)
D. '!berrien (Laval)
C. Verhille (U.N.B.)
D. Wheeler (Conoordia)

Developed by
Gary Flewelling
Mathematics Consultant
Wellington County Board of Education
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DESIGNS FROM LETTER PATTERNS

More complicated designs result from using two or,more letters.

[LOG~O~~--

MATH
Letter Patterns
Properties of 20
Desiqns
START UP INSTRUCTIONS

1. Load LOGO into your computer (see pin up card i l l
2. With Flewelling disk in drive, type
READ -LETTERS I RETURN I
3. When the LETTERS file has been read in, type
LETTERS I RETURN!
¥OU WILL BE ASKED TO RESPOND TO ONE OR TWO INSTRUCTIONS.

ftBftBftBaB6B6B6B

•

If a key is hit in error and you wish to remove that letter
from your design. just hit the B key.
If you want to undo
several letters, hit the G key several times.
If for a~reason you want to blow up or shrink a design, just
hit the LLJ key.

After you have responded to the instructions on the screen,
the alphabet keys you asked for will be activated.

¥ou will be asked, "What scale factor?"
If you wanted to double
its dimension, for example, respond by typing
I RETURN! •
Had you wanted to shrink it to half size you would have responded
by typing G:[) I RETURN!

As each letter is typed in, it will appear in the upper
left portion of the screen.

To get back to original desi~ size you must hit the
respond with a scale factor W I RETURN I.

In addition, a larger version of the letter will appear at
midscreen. (see below)

rn

lZ1

key and

Below is the 'ABABAB' design blown up using a scale factor of 3.

6B6BftB6B6B484BAB6B4B6BA8

RD.cOEFEJHIJK

L!71DDPDR5 TUV
tL/X 9L

Each additional letter begins to be drawn where the previous
letter stops being drawn. This gives rise to a large number
of letter designs.
Even very simple single-letter patterns will generate designs.
(see below)

646A

+

•

BBB

~

Hit the ~ key to erase the screen and start over again.

..
..
------- --- -

- 60

- -

-
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~1itl

JattZ .
JQ'Z"

Zlltl
taaz

e.g. 2

eog.

~~

BOBBOBB.BBOB80BBOBBOBBOBBOBBOBBOBBOB

t£t£t£t£t£t£t£

~9

~

ZZ..,

~tB

•

"

~~~

HELP

unp
HELP

Letter patterns need not be set out on just one line as above.
A 2 dimensional array of letter patterns can also be created.
Thill ill IlohL"v .. iI by (>"ell .. 1n9 t:h .. []] k"y at t.he .. nil gC OI"oh

line of letters in the array.
Keying ART lARTl ART 1ART 1 for" example, would give the letter
pattern and design shown below.
ART
taRT
taRT

laRT

/~

j

~~
~1<

PIZZ,..
PIZZ,..
PIZZA
PIZZi'll

---.v-

+

Designs can be printed onto paper following the instructions
on 'pin up card f9'.
A few sample print outs are shown on the next page.

See the supplement 'WHAT CAN I DO WITH THE PRETTY PICTURES?'
for ideas on how to utilize these designs.
NOTE;
Should something go wrong, for Whatever
you
want to start over again, hold the ~ .......
down, together, and type in LETTERS •
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LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE

ILOG~ON~]

MATH
Multiples
Least Common Multiple
Lowest Common Denominators
Common Factors
Coprime M' s
Composite
Properties of 2D designs
as gear ratios

"5

LCM
(Using LOGO procedures)

S'l'ART UP INSTRUCTIONS

I. Load LOGO (see pin up card VI)
2. With Plewelling disk in disk drive, type,
READ -LCM

I RETURN I

3. When LCM file is loaded, type,
BEGIN IRE'!'lJRtll

You are first asked to type in the coordinates of the centre
and radius for each of two circles.
I would suggest, in the beginning,
typing,

o

0 n~ETiiifN I

125

and

I RETURN I

125

for the first circle, and

o

0

I RETURN I

60

I RETURN I

-ISO

for the second circle.

(0,11)

lfjU"

screen

-12S

Developed by
Gary Flewelling
Mathematics Consultant
Wellington County Board of Education

(Keep the circles within the screen dimension shown above. I
You are then asked to input two natural numbers.
Initially, you
should consider using one digit numbers. Had you typed, for
example, 8 I RETURN and then 6 I RETURN I you would see, on the
~creen, eight points on a large out circle and six points on
an inner circle.
(fig 11

I

•
•
fig 1

•
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~
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-
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~
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-
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-

~
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Students should be able to predict screen behaviors and outcomes given any two inputs.

The procedures will cause the first point of circle one (el)
to be joined to the first point on circl~ two (C2). then the
second point on CI to be joined to the second point on e2,
etc. Two coloured disks will appear on the points being
joined.
(fig l & fig 3)

e.g. l e i : 8 points and e2: 5 paints (fig 6)
e.g. 2
el: 8 points and e2: 4 points Ifig 7)
e.g.]
el: 8 points and e2: 8 points (fig 8)
fig 6

fig 7

fig 8

L

a

•

fig 2

. 1.
.,;

,/

"Z

100

...,

.'

l.

.

')

c.~ 'a. 3

c..

t.

\.c. .

lID

Keyi').9...
and I RETURN I will activate the ~ key.
Each time
the ~ is pressed another pair of points w~ll be joined.
!fig 3 shows result of pressing B five times)
In the above example, it will be noticed that the design
won't be complete (fig 4) until 24 pairs of points have been
joined.
In this time, the disk on el will have made ] tr.ips
around Cl and the disk on C2 will have made 4 trips around
C2. li.e. 3 sets of 8 points wer~~L~E ~sets of 6
points)~
.
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'(au can control the action on the screen (t~ 1~lln~'~''''1
or let the procedure run continuously! type l!!J I ~~_.. ~ .. I ,
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/

I

\

~

/

......

Natural numbers up to lQO can be entered (too large a number
will result in an ·out of memory· error).
To print completed designs (fig 9-13) from to screen to paper
follow these instructions.

I. Have Flewelling disk in disk drive and printer 'ON'.
2. Stop LeM procedures with

together.
1. Press IE) key and the

ICTRLI and

I RETURN I

@] keys held down

key.

(Figures 9-13 had both circles centred at (0,0), the centro
of the screen.)

fig 4
fig 9

C I: 4

e2; 50

Had the action been run continuously, you would see the two
disks run around their circular tracks, with the disk on Cl completing J laps in the time that the disk on C2 completed four.
(each touching 2~ pointsl
This hints loudly of t.he following

e.g.

1

e.g. 2

I
- t

6

I
4xl
- ;:; t

B

4)(6

Jx I
))(8 ;;

4

24

t

3
24 ;; etc.

a gear with 8 teeth turning a gear with 6 teeth

Hl.!re 24 is the "least common multiple" of 6 and 8.
LCM concepts can be introduced with this package.

fig 10

CI: 67
r2:
2

fig II

CI:
C2:
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fig 3

.\

6
32

66
67

fig 12

Cl: 88
C2: II

fig 13

CI:40
C2:30

Things other than LCM's and gear ratios can be investigated.

01. Uow do successive segments vary in length? (could directly
measure each off screen and plot a graph, pair •
v.s. length in mal

02. Can you predict design characteristics given values of
inputs? (e.g. CI:16 and C2:121
03. Given design, can you determine input values?

04. Are there characteristic differences
inputs:
al are a multiple of the other (e.g.
b) share a common factor (e.g. CI:24
c) coprime (no common filctorH) (e.y.

fig
Cl:
C2:
"s

14
(0,50)
r;60
(0,-60) r;50
90 and]

fig IS
Cl: (0,50)
r;75
C2: (0,-50) r;75
,'s-----z7r"and n

Q~.

in designs where
CI:24 and C2:81
and C2:8)
CI:7 and C2:5)

A~u thure chnracteristic ~iffvrenc0s butween
Cl:a, C;!:b and CI:b, CL:a?

dcsig~

NO'l'E I:

prolonged use of the ~ key to step out a design will
result in an "out of memory" error. At this poin~ the
deSign can be completed by typing DESIGN IRETURNI.

NOTE 21

The procedure is !lll!i self-stopping.
You must hold the
CRTL and [ill keys down to stop the drawing action.

NOTE 3:

To enter two new numbers without chanqing the size or
position of the twa circles, type,
LCN I RETURN I

NOTE 4:

To start with two new circles, type,
INFO

NOTE 5:

I RETURN I

Should anythiny go wrong, for whatever reason, hold
down the CTRL and @] key then type, BEGIN I RETURN I
Make sure the Flewell ing diGk is in the disk drive.

fig 16
Cl; (0,50) r;50
C2: (0,-501 r=50
I's 60 and 40
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CIRCLE ACTIVITIES
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'1'111~ actlvlty does three things,

~) Give9 meaning to ~ ,
b~ qlve5 the UScI' A way ot approximating ~ a,and
cicci.'e Clccumtarenco.
c) 41ves the ueor a method for working out
ro,.Y2 I' ,2 is a procedure trom t.he PI tile that. draws regulae
polyqoos lust like the POL'll procedure used in Accivlt.)' t.
'fnu
only dlf(ucence hera L5 that OOCO the polyqon is dra\oln~ the
lur-t.ie moves to the cent.re of t.ha laalt side drawn. turn::t inw.~nls
t)y ~OW. dnd pulses the direction it is.pOlnting 10.

IMPACT OF SYMBOLIC
MANIPULATION

SOFTWARE ON TH

1 f you' now enter a command 1 ike PO 2 (or 1 or 5 et.c.) a.nd h t
the [£) IRBTURMJ keys repe4t.lildly until '1ov. 9 i11t tQ thM oppoa e.o
!ude ,){ the polygoll. 'Iou wllA have measured tho polygon I s 'oil dth
(' f you cuunt th ...~ number of step~ t.aken x2 lac t or 5 etc. 1

TEACHING OF CALCU'LUS

Anv .... Stlqatc how thti! wldth of a. specific regular polygon
compares to Lts pel'"lmllter.

........................................................................................................................................

Example
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Each regular polY90n (regftrdle •• of slze) has its own peculiar
constant (arrived At be divid!nq itll pel"imetcl" by at5 width~.

Poly'}on

PeriAleter

Constant

Width

Square

Pentagon

lIexluJon

7-GON

Oct.agion
tt:ll'alllJ

(Use computer to do arithmetic CAlculation. JUBt enter
perimeter/width I RETURN I )

Thil means that the perimeter of A ~equlAr polY90n can be
found simply by working out the Answer to

width of polY9on x polygon conatant
This ia _ weird way of calculatinq a

per1mete~.

Normally.

you would ju~t take th8 length of one aide and multiply by
the number of .id.... And yet, it h • WAY of workin') out
perImeter that. worth getting u.ed tal

When the regular poly'Jon became I A circle, you have no
'~ch~ice but to use

;:;."

~[e

width x circle constant II
more familiar with the usual way of
C~~'~r~nce

wd~u'l

of a circle • diameter x pi

th.s
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Report

5.

Identify either
a)

(In this report the terms Symbolic Manipulation Software (SMS)
and Computer Algebra Software (CAS) are assumed equivalent.
They refer to software which manipulates algebraic systems,
uses rational arithmetic and can perform calculus operations.)

or
b)

The group started by spending three hours obtaining first hand
experience of the muMATH software 1n the Laval Mathematics Department's
Microcomputer laboratory. The group followed a set of instructions
developed by Gilbert Morin - a mathematics undergraduate at the
Universite Laval (see Appendix 1).
A large number of shortcomings were found during this three hour
session. the most serious of these being that wrong and incomplete
answers were produced on the screen without comment. The general concerns
of the group is that this particular software is not yet in a form
sufficiently consistent and correct to be used in or with a first year
class. The group is aware that such software as MAPLE and MACSYMA have
been far more widely used and tested and that they do not contain some
of the shortcomings of the muMATH. At present both MACSYMA and MAPLE
require larger computer systems to operate. Nevertheless it is the opinion
of workers in the field that both MAPLE and MACSYMA will be available on
extended micros very soon. The group therefore was looking ahead to times
I~hen tp.sted and powerful (computer algebra) symbolic manipulation systems
I~ill be readily available.
Part A of Appendix 2, by Charles Latour, is a
particularly good description of the experiences of an individual using
muMATIl for the first time to solve a specific problem.
At the end of the first session participants were asked to think
about the impact of such system's on mathemat ics and to prepare a Jist cif
topics, concerns, etc., which could be studied and developed by the group.
The following list was drawn up at the beginning of the second session:
(topics "ot ii1 order of importance)
1.

Develop problems (examples) particularly suited to solution using
symbolic mantpu~ation software.

2.

Develop guidelines for the use of SMS systems as a check to one's
work.

~.

Determine whether an SMS system permits the introduction of more
advanced ideas at an earlier stage, t.e. order within curriculum
when SMS system is used

4. Discuss the use of such systems for non-university bound students.

"routine" parts of the curriculum which can be undertaken
by the SMS system and which have in themselves no value
towards achieving the aims of the course

isolate the important parts of the curriculum which can be
enhanced by, but not replaced by, the use of an SMS system.

6.

Guidelines on how to use the SMS systems as a means for the
exploratory development of mathematics

7.

Isolate those skills which are necessary for using the system
sensibly:(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Estimation
Sense of reasonableness
Knowledge of concepts
Are the procedures used in testing algorithms useful in
testing solutions from an SMS package?

(e)

Use of ~raphical techniques as a check of reasonableness.

8.

How much should one know about the algorithms and the computer
language used in such packages? Do these algorithms and
languages give any insight into the the mathematics?

9.

What properties should an SMS system have in order for it to be
useful in education (as opposed to a pure research tool) ego
capability to show intermediate steps etc.

The group then decided to isolate one topic within the differential
and integral calculus and to discuss the use of SMS systems in the teaching
of that concept. Without making any statement as to when or where within
a calculus curriculum "limits" should be taught the group decided to look
at the possible impact of SMS systems on the teaching and learning of limits.

7S
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(a)

SMS systems and the teaching of Limits

SMS systems do not provide a rich environment for the teaching of
the concept of limits. These systems can be used to simplify complicated
algebraic expressions but generally numerical procedures provide a
better medium to motivate intuitive ideas of limit concepts in calculus,
which is of the type Q. A useful nllmerical software package would have
a
a split screen displaying graphical values on one side and algebraic
representations on the other. The plotting of function values should be
dynamic so that subsequent values appear one at a time. It should be
simple. to enlarge any interval of values so that intervals which initially
are very small could be enlarged to fill the whole graphical portion of the
screen. Such software would be used to present simple cases in class and
would allow students to explore many different functions which are normally
not accessible because either the student lacks the algebraic techniques,
or the computations are extremely tedious.
Once the concept of limit is understood SMS systems should be used
to motivate the laws of differentiation. Every effort should be made to
present the derivative as a dynamic concept and not a numerical one. SMS
software allows quick access to more meaningful applications and to the
introduction of differential equations which provide life to the derivative.
(b)

S~IS

systems and the teaching of Integration

When discussing integration techniques -- algebraic integration
procedures -- two disparate points of view are expressed:
(a)

Too much time is spent on integration techniques both in class
and student assignments. These techniques tend to dominate the
use of the student's time and mastery of these techniques does
not translate into a better understanding of integration. Some
argue that we can now dispense completely with integration
techniques as they are largely algebraic manipulations which
shed no new light or insight on the concept of integration.

(b)

Integration techniques are a necessary part of any calculus course.
A student faced with a particular integral is forced to consider
alternative procedures for solving it. There is therefore a
certain openess or trial and error situation. It is one of the few
areas where students apply the algebraiC skills they have acquired
in school mathematics.

When technology is available, course content, lecture presentation
and student activities should shift to higher mental activities.
Can calculus courses learn from the statistics experience? Initially
statistics courses spent many hours on simplification of expressions
involving sums of squares and cross product expressions. This was
"good" for the students as they obtained experience using the Sigma
notation and manipUlation of indices to change the conceptual
definition to the efficiently calculable form. This is rarely done
now and more time is spent on the statistical concept and the where,
when and how to apply it. Is the calculus curriculum so well
established that it no longer has any flexibility for change? One
way to review the Calculus curriculum is to firstly isolate those
concepts which are essential to calculus and secondly to structure a
curriculum with supporting activities restricted to those which reinforce
the concepts and give a deeper understanding of calculus. It is likely
that SMS software will playa major role in such supporting activities.
Many students presently complete a calculu~ course and are unaware of
integral tables. They have a very limited experience of integration
techniques and many are unaware that the integral of the majority of
functions do not have closed analytical forms. Hopefully SMS software will change this situation and will place students in a more
experimental situation.
A reduced emphasls on algebraic manipulation in calculus courses should
have a major impact on school mathematics courses as much of the school
algebra is directed towards preparation for calculus courses.
It is clear that unviersity mathematics professors involved with first
year calculus and linear algebra courses have a lot to learn regarding the
use of SMS software in these courses. It is imperative that those who
are e~perimenting with the use of such software in their courses communicate
their findings. It is important that experimental use of such systems be
well doc~mented so that others can repeat these experiments in different
se t t i ngs. Either one of the I eaders of th is work i ng group wou I d we lcome
rec~ividg such information and to circulate it to interested individuals.

The group believes that the following points are sufficiently significant
that they can form the basis of further thought and study in the use of
SMS software in calculus courses.
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Includea reeo.mandations related to tha
impact of computiog techDolo,y 00 curriculu.,
instruction and teacher education.

NCTM.YB 84

J.Fey and M.K. Heid, "Imperativea aDd po •• ibilities for new curricula in secondary school
mathematica."
In Computers and Bducatioo
(1984 Yearbook),
V.P. HaDsen aDd M.J. Zweo,.
ed. NCTM. 1984. pp. 20-29.
Similar iD spirit to (HBID 83) or [COMP ..
MATH 84).
Stresses "topics of diaioi.hed
importaoce" Bod "topics of contioued importance".
(The whole
1984 Yearbook cootaiD •

.. .. .. ..

- -
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NOHMAN 83

POUND 84

IlALSTOH 85

RAND 84

C.B. Hirach and M.J. Zwen,. ed., Tbe Secondgry
School Mathe.atic.
Curriculum (1985 Yearbook). NCTN. 1986.
Ot apecial inter •• t to .yabolic co.putations
are the paper. (COlfORD 851. (flY & GOOD 85),
[BINILLY IT AL. 86) and (RALSTON 86J.
A.C.
Nor.an,
"Al,ebraic .anipulation."
In
Bncyclopgdig at Cogputer Scienca end B9gineerial, A. Rel.too.t al., ed •• Van Nostrand,
1983. pp. 41-60.
A
quick
overviaw
ot different .ymbolic
aanipulation .y.t ••••
J. Poland,
"Co.puters
and
the impending
revolution in .ath.aatic. educatioo."
Oot.
Metb~ Oez •• 23(2) (1984) 26-29.
A tresb d1.cusaioo at so.e ot the i.aues
raisad by
the preaeoce at computars end
sy.bolic .anipulatioo .yste.s.
A. Balatoo,
"The really new colle,e .athematic. and
1ts iapact on the hl'h school
curriculu.... In [NCTM. YB 85] pp. 29-42.
What chan,e. ahould occur in the high .choof
curriculum as a r.sult of changes in the
colle,e curriculum (v, the role of discrete
mathamatica) and the dir.ct impact of computera tecboolo,y
(v, symbolic .athematical
syatema) 00 the bi,h school curriculum.
R.B.
Rand.
Co.puter
Alggbra in Applied
Mathegatica:
An
I9troduction
to MACSYMA.
Pitman, 1984.
AD introduction
to the
uae of .ymbolic
.anipulation ayate.a (viz. MACSYMA)
in hi,her
maths. ("This book ia aimed at a reader who
haa had at l.ast thr.e years of colle,e level
calculus and differential equatiooa.") The
syntax of MACSYMA is learoed while workin,
ao.e examplea.
Containa 8 few exercisea with
detailed aolutlons. "It ia expect ad that it
will Dot be lon, betora co.puter algebra ia .s
casson to an en,ioeering student as the now
obsolete alide rule once waa,"

SCI. !MHR. 81 R.

Payelle, M. Rothatein and
·Computer Algebra." Scient. Amer.,
pp.
136-152 (Ver.ion fran9aise:

--..,.

.,..

81

21 peper. divided in five parts: Issues; The
computer a. a teachin, aid;
Teachin, matbematic. throu,h programming; Dia,no.tic uses of
the computer; Biblio,raphy.)

NCTH. Y8 85

~

J.
Fitch,
Dec. 1981,
"L'al,ebre

informatique."

Pour

18

science,

fev. 1982,

pp.90-98.)

A most influencial paper in makin, sy.bolic
.anipulation aystems known to the ,eneral
(scientific) public.
SIGSAM 86

SIGSAM Bulletig 18(4) and 19(1) (1984-85).
A .pecial
i •• ue of the Bulletin of the
"Special Intereat Group on Sy.bolic & Al,sbraic Manipulation"
(SIGSAM) of the ACM.
Contains papers froa the .e.sion on "Sy.bolic
.athe.atical aystem. and their effects on the
curriculu." held at
ICMB-5,
Adelaid., 1984.
Sixty-two pa,ea of intereatin, readin,. Soae
of the papers report on experisents don. in
hi'h school or university.

SQUIBB 84

W. Squire,
"muMATK systea effective tool for
al,ebra." SIAM News, Nov. 1984, p. 4.
"The altuation may be described aa a potential revolution waitin, for a textbook."

STUN 81

L.A. Steen, "Computer caiculus." Scieoce New.,

119 (1981) 260-251.

A ahort presentation at
systems.

sy.bolic mathe.atical

STEWART 84

I. Stewart, Review of (BUCKBRRGIH 83) ~
I9tel1., 6(1) (1984) 72-74.
Some comaent. on the ,eneral question: Will
the computer, with its symboliC manipulation
capability,
put all .athematicians out of
business 1

STOUT 79

D.H. Stoutemeyer, "Computer symbolic aath and
education: a radical propoaal." SIGS!" Bull.,

13(2) (1979) 8-24.
An intere.tin,
discussioo of the u.. of
symbolic manipulation 8yste •• in the t.achin,
of aatbeaatics.
A revised and au,•• nted
vera ion of this paper has appeared in (SIGS!N
851, pp. 40-53, under the title: "! radical
proposal for co.puter algebra in education".
STOUT 83

D.R. Stoutemyer, "Nonnumeric computer applications to al,ebra. tri,onometry and calculus."
Two-Year Call. Math. J., 14 (1983) 233-239.
A ,eoeral introduction to aymbolic .anipulation .ystems.
Mentions somme applications in

qbotrqct ql,ebrq,
STOUT 85

D.H.
.ath

Stoutemeyer,
"Usin, computer aysbolic
for learnio, by discovery." 10 ISTRASBOURG 85), pp. 155-160.

82
83

Some nice .uggestions
of
projects
computer algebra for math discovery.
STUASBOUUO 85

TALL 86

using

The Influence of Computers and Informatics op
Mathematics apd ita Teaching.
Supporting
papers for the .ympo.ium organised by ICHI.
Stra.bour"
March 1985.
(256 pa,e. plus a
Supplement of 52 pa,es).
The papers presented by the partiCipants to
the ICMI sympo.ium.
A new edition of th~se
.upporting paper. i. to be published by the
IRBM of Straabour,.
Copies can be ordered
trom f.
Pluvina,e, Departement de mathematique., 7 rua Bene-De.carte.,
67084 Stra.bour,
Cedex, france.
The price is FrIOO.
D. Tall,
"Understanding the calculus." Hath
Teaching No. 110 (March 1985) 49-53.
Bow to Use the graphical capabilities ot the
computer to illustrate ba.ic concept. ot the
calculus.
See also,
by the same author,
"Continuous mathematic. snd discrete computing
are complementary, not alterDative.", ColI.
Math.
J.
15 (1984) 389-391 aDd "Vi.ualizing
calculus concepts u.in,
a
computer",
in
[STRASBOURO 86] pp. 203-211.

USIS1IN 84

Z.
U.iskin,
"Mathematics is getting easier."
Math. Teacber 77 (1984) 82-83.
"Some .kills are clearly Dece.sary. but ( ... )
too much else .hould be learned about mathematic. to waste time in practicing ob.olete
skill..
Mathematics in ,etting ea.ier [with
muMATB).
We will not be able to keep this
secret trom our students torever."

WILr 82

B.S. Wilt,
"The di.k with the college education." Amer. Meth. Monthly, 89 (1982) 4-8.
muMATB i . comin,! muMATB i. coming!
A paper
iDtended a. a "di.tant e.rly-warning signal"
tor the mathematical com.unity.

WILr 83

B.S. Wilf,
"Symbolic manipulation and algorithm. in the curriculum ot the tir.t two
year •• "
In The Future ot College Mathematics,
A. Bal.toD aDd O.S. Youn" ed., Sprin,er-Yerla" 1983, pp. 27-40.
Expand. on tha is.ue. raised in [WILi 82}. "It
can be very un.ettlin, to realize that what we
previou.ly thou,ht was a very huaan ability
( •.• ) can actually be better done by ft ma chine .... " (Al.o contains a description of a
secoDd semester sophomore course introducing
algorithms.)

WINIUlL 84

B. Winkelmann,
"The impact of the computer on
the teaching at analy.is." Int. J. Math. Educ.
Sci. Techn. 15 (1984) 675-689.
A baaic discus. ion at the ways
the computer
capabilities
(amon,
others,
the symbolic
capabilitie.) will influence
the teachin, ot
calculus.

WINUL 85

B. Winkelmann,
"Some remark. on the teachiD'
of elementary calculus in the computer a'e."
In [STRASBOURO 85] pp. 1-7 (Supple.ent).
"So it it .eems pos.ible to aaater [ditfereDtial equational
at a .ore elementary level
thaD hitherto was po •• ible,
they .hould be
regarded a. the moat appropriate tiDal level
and ,oal even tor the teaching at ele.entary
calculus at .chool. and college ....

YUN & STOUT 80 D.Y.
Yun and D.R.
Stoute.eyer,
"Sy.bolic
mathematical co.putation."
In Encyclopedia ot
Computer Sciegce apd Technology.
J. Belzer et
aI.,
eda.
M.
Dekker,
1980.
vol.
15, pp.
236-310.
A ,aDeral di.cuaaioD at .ymbolic manipulation
sy.tem..
Includea a ,uide to SO.e existin,
.y.tem. and a di.cu.sion ot ba.ic i.aue. and
alternativea
tor buildin, up such a aystem.
The la.t 30 pages are devoted to applications:
al,ebra,
non.calar
analy.i.,
nu.erical
analysia,
celestial
.echanic.,
,eneral
relativity, high-energy physic •.

..
..
..
..
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BASIC INSTRUCTIONS rOR TBB OSE or muMATB SYMBOLIC PACKAGE

Appendix 1
AN INTRODUCTION TO muMATH

1-

Insert the DOS 2.10 diskette 1n the left disk drive.

2-

Put the power on the video screen and
(right- side of the machine).

3-

On the screen will appear: "KNTRR NEW DATE:" jjust pre ••
the "return" key ( 8) in response; same thinlC for the
"iNTBR NEW TIME:"prompt.

4-

Remove DOS 2.10 diskette from disk drive.
insert
"muMATH I" di.ket in that drive and place "muMATR 2"
diskette in the LiKAi disk drive.

5-

Type the word:
"return" key ( 8

6-

Press the key:
I~E~ I (for the use
it's important), t en press: I~~kl

7-

Following the question mark,
ptess the "return" key.

(A symbolic mathematic. packa,e for micro-computers)

presented to the CMiSG meetinlC

You are now

i~

MUS IMP

).

on the computer

on the keyboard, followed by a
of capital letters,

type: LOAD (MUMATR)i then

muMATH.

N.B.
In
muMATH,
always
followed by a "return".

end

a

sentence

by

a semi-colon

A BRIBF SURVBY OF WHAT muMATH CAN DO
by
G. Morin
Univerllite Laval

Name of file

What it does

ARITH.MUS .....•............. r.tional arithmetic
ALGEBRA. ARI ...•...•..•.....• element.ry .lgebr.
EQN.ALG ......••..•.......... equation simplific.tion
SOLVE.EQN ..•..•.•.....•..... equation solver
ARRAY.ARI ....••.............• rr.y operations
MATRIX.ARR ..•••....••••..... matrix operations
LINEQN. MAT ....•...•......... s imul hneous
linear
al,ebraic
equations
ABSVAL. ALG ................•. absolute-value
simplification
LOG.ALG ..................... logarithmic simplification
TRG.ALG ..................... trigonometric simplification
ATRG.TRG .................... inverse trigonometric simplification

HYPER. ALG ..•..•.........•..• hyperbolic
fication
Juin 1985

trigonometric silDpli-

DIF.ALG ..................... symbolic
differentiation
Taylor series
INT.DIF ............ ,., ...... symbolic integration

and

86
87

INTMORE. INT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ext.:nded symbolic integration
LIM.OIF . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . limits of functions
SIGMA. OIF.
. . . . . . . . . . . . '" .. closed-form
summation
and
products
ODE. SOL ••. '" .••...•..••.... firat-order ordinary differential
equations
ODENTB.ODB •.••••..••••••••.. high.r order ordinary differ.ntial .quations
ODSMORB.ODB •••••...•.••••••. ext.nded first-order ODB· methods
yBC.ARR ••••.•.••.••••••••••. v.ctor algebra
yBCDIF.yEC •.••••.••.••..•.•• vector calculus

? TOTO:

Y+3*X;

Y+3X

Ii:

Now to see that Y+3*X is really assigned to "TOTO":
N.B. "*" is the multiplication symbol which can
often (but not in every case) be omitted and
replace by a "space".

.? TOTOHj

i:

2Y+3x

If you want to se. a demonstration of one of the above items,
type: RDS «items's 1st nam.>,<item's 2nd name>,B)i

R.member, you can do symbolic mathematics so it is possible
to handle variabl •• wbo don't have values asaigned to th •••

For example if you want to know how to differentiate with
type: RDS (DIF,ALG,Bli
and wait for a few seconds.
(140 seconds at most.)

Here's the trigonometric expansion function, "TRGEXPD":

After each demonstration
Abort, Break, Continu., DOS?

8:2 COS X SIN X

m~MATH.

the

following

will appear:

Don't consider "Break" or "DOS", Just press "C"
if you want
to continue with a diff.rent example or "A" if you want to
abort the demonatr~tion and do some of you own material
(using the same punctuation and ortbograph BS in tbe demonstration of course).
N.B.: The "system file"
named MUMATB has been built to
include all
tbe so-called "source filea" above.
When you
have typed LOAD (MUMATB); as indicated above, you tbus have
just in the memory all tbe tonls offered by muMATB.
But if
you want to see a demo,
you need to type the RDS command
above.

A BRIBF DBMONSTRATION OrmuHATH

(SIN(2U) ,-3);

tell the mechine
\hOW to do the expansion.

~~hese parameters

? TRGEXPD (2*COS(X)*SIN(X),30)i
Ii:

SIN(2 X)

If you want to know mo.e about trigomometry on muMATH do:
RDS (TRG,ALG,B)i
.

SOMB USBFUL muMATH COMMANDS

!Yll.!.

To do:
ff(x)dx (indefinit. integral)

INT (F(X),X);

'Jba

DEFINT (F(X),X,A,B,}i

N.B.
and

MuMATH does exact rational arithmetic.
the keyboard.

f(x)dx (definite integral)
b can be poaitive infinity "PINF"
a can be minus infinity "MINF"

Try these examples on
b

L f(x)

SIGMA (F(X),X,A,B)i

? 1/2+1/3;

x=a

~:

where a Bnd b can respectively be "MINF" and "PINF"

?

5/6
(-3)~(l/4)i

Ii: 3"(1/4) #E"(U #PI/4)

f' (x)

meaning:

"'""3'

e

111/4

You can assign an expression or a value to a "nBme", e.g.

••

? .TRGEXPD

.. .. .. ..

~

DIF (F(X),X)i

OIF (F(X),X,N)i

dx n

.. .. .. .. .. ..

-

- -

----

-

-
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Appendix 2
d ll + n f(x, y)

DIF (F(X).X,N,Y,H);

GCEDM 1985

dx n dy"
Appendic. au rapport du groupe
nth degre

Taylor expansion of f(x)

TAYLOR (FeX).X.A.N);
ge travail C sur

about point A
les logicieis symboligues
Solve poly.

equ. P(x) :: q(x)

SOLYE (P(X)::::Q{I).X)i

Solve poly.

equo P(x) :

SOLYE (P(X).X)i

0

Charles LATOUR
Departement de mathematiques
GRGEP Fran~ois-Xavier Garneau

Solve a system of n linear equations
with resp.ct to Kl.Xa ••••• Xn
LINBQN([equl •• qu2 ••••• equN].[Xl •.••• xn)i

PARTIE A

To solve a differential equation.
For example if you want to solve:

(Seance pratique

(y'(x}+l)y"'(x) :: (y' '(X»2

Bernard H.

tenue Ie 6 juin 1985 sous la supervision de

Hodgson, Eric Muller et Gilbert Morin.)

do: DEPBNDS (Y(X»;
DIFYAR:

• X;

Le document

SOLYE «Y·+l)*Y .. ·==Y ..

N.B.

in muMATH

e=#E

(e.g.

·~2,Y)i

and

(e. g.

Mentionnons cepend~nt un petit oubl!

LN#E=I)

#I~2

(e.g.

:: 1)

,

from being "DIFVAR" and the dependency of

DIFYAR:

FALSE;

PUT ('Y,'X,FALSE)i

Y

I~2

Au cours

muMATH"

prepare par

a

la page 4:

il faudrait

-1) au liou do (o.g. ,
de cotto

I~2

:: 1).

session nous avons cholsi d'explorer

les "d~monstrations" suivantes:
1- LOG.

X

to

y lire au nota ben.

ARB (1) is the 1st arbitrary constant of an expression
ARB(2) is the 2nd arbitrary constant of an expression

to remove
x do:

Introduction

G~lbert Morin s'est revele fort utile et tout ~ fait correct.

1I=#PI (e.g. SIN(#PI/2) :: I)

1='1

"An

ALG.

upon

sur les Simplifications logarithmiques.

Noua

n'y avons decel~ rien d'inquietant.
2- SIGMA.

DIF.

sur

les

sommations

nous avons pu

faire

peu surprenante.

et produits.
une

Cette foia

observation quelque

n

Pour

la sommation

.

rj=l j 3J•
2

nous avons obtenu une expression de 1a forme
+

+

+

+ A-A.
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Les
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elgebriques

terllles

rllsselllbleDt

tous,

expressions

silliples

difficult' de

lire

il

lineaire,

les

aura

l'observation

pour

de
A

et

D'etant

si

les

reDdre

et recuperer
ne

pour faire

la raponae

s'attendait

paa

lIIeilleure reponse
tration".

C'eat

constant
savoir

dans
si

reduite

a

la

!

cOIliPte

pas

de la

l(

On

II s'agisssit pour nous de cODfirmer l'sllure de cette courbe

la

par

un

de

ce

obtenue
C'est

est

saDs

derivees premiere et seconde puia
Apres

quelques titonnellleDta Doua

a

I'eide de muMATH:

DEPENDS (Y(X»)i

de

DlrVAR:

(ligne peut-etre superflue)

(Y-(2*X~2+yA2)/(X~2+Y~2)A(1/2),X)i

DIF

UD

'Xi

~
[peut-etre inutile]

pour l'etudiant qui

ce requiae pour evaluer la repoDse.

SOLVE (C==O,y')i

=

des

avons pro cede de la fa90D suivaDte

la plus
doute

usuelle

d'eD calculer la courbure.

probleme

logiciel

l'etude

C:

y

?l(Z +V2

~

de

obtenir

d'aill«<urs

"vrai" probleme suiveDt sur Ie lIIode autoDOllle:

= y (x) ,

y

apprend et qui De possede donc par l'exparien-

(1)

iDdique que la courbe

OD a utilise la

Laissant les demonstrations j'ai suggere de

ou y

sens

contexte physique

(1) devrait avoir l'allure suivsnte

l'interieur d'une "damoDs-

probleme de ,r,ande taille

Le

bords d'UD lIIeaaif

diaparaltre les A

ne

rapoDse

soleil).

sous forme

la plus reduite.

l'elliploi

poaaible.

(e.g.

des

ejoute 1a

bOD

un

poaaiblite de les aoustraire.
fODctiOD EXPAND

y

on

trlljectoire d'uD rayon lumineux rasaDt lell

se

pes

reponses

fallu
se

repoDse

III

@i

Cl:

resoudre Ie

de Is forlllule

(2*X~3+3*X*Y~2)/«X~2+Y~2)A(3/2)-yA3)i

(cette expressioD est Y'=Y'(X,Y):

poser simplement Cl:Y'

De fODctionDe pas pour la suite]
2x2 +y2
~

DIF(DIF(Y-(2*X~2+yA2)/(XA2+Y~2)A(1/2),X),X)i

(je pense que DIF(Cl,X)i

aursit ete plus silllple

trouver y'(x,y) at yn(x,y) puis calculer Ie
facile pour la suite)

courbure

K

ee probleme

y"
(l+(y')2]3/2

se pose

donne l'equation en

.. ..

c:~

en relativite generale.
approximation

du

premier

.. ..

La formule (1)
ordre

de la

..

.. .. .. ..

et plua

93
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Au niveau

(on obtient

flK~~
Y "

= Y",X,Y,Y"
=

11 faut

exemple.

SOLVE(C==O,Y");

3yaX 2 cy')2-6y3XY'+3Y4
_y3 X2 +Y. (ya +X2 )1/2 +X" (ya +XZ ) 11 a _ys

= Y"(X,Y),

Y"

a

je reecris Ie formule prece-

("f:;

en Ix-x z

Ix-x 2

de

rx~

utiliser

(C3/«CI A 2+1)A(3/2»)j

= K(X,Y)

an 3 1/4 pages!)

les

de procedor
mala elle

evoquee ci-dessus
est justo.

est sens douta

XZ/~

ot

+

y2/3

K

(1+9x"

K

=

au

Je

long.

suis

telle celIe

teste Ie

de la

algebriques.

de reecrire

Cl et

raisonnablement sUr (e~ satisfait)

d'avoir obtenu les bonnes expressions pour

J'ai aussi

calcul de

fonction

y

reponae la plus simple, comme c'est

Y', yn et K.

derivees plus complexes

= XliX.

Is

On

le cas

n'obtient pas la
pour

y= X4

par

l'iDtegrale et doit

a

lIIanipuler les

situation alllene

les

integrales

d'integration,

dans

Ie faire?"

de fa90n

on a

souleve

pertinence

dans

rationnelles pour

3 (axy) 1/3

l'etudiaDt ne pout

5i Don,

la question

"Btant donne qu'il est frequent qu'on
proposees pour
quelle mesure Ie

"Quels moyens offre

differente une expression

de

eviter Is

Hon opinion

eu

d'utiliser

l'etude

1

L'inconvenient majeur reside dans Ie fait
C3

Catta

pour ecrire

sYlllbolique

)3/2

logiciel permet-il

traditionnelle

peimet-il de

(A ce propos,

Elle s ete testee sur

6"

= aZ/3

fa90n

f/x-xz dx

Mais c'est moi qui

Le
?

bien

algebrique ?"

lendemain
x3

y

tables

systeme muMATH
ce logiciel

tres grosslere

muMATH ne peut prendre

pour resoudre

doive transformer legerement

[ja r'ecris l'expression pour Y"]

La fa90n

de

plus generale suivente:

en 16 lignes!]

[ce qui procura Ie courbure K

s'entratner

expressions algebriques.

) j

= Y~(X.Y)

s'appuyer sur Ie logiciel
alors

Y' et utilise EXPAND)

EXPAND (

EXPAND

l"X

ai transforllle

)l/2

dente en substituant Cl

C3:

de l'integration

dx diroctement maia i1 effectue tres

d'obtenir

[on obtient Y"

EXPAND.

qui est evidemment une forme equivalenta.

2YZ XZ (ya +Xz

pour obtenir

utilise~

a

cours
un

3
+
5
1
2x
3(x-l)
6(x+2)
-tester muMATH a ce sujet.)

l'atelier du

logiciel do calcul

l'integrstion

par

fractions

longue "digression" des calculs
ce

sujet est

que muMATH puisse convertir, par exemple,
en -

de

que je

doute fort

2x+3
x3+ x Z-2x
Je n'ai pas eu Ie loisir de
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PARTIE B
(Su~

(b)

l'utilisation de muMATH en classe ou en labo~atoi~e)
atelle~

En

il

su~tout

fut

dlscute

a

de l'emploi d'un

(c)

10iiciel symbolique dana l'etude de la notion de limite.
Mon opinion

a

ce sujet est que ai

l'on a'en

limite "pu~e" du type lim (x2+4) = 13 pa~ exemple,

Ie

nume~ique

est

a

p~atique

toute fin
pou~

Mais

est en jeu.

Ie

tient

a

alo~a

Ie

la

Pa~

pa~

une limite,

Ie lOiiciel

(d)

f

et

Lo~squ'on

g

definition

de la

~evele~

utile.

=

AX

Ax+O

a

moins)

f' (xo )

(f)

que

a

dans

i~oupea,

t~ois

= X4

a

developpement de

xo

,.

2.

L'etudiant

peut

fix (puisque

Ce serait 8 explorer en laboratoire.

Ax .. 0).

On peut egalement penseI'

a

utiliseI'
~egle

lever lea indeterminations par la
Plus

generalement,

l'emploi

9~elque

choae

(ai

oui,

quoi?)

logiciel

pou~

de l'Hospital.

a

etudiant~

ne

plus

pe~dent

leur

utilisation

comportera

5'ent~ainer

a

mathematiques et

du "calcul" sous une

forme ou une autre.
(a)

L'cleve de 3·

annee qui reussit une division

s'exerce

a

un calcul.

.. .. ..

avouons-Ie

ou la

en topologie,

vague!)-

un niveau plus abatrait.

(dans un sens

large et

geomet~ie elementaire pouvaDt faire

la

des groupes.

consequence

l'etudiant

calcul sous forme traditionnelle
effo~t

mise en

accru au

equation,

presentees

niveau de

de

pou~ra,

.. .. ..

la

chez

qui

l'entrainement au

aura fait

defaut au profit

la conceptualisation, de la

"mathematisation"

selon

moi,

souffrir

de

des situations
carences

a

niveau superieur,

ou l'on ne peut plus releguer les calculI

la machine.

resume,

En

qui va de l'elementaire

~

a

on "calcule" encore

d'avia que les mathematiques restent .saentiel-

theo~ie

En

d'un

toujours

gaucbe, nD

un niveau encore plus abstrait.

Je soutiens que m@me

Je suis

ils

calculer de fa90n traditionnelle?"
Je crois que oui parce que l'etude des

a

element

~xception quand elle n'est pas modelee par l'alg~bre liDjaire

de tels logiciels pose la

"Les

question fondamentale suivante:

tout

theo~emes d'isomo~pbiame en

lement une etude des fo~mes de calcul

ce

groupe,

demander Ie

pa~

(2+Ax)4-24 puis Ie quotient

un

on calcule toujours (8 mon avis du

d'une fa90n pa~ticuliere
pour f(x)

des conditions appropriees

un niveau plus abstrait.

Lo~squ'on demont~e les

theo~ie dea
f(xoH.x)-f(xQ)

mont~e que (gof)-1=f-1og- 1

droite eat ausai element inverse

calcule enco~e

exemple

lim

satisfaisant

mont~e

a

inverse

Seul

inutile.

peut se

Plus tard celui ou celIe qui

s'exerce encore 8 un calcul plus abst~ait.

(e)
de~ivee

un calcul d'un cran plus abstrait.

pou~

~3

logiciel symbolique

L'eleve de secondaire III qui execute x 3 -a 3 /x-a s'exerce

un

a

si dans un chewineQent mathematique

a

l'universite,

l'etudiant tronque

.. .. .. .. .. - -
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les premieres

etapes de

son entratnement

au cal cuI - etant

devenu surtout "spectateur" au plan "calculatoire" durant ces
qui peuvent s'etendre jusqu'au collegial -

premieres etapes,

il devient vraisemblable qu'il manifestera une faiblesse dans
l'execution de
rappelona-Ie,

toutea manipulations symboliques (lesquelles,
inevitables

sont

dans

l'etude

des sciences

avanceea.)
J'ajouterai

que

les

demonstrations

preference les longues) affrent
former

de

longues

chaines

s'assurer d'un lieo solide
cette habilete ,
des egards

une

mathematiques (de

occasion

siuguliere de

de pensees ou d'idees en devant
entre chacune.

Je

soutiens que

"former des chaines" est fondameutale e bien

dans

i'exercice

de

la

science.

La

mise en

tre~

importaotes.

n'offrent pas uo tel iuterit de ce point de vue.

Quant.e la

equation et

la conceptualisation, bien que

possibilite d'acquerir ail leurs cette habilete (eo jouant aux
echecs par exemple).
cycliste acquiere
ou courant.

je reponds qu'il

que Ie

la forme sur son velo plutot quOen nageant

(D'ailleurs,

mouvement u'est

est preferable

aux echecs,

Ie lien

eutre chaque

pas toujours aussi etroit et solide que dans

une demonstration mathematique).

En

conclusion.

l'emploi

de

mathematiques.

je

ce

poursuivrai

type
Je Ie

de

sOrement

logiciel

ferai autant

ma

reflex ion sur

dans l'enseignement des
par goOt

que par necea-

site.
Non seulement

11 aorait

souhaitable que

de tels 10gi-

ciels aoient jumeles e des logiciels graphiques mais
des logiciels de traitement de textes mathematiques,
permettraient peut-itre l'ecriture "norwale"
algebriques

dont

Ie

decbiffrement

devient

aussi

a

lesquels'

des expression.

trh

penible

lorsqu'elles depassent eo longueur plus de deux lignes.
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Appendix 3

COMHENTAIRES SUR L'ATELIER

Reaction au groupe de travail CMESG/GCEDM 1985
"INFLUENCE DES LOGICIELS A CALCULS SVM80LIQUES SUR L'ENSEIGNEMENT DU CALCUL DIFFERENTIEL ET INTEGRAL"

Noelange Boisclair
Cegep Montmorency

PREMISSES AUX COMMENTAIRES
Constats sur l'enseignement actuel des premiers cours de calcul: universites, colleges et cegeps
THEORIE: approche axiomatiquB et formelle
(cf: livres de reference des etudiants)
APPLICATIONS: preponderance pour Ie cal cuI nurnerique ~ tendance acroU6tique
ANAL VSE: souci academique tres vir mais, care"ce dalls I' e'lseignement
superieur
( les mathematiques du secondaire et Ie developpement de la
pensee formelle s'harmonisent sur de courtes dureesj exception peut-etre pour la 12 e annee du Hign Scnool)
SVNTHESE: apprentissage confie ~ l'etudiant respollsable de 56 formation
( I' uni versi te legue cette preoccupat1on au collage ou au cege~"
Ie college ou Ie cegep legue au Hig~ School ou a la polyvalente;
de l~,l'instance responsable devient muette!)
CURIOSITE ET EMERVt:ILLE~,ENT: efflcacite et relloement 5' approprient le&
nOlilleurs du cours
tout etudiant ecoute ulle certaine musiquej tout etudiant
decouvre les series harmoniques; qui fait u . lien?)

Aucun partiCipant n'etant specialiste de l'incidence des 10gici81s a
calculs numeriques dans l'enseignement du cal cuI differentiel et inte~ral, il en ressort que les nomoreux themes soumis par les intervenants representent une ebaucne interessante qui necassite cependant
une classification suivant leur caractere pedagogique et leur priorite d'insertion dans une sequence d'apprentissage.
Toutefois, discuter du concept de LIMITE et/ou d'INTEGRATION tal que
nous l'avons fait, m'apparait une approche d'un dynamisme decroissant
~ court terme car, elle perd de vue la structure globale du calcul.
A man sens, la LIMITE est comme un architecte, elle cree, elle engendre
entre autres, Ie DERIVATION et l'INTEGRATION et elle se veut leur compos~te inherente.
De ceci, ma reaction aux discussions est que l'on a eu tendance a proteger sa vision personnelle du calcul taut en manifestant un vif interet avouloir repondre aux nouvelles exigences scientif1ques. Comment?
Amon av1s, on a explore des moyens de moderniser les cours en gardant
~ vue Ie rythme traditionnel dee concepts tels qu1enseignes aujourd'hul.
Nonobstant cette remarque, cette concertat1on a eu un aspect posit1f
dans le sens qu'elle a repondu ~ une n~cess1te de poser une bass de discussion qui se veut l'amorca d'une reflexion plus articulea au prochain
congres. Je partage l'idee qu'un tel debat mer1te une demarche prudente et reflechie.
SUGGESTION
II me semblerait intersssant d'orienter Ie debat aut our des besoins distincts qui rendraient pertinente l'ut1lisation des 10glciels~ qulil s'~
gisse de f1UMATH,de MACSVMA, de MAPLE ou d'autres.
Disons, en guise d'exemples, qu'un logiciel pourrait etre considere sout
divers aspects, soient:
un outil pour alleger l'enseignement des notions reconnues acquises dans
les cours prealables
v.g.: manipulation algebrique
doma1ne et image de fonctions elementaires
un outil pour developper une representation spaciale des etres mathembtiques
v.g.: graph1ques statiques
graphiques dynamiquesj mouvement des ~ et b
familIes de courbes

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ..

-

-

- -

- -- --

-.-
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Appendix 4

un instrument pour souten1r at/ou prolonger l'enseignement
v.g.: eSQuisces d'analyse
proposition de synthese
interpretation des valeurs numeriQues

Tbo Canadian Matbernati.,. Education Study Group
Laval 85 Meeting

Et apres, qu'est-ce qu'on mat la-dedans? •• un peu de genie et ••
beaucoup de creativ1te
l'epreuva.

a

A Pel"llonaJ Report from Working Group C

The impact or symbolic manipulation software on the

-pa{)(1'04jl
NOELANGE

~f~",i~
BOISCL':'.IR

teaching or calculus.

college Montmorency

Edgar R. WilliG ....

Memorial Ullivenity or Newroulldland

I 'Dlpect tbat for some oC u, in Working Group C, our first two .e,.ion•.could be more
appropriately labelled as Learning Group C. We did try to come to some conciDlioOl during the
last ...sion and overall, I can bone.tly .ay that, (or me, the learning, tbe di.cussion. and the
product of Working Group C made it one of tbe most fruitrul and intere.ting ses.ions tbat I
have attended.
Without going into a lot of detail, I would like to summarize .ome of the conclusion. tbat I
drew rrom tbi. session. In what follows, tbe abbreviation CAS will refer to Symbolic Manipulation Software Program. or .imply Computer Algebra Sortware (CAS).

I.

CAS has the potential to provide Pro(essor3 with the opportunil)' 10 spend Ie" lime in Lhe
cla,uoom illDltrating routine but time cOOluming computations and Dlore time on deeper
aud

mOfC

exciting Mathematical concept •.

---
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2.

CAS also hu the potential to provide student. with the opporlunity

10

dent. wbo need it.

.pend I••• time on

lengthy and time cooouming paper and pencil compulatiooo, u i. normally required on

3.

4.

5.

13.

pie", i.e. aiter ob.erving enough example., a methodological tecbnique i. inferred. Voror-

Simply put, CAS can be u.ed u a tool to alleviate computational drudgery and allow more

tunately, many (Uooucces.cul) Mathematic •• tudents never infer such rule., do not inler

complex example. to be introduced and studied.

them correctly, or in .ome cue., never even realize .ucb rule. exi.t. CAS bas the potential.

CAS can be used by both .tudent. and professon to check answers to as.igned or com-

to convince weaker .tudent. that .uch rule. exist and that even a dumb machine can be

pitted homework.

programmed to carry them out.

CAS can be used to automate

par~

U.

oC a task, for example, the computation of Taylor

Series when the tuk is to examine '1ue.tiooo DC convergence, etc.
6.

belore possible.

More examples can be done and done .uece.sfully when tbe computer take. over the chore

8.

16. CAS can be extended to include automatic drill, lesling, and record keeping, an obvious
adunlage

For exceptional .tudenu, CAS may permit the introduction 01 Calculu. and other area. 01
.tudy much earlier than i. pnssible

CAS can be used to provide enrichment and motivation in the mathematic. da..sroom.

15. CAS hu the potential to permit .tudent. to do exploratory matbematic. on a .cale never

oC rou~ine com putation.
7.

Succes.ful mathematic •• tudent. today appear to learn by being· programmed by exam-

,""igumenu, aDd to .pend more time doing real mathematic •.

a~

the moment.

17.

10

those 01

WI

who have better way.

10

.pend our time.

Wbat are we going to do when many, or mo.t, or perhaps all of our studenl. will be able

With tbe possibility 01 incorporating graphic' capabilities into a CAS .y.tem, it may be

to come to du. with a relatively inexpensive hand held computer with CAS capabilitiesf

possible to illustrate many concepu geometrically right before the .tudent. eye. in a very

We mu.t aoower that question now. Otherwi.e, our students will an.wer it for u•.

dynamic and interactive way.
9.

CAS has the potential to improve .tudent attitude. toward mathematics e.pecially lor
tho.e 01 average ability or below.

10. CAS has the potential to permit us to re-e.tabli.h the importance of creative thought and

I

prohlem .olving in the mathematici curriculum.
11. The present generation of CAS Sy.tems were developed for the use of Scienti.t. and
Engineers. However, with potential development. in Artificial Intelligence, Ihe Cuture
potential Cor improvement in CAS de.igned for educational purpose.,

.eem~

enormou •.

12. CAS hu the potential to provide opportunities for more individual altention to tho.e stu-

.. .. ..

..

.. .. .. - .. .. -

-

- - -

- - - ---
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Some thoughts on the "Impact of symbolic
manipulation software on the teaching of calculus"
D.W. Alexander

Should problems be limited to polynominals or would
students "understand" derivatives of other functions?
Should equation solving capacity of symbolic manipulation
be used?

What routines are unnecessary for understanding?
What routines are necessary for understanding?
How can the graphic capabilities and symbolic
manipulation potential of computers be best used to
enhance learning lof calculus)?

Is there need to explore second derivatives or does
graphical capacity remove that need?
Could second derivative tests be introduced as a means of
confirming computer graphs? (reasonableness of answers)

How might the availability of symbolic manipUlation
software (and. graphics) effect priorities, order?

What other aspects of "curve sketching" techniques are
still appropriate assuming availability of graphics
packages?

Can these be used to promote understandings,
open-endedness a 1a Pollack?

Should inverse differentiation (differential equation)
problems be introduced?

How does this relate the Whitehead's cycle: romance,
precision, and generalization?

3.

Generalization: Explorations of derivatives as
given by symbolic manipulation to give y' = nx n - l ;
derivative of sinx = cosX; derivative of cosx =
- sinx; derivative of sinax, etc. Is this the
time to introduce limit ideas as a basis for proof?

4.

Other "Rules of Derivatives"
- Derivative of a Sum
- Product Rule for Derivatives
- Derivative of Quotient
- Chain Rule

Suggested sequence;
1.

2.

Graphical introduction to derivative:
chords to tangent; ·window· on screen;
associate slope of tangent at a point;
exploration - generalization for specific function,
Nderivative M (i.e. slope of tangent at ~ point).
Symbolic manipUlation code for derivative

Maximum/minimum problems

Given the symbolic manipulator, how much of

- approximation (graphically)

needed?

this is

- precision (using derivative code)
Could it be motivated by "need" to know how to get the
r.esults without the "black box"?

By a desire to

~
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1...........................................................................
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"understand" how the derivatives are obtained?
Would this be "optional" and only done with some students?
A fundemental issue: Do we desire to teach calculus as a
"rigorous" development with the need for ·proofs" or is
our goal to use calculus in solving problems?
If the latter, then 4. and perhaps 3. are
unnecessary.
(Is it only my conditioning that makes me
suspicious of this conclusion?)

......................................................................., ..........................................

THE ROLE OF FEELINGS IN
LEARNING MATHEMATICS

..................................................................................................................

GROUP LEADERS:
JOHN POLAND
FRAN ROSAMOND

-~~-~--~~~-~~~~-~~-
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HATHEMATICS AND FEELINCS
Li.t of Parttctp&nt.:
Dorothy Bue~k, Rena. C&eon, Claude C&utln.
L&cs
J&n •• on.
Btll Htggtn~on.
John Poland.
Pat
Rog.es.
F~an
Rosamond. Ralph Staal. Pat •• Tayloe.

w. began this working group by .xplaining that although
the •• I . ~ lot of ilt.r&tu.e touching on the col. o( ( •• llngs
In
la.enlng
a.thematics,
ther.
I. almo.t nothing dic.otl, on
It
Thl. I . an iaportant ar •• to under.t.nd and w. must r.I, .trongl,
on pee.onal •••• pi • • • hared in the geoup.
N.at,
.aoh
partiolpant
Introduc.d hi. oe h.e •• 11
to
the
group • • • plalning hi. or h.r oonn.otion to this wack.hap.
Thi.
praoe •• 01 going around the group to .hara was a kay oompon.nt of
the dynamia. of our working group.
Th. following •• oarpt.
fcom
some
of
the tntroducllon. Indicat. the wond.rful coll.ctlon
of
mind. And •• p.rleno.s In this group.
a

Hathematio.
I.
oonn.ct.d
witb I •• llng the
pow.r
of
looking
at n.w .nd .Ignlfloant Id....
Tb •• e a. the
tbrlll oC in •• ntlon.
of being able to nam..
01 making
up new word •.

a

Ther.
I. the feeling of •• ploeatlon and of
unoov.clng
n.w .nd exalting thing •.
There I. the eureka experAenae.
the «e.ltng of curio.lty, of ohallenga. of a •• thetlo,
and
the
phllo.ophlcal .Id. of
unoovering
.eal
baslo truths.

o

I would like to e.e how the enthuelA.lum of
oan influenoe etudent. in the ol~ •• ~oom.

the

1 have t.Am taught A .ath alA •• with a poet.
Half the
olas.
wa~ apenl in &8Al,stng A pl.oe of
po.t~y.
The
oth.e halt WAa sp.nt &8alyslng & math problem.
I woutd
ilt8 to •• plore the 'e.'Ing. that Are oommon to po.try.
austo, mAth.

a

thAt the beginner' • • i.w ot math Is fAr diff.rent
the mathematiolAn'. YI.lon and I would Ilk. to e.plor,
bow to open up the iatter vialon to the beginners.
•••

tram

a

am intere.tad In how the enyi~onment Influeno..
u •.
AIBc
would 11k. to try to be .peolfio about
whioh
fe.linga we pAy attention to.
.

~

Tbere .<a not aAnr people At a, school with who. l o a n
dl.cu~.
th ••• Ad...
I feel Isolated ~nd would like
tht_ work.hop to b. the beginning oC i lupport yroup.

a

In th,s •• gard.
Lat. Jan •• on deew our attention to .ctlcl ••
di.cu.slng the probl ••• or b.ginning t •• chor. ( •• e bibllograph".
W.
di.cu ••• d but , . t t unr •• olv.d wh.th.t .motlon.
and
fe.llng.
~ ••
mar. important at low.r Perr, l.vels thAn At highee
le •• l •.
Do..
A chAng. in pedAgogy equate to ~ chonge in the Peer,
l.vel
or .tud.nt. p.rceptions'
The •• perience of •• ny In the group wa.
th~t
a fe.llng at oommunity and c~cing In the ola •• rooa pl~y
an
ImportAnt
role
in
Per~y d.velopment.
Th. role
of
aommunlt,
oontlnu.d to be a theme on .uoce •• iv. doy •.
PartiCipants
were
a.t.d
ta
att.nd
the
Tapia
Croup
on
Problem-Solving
by Peta. Taylor that aft.rnoon.
The,
wer.
to
t.ep
c~r.rul
trAot of their reeling.
during
thts
e.pertenoe.
Wh.n we mot on the .eoond day.
the .harlng of thes. re.llngl wa.
a
gr •• t
.timulus.
Pat
Roger.
d •• crib.d
how
taltlng
about
t.ellng.
and
the
ne.d
to b.
awar.
of
them,
validated
the
emp.rl.nc. at ha.Ing th.m.
Thl. v.l~d~tion h.lped
unoo.pl~oate
.Ituatlon. wh.n negatl •• or oonfu.lng f •• llng. ~rose.

t.~oher

o

I

A.
~
poe.ibl. Cramework far our topic
w.
Introduoed
and
dl.cu •• ed the P.rr, d.we10pment 8chame
Sever&l h~ndoute on the
eohem.
th~t
Ar. attAched to tht. pApe, wete kindl,
eupplled
by
Dorothy
Du.rk.
A. th ••• indlc~t..
it .e.m. lh~t at the oolleg.
I •• el w& l.nd to t.~oh to c.ln(oce lev.1 ~ petc.ptions and e.p.ot
.tud.nl. to evol.e to 1 ••• 1 4.
EArly I&vel. oollude with a .I.w
or tho wotld thAt wh~t I. cortect i. re,tcicted to one. I •• ediat.
fAmt.y. p •• , • • • chool And i . reflected In .t£t ••• nts auch •• , 'tM,
t.~chet
lA.t ,.~r didn't do it thAt woy "

Thers is no .uch thing a. non-emotional motly...
People meem Ie •• !nhtbited to e.p,e •• 'eellng' about mu.ta
LArge group. ot mAthematioians lo.e mu.lo . • ~ Ih.c~
~
Go.pllmentActty h.rer

On. '.ellng for e.Aapl.,
wa' P~t ' . Ang.r with
her
peere who w.r. mod.1 .tud.nt. to~ the t.acher during the Proble.Solving
•••• ion.
There al.o wa. an an~er with the teaoher
ror
Insi.ting
on
r.o.ivlng hi. own an.w.r froa the
stud.nt..
The
r •• ling of anger form.d. blook thAt k.pt P.t from b.lng an
Involved pArtioipant in the Probl.m-Solv,ng •••• Ion.
Other.
in
tho work.hop d.sorib.d t.eling • • uob as anger. confusion. isolation,
or oomp.tltlon.
Th. owners of the •• nog&tiYe f •• llng. desorlb.d
b.lng
turn.d
off
or
di •• ngag.d
during
the
Probl.m-Sol.lng
•••• 10n.

The .ouroe. of the n.gatl •• f.ellngS could, In .ome oa •••• be
trac.d
to
.peclflo
Inoidenl..
Halo-(e.ale
differenoe.
were
di.ous •• d
In this oonte.I.
Xt wa. not.d that In
grade
five.
aoro ••
~Il
.ubjeots.
r ••• ~rch ha. shown lhat teaoher. pay aor.
att.ntion
to the mal. stud.nt..
Di.cu.slon .hifted to the
bad
p •••• aathematlo. ha. in gen.cal.
An argum.nt wa. made thai bOYI
who w.re not p~rtloul.clly athletlo oould b. aco.pted by peerl i f

thlY Ilolllld in alth.

Min, que.tiuns .uch

II

the

roliowln~

rat •• d.'
mathematlo. alway. &•• u •• on.'s worlt'
Doa.
authoritatl.e
p.roeptlon
of
related
to
an
math'
UhU8uAl1y strong in the f.eltng of •• If-worth?

II
hi

wlr.
th1.
.Atb
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Uocd • • uGh
.a
"oool~,
"oontcolledtl
hAwe
b •• n
u •• d
to
d •• orlb • • ath •• atlo..
Th •••
o't.n oony.,
a
r •• ot.n...
or
unoonn.ot.dn ••• on the part
the I.aln.r.
W. dl.ou ••• d, "How
hay. ,ou u •• d .ath •• atio. to .uppr ••• ' •• llng.'·
In r •• pon •• to
thl.
qu •• tlon
the IlIIag. 0' ·0001" wa.
pl.a.ant
.nd
po.ltly •.
John
Pol.nd
d •• orlbed
hi • • bliity
to
(oou.
att.ntlon
on
•• th.matlo • • nd thus dl.traot hl ••• I' during a p.ln(ul
Illn •••.
Fr.n Ro ••• ond •• ntloned
th.t
.h • • nJoy.d
.ath •• atlo.
a.
an
.dol •• o.nt
b.oau ••
thought • • bout m.th ••• tlo. oould
orowd
out
thought. about •••.
Oth.r. oo . . . nt.d th.t •• th.m.tlo. I. a
W&r
to re.ov. on ••• I' tro. Int.r&otlon with p •• r •.

0'

In the ola •• roo.:
Proyld. olo.uI •. At the end 01 ••• r, hour pOint to
the poeitl •• aooompll.hm.nt, I( It I. ani, the asting 01
& good qu •• tion.
Look torward and baotw.rd In the 01 •••.

a

u ••

The

0'

&vold

try
to. Inyolye the .tudent.
u.lng
method.
Th •• e
ere we.kl, a •• lgnm.nt.
re.ult •.
I
pIa,
it
by .ar to glYe
.mount
o(
ohallenge and hint • • 0 the
thel r •.

1s

u •• d

with

other

.s

u •• d

to

write

spontAneous.,

on.

0'

that
gly.
.ark.
tor
Itt.nd.no..
~ •• um.
an
progr ••• lon
or growth d.pend. on .tt.ndano..
It
.aa. •••••
h.rd.
I look at the m.rt. of
tho.e who
~tt.nd r.gul&rlly.

ala ••

modl'l.d
Moor.
l.adlng to
big
jo.t
the
right
r •• ult.
b.oo.e

want
the .tudent. to I.arn to thlnt wilder
In
the
future.
We
bralnetoc.
in ola...
When
a
per.OR
.ugge.t. an Idea,
that per.on I. the Idea.
Rejeotlng
the opinion I. re~eotlng the per.on.
In braln.tormlng,
no Idea. &re eY&luated until &11 haye been listed and a
•• n.e at oo .... unlt' ha. dey.lop.d In the group.

One

I t.l~t. whAt w. are .todylnQ In math to oth.r .r ••• In
mAth.
T.k.
A problem .nd ~pproaoh It
tram .ey.r.1
.r...
in .Athe.Atlo..
Stud.nt • • om.tlm ••
r •• I.t
dl.cu •• lon
blogr.phlc.l,
hl.torloal
or
oulturll
I.peot. at the .ubjeot.
Th., limit what th.y wlnt mAth
prof.
to
tAlk Ibout.
It • • • If th.y
t •• l
w.
hAY.
ohang.d the ground rul •• on th...
~

When
.tudent.
oome In to o(tloe hour. I gO
QVec
the
ne.t
da,s le •• lon with thea.
Then In ala •• the
ne.t
da,
they ~oln the dl.ou •• lon beoau.e the, have
had
a
pre.lew.
Thl. al.o help • • • tin d the I r,. mi. a 0 n a e p t Ion.
In ad.anoe.
To
d.al with dl.appearing .tudent.,
I hav. the
• pllt to .ma11 group. and th.n report baat.

projectors.

work with ooll.agu •• In t ••• t.achlng.
An
Engli.h
t •• char
jolntlr t •• oh • • • y •• th 01&...
101 • • • ch
t.ko
h~11
at a thr •• hour cl •••.
Th. Engll.h prot dl.cu ••••
Th.n I di.cu •• wh.t m~t..
&
wh.t
m.te. & po.m work.
.~th
probl.m wort.
Th.r. 1. criticism at the writing
•• p.rl.no. &. w.ll •• of the •• th probl.m-.olvlng.

0'

With our .tudents:
We mu.t
.ake aaslmum ettort to InyolYe all and
preOooupatlon with 'u.t the bright .tudent •.

overha&d

k •• p pO.lng
pr •••• ign.d
problams,
IoIhan
dlscu •• tng
up.
Lat
the.e
Int.r •• tlng
probl.m. th.t ooma
oth.r
b.oom. optln&l hom.work proble ••.

Dar
two
oonoluded with
many
o(
u • • ag.rl,
d •• orlblng
oh.r&ot.rl.tlo.
the
b •• t
t.aoh.r.
w.
h&v.
tnown.
Fr.n
Ro.a.ond
'.It It I.p.ratly. th.t w. al.o r.cognl • • • nd .h&r. Our
own .uoo •••••. To thl. end we beg.n the third day by .pendlng two
.Inute.,
In pair.,
taltlng .bout "Why I .m a good •• th.m&tlo.
t •• oh.r." Returning to the group,
w• • pot. In turn .bout wh.t w.
had h •• rd
our partner •• , that .truot u • • • Import.nt
to
good
t •• ohlng.
So.e
the oonye •• atlon (ollow •.
a

two

prapared
ovarh •• d.
.nd I • • w.y tor m. to
con •• y m,
.nthu.lasm with the •• th and .Iso look at the .tud.nt.

glv. t •• dbaot p.rlodlo.lly In the wh.t look. lite
a
qui. but It I. not for a grod •.
Th • • tud.nt. writ. out
whot th.y t •• 1 I. Import.nt
I glvo t •• db.ok.

a

AG
•
t.lcher:
Th.r.
hI.
to
be
h.rmonr
b.tw •• n
b.lng
tot.lly
.goo.ntrlc
cr tot.lly out-going.
Th. t •• oh.r mu.t b.
In ch.rge of wh.t I. going on In tha clo •• room. Al.o, the
t.lch.r
mu.t
ll.t.n to wh.t the .tudent • • • y Ind
how
th., .IY It
In thl. w.y the t.lch.r c.n he.r .I.cono.ptlo"~
The t •• ch.r oon build on .tud.nt.' pa.t •• peri.no •.
The
teach.r mu.t hlng on t o .
g.nuln • • goo.ntrlolt,.
Stud.nt.
don't wont a t •• oh.r who dl.opp •• t. Into
the
~Aokg,ound.
Studentl WAnt to h •• , whAt yoU are 1.,lng
bec&u,. you'vi got lo.ethlng.
B. your •• lf i
thAt II
whAt
'au
h •• a the mo.t of.
Concentr.tlng
on
other.
r.qulr • • • d.t.oh •• nt fto. ,ours.l, .

..
..
..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
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Appendix to the Report of Working Group 0

June. 1985
Whsn
go
into A p~oCsssocs offios
to
.. sk
adwioe.
usual1,
hs or she has a speolal personal aetaphor with
whioh
to
e.plaln ths oonospt.
W. should
shar.
our
aetaphor. An the ola.srooa.
Talk about mathematlo. a.
l( ,ou ar. talking ao a p.rson whAle walklng by a
lake
or whlle on a stroll through the wood •.
It
Is !aportant to be up«ront about what we are doing.
Sa,
thal
we e.peot our .tudent. to move
through
lh.
ourrioulua by Ci,.t being able to do probl ••• 0 ( ' on.
or two .taps. Eventually they .hould be able to ,ead on
thetr
own
and
enjoy what a .. th.aAtioe has
to
ofter.
Thi. oan be written in a handout and said in ala ••.

u~ Laval

(R.A. Staal)

On~

of the by-products of working in this group Was a heightened

appreciation of the importance (and existence) of emotive aspects of
learning in mathematics which have their source outside of the
mathematics itself.

It

is 'mportant

to build on .tudent. pa.t •• perieno ••.

Within mathematical activity, there are numerous
ide a i
The
aoo.pt with good graoe .y own .l.tak ••.
, . not one where teaohsr newer aake.
mletakes.
oour ••

examples of

what we might call "emotive" factors - whUe not strictly part of the
mathematics, they are inseparably connected with it, and reflect the

Cia •• mu.t (unot100 as a .upport .,.tea.
Thi. aust be
olsAr to the student so ths .. e , . no (ear to opening-up.
begin CArst ola.s with lots of
sele-di.olosur.
and
tlms
in
saall groups.
Thls la,s the
groundwork
(or
disousslon of feelings.

essential nature of the total mathematical experience.
are:

A few examples

"Eureka!"; various forms of aesthetic satisfaction (pleasure at reducing

the apparently complex and instructured to a simple, structure, appreCiation
ou ..
lheme
among
sense
doalnant
a
ot
oom.unlt, w .. s
Thle
Co_unl ty
suggestlons.
provld ••
sat.ty and
b'-longing.
wi th
oontaat
ampowalrs
student •.
Th!.
.. llow.
thea to be
in
lL
to
ala •• raoa
a•
thea.elwe.,
know
tll.m.elw ••.
W. • e. lh.
'happ.ning' (as in the . '0
W. snwl.loned the superior high.
the oo_unal high as ot pa •• lng the aath.a&tloa.
A

0

.)

of a beautiful and ingenious proof ... );

the feeling of security in

dealing with a "Clean", well-defined Structure with clear criteria of

•

w.
Ti •• pa ••• d Cat too quiokly and w. haw. muah to dl.ou ••.
to
ace
•• pealally
lnt.,a.tad In whiah .aotlone b.long striatly
tb •
• ath •• attos
And aannot be awold.d beaau •• oC the natu...
oC
do w • • • • tb. "Ah ha H
• • p.cl.nae
ln
.ubl.at.
Wh.ee
O~
when
W. alao want to e.ploce .trat.gi •• tor
our •• lv.s,
our .tudent.,
Quc aain goal i8
to
.".otlwe
teaohing
that build aammunity.
empow.c our student •.

succe~s;

the "xcitement and suspense of "xploration; the sense and

stimulation of mystery; the "down sid,,", of frustration ("why doesn't
this work", "why couldn't
be a mathematician") etc.

have seen that?"

I just wasn't meant to

These examples are all pretty familiar,

and come to mind rather easily.
At a less purely mathematical level. there are emotive aspects

artsing from interactions of mathematics with other subjects(Newton
at the seashore).

These are hard to list in a systematic way, and didn't

surface in our discussions.
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To

COIlll!

to the main point of this note:

thoire are eUlOtive aspects

As in Level I. but enriched by the addition of background material

of the classroom experience which have nothing especially to do with
mathematics £!!

~

- they apply to the classroom, rather than the subject

(biographical and historical material included)

,mathematical motivation

and interconnections with other topics and subjects.

- but their influence on the learning of whatever the subject might
be isn't always adequately kept in mind.

Level II

They have to do essentially
Level III

with personal-interpersonal matters, and include such things as:
As

participation in the development of material, participation as a

in Level 11. but in addition

the

students are brought into the

picture as participants in the mathematical activity.

functioning member of a group. getting approval versus being put down,

(The details are

fairly obvious - Socratic and similar approaches, the use of open and

being considered important as a person.·
exploratory assignments, etc.)
It is to be emphasized that here we are concerned with the role
of these aspects in the learning of mathematics. and have no intention
of following the path in which concern for "the whole child" is expressed

Level IV
As

in Level Ill, but. in addition. the students are considered

more

fully as persons, and the emotive aspects of me classroom environment

via a de-emphasis on the learning of a subject.
The role of the teacher is. brought to the fore in this.

Self-study.

a~e taken into account as part of the process of learning mathematics.

using library materials, and computer-assisted-instruction (both of
which from time-to-time are touted as in the forefront of educational
progress) leave this aspect of learning virtually untouched, unless.
of course, used as a supplementary tool at the hands of a teacher.

A

corollary of our theSis. then, 1s that the teacher is uniquely important.
The following description of four levels of teaching mathematics fits
the above comments into a broader scheme.

Level I
The subject matter is presented. in logical form (Definition, Theorem,
Proof), examples are worked out, problems are assigned and solutions
corrected, and examinations are conducted.

..

.. .. ..
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Strategies to Enhance Learning
By Dorothy Buerk
Ithaca College

By Dorothy Buerk
Ithaca College
Let us look more o1ollll1y at tbe beliefs of tholle bold1ng a Perry 2 view
of mathemat1cal knowledge. Students holding this view wlll bave a number of
tbe following beliefs:

Provide time to IIxperience and clarify a problem (situation) before
focusing on solution. Let each perllon think about the qUelition before
anyone IIpeakli.
Rellpond to questions about interpreting the problem.
Th111 would include providing background for applicationll outllide of the
IItudent'l.I field. Focull on rellolut1on only after each perllon "seell" the
problem (question) clearly.

Rigbt answerll are known by an authority for all mathemat1cal queations.
There are co Qnsolved probl ema. and no mul t1ple anawera. Rigbt anawers
are paaaed on. not created by the authority.

Include tbe hilltorical perapect1ve to help IItudenta become aware of the
person-made quality of mathematica. Concepts as ":simple" as zero and
negative numbers were controversial and adopted witb great difficul ty
and yet atudenta are expected to accept them without queation.

Tbere ia one 'right method to attain the rigbt anllwer and while atudenta
may be aaked to find it for themselvell, they know they are bei ng aaked
to use" THE method to find THE answer.

Acknowledge
and
encourage
alternative
methoda
and
approachea,
approximation, gues:sing. eatimation. partial solutions, and the UIIII of
1ntuition.

Mathematics 1a learned by memorization and bard work and by d01ng every
problem that 1s alIa1gned. while following literally each inatruction
that the teacher (or the textbook) givea.
We know how much practice
they need.'

Anawer queations with queations that both clarify tbe students'
queations and that help tbe atudenta realize their own potential as
problem solvers and problem poaers.

One is either good at mathematic:s or bad at mathematics.
If you are
good at i t you wlll catcb on very quickly.
Otberwiae you wll1 not.
(Tbill is 1n eontraat to thl!! notion that one can come to undaratand over
time. )

Encourage atudents to ahare ideas. part1al IIOlutions, and d1fferent
inter pretations of probl ema wi th eacb other. Eatablish a workmode that
enoouragea collaboration and the pooling of ideaa to reaoh aolutions
andlor new queations. Sbarlng authority 1n the clallaroom 1s invaluable
to the improvement of student learn1ng.

One deea not act on a problem and one doea not bring one's experience to
a problem.
One bring:! tbl!! methods that haYe been taugbt for simUar
probl emil. Enll the authorlUn learn th1:s way.

Encourage the allking of new quellt10ns and create an atmollpbere Where
both teacher and atudent are free to l!QIl!!tt out loud. Studenta need ,to.
see the1r teaoherll asking, thinking. puzzl1ng. and conjecturing out loud
1n clasa.

Tbe atudent's role ia to oollect faots. not act on tbem. but to store
them aa tbey are received. One .:Ioea not uae ana's intuition.

Hake concertlid attlllllptli to ay01d abllolute language.

Tbere are co .gradat1ol1S of b'utb - no gray areas.
The authority (teaoher, textbook, eto.)
laoks knowle~e.

is reaponaibl Ii when a atudent

l broad education iao't necesaary, since it nwon't do me any good on IIl"f
job."

Set all a goal the development of eacb student' a internal lIenllll ot power,
of confidence. and of control over the material.
Help students to
realize that mathematiclI can be learned by thinking. not ollly by
memor1z1ilg.
Offer opportunities for IItudents to reflect on paper about their ideas
and feelingll about ma thelllll ti cs.
Often after acknowledging negative
fee11 nga and reaotionm Ii student can move on aa if relieved of a
burden. Writing out ono'a tbougbta oCton brings a deeper clarity aDd/or

a new insight and with these come a new sense ot confidenoe.
Don't rush o1oliure. It ill important to continue to think about a topia.
a problem. an idea, a quelltion. and even a possible anllwer, and otten to
leave resolution untU the next or an even later o1a~lIl.
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Propo.&1

for

198'

Vork.n~

Croup on

fealin~.

&nd M&th ••• tio.

By Dorothy Buerk
Ithaca College
1983 YorklnQ Croup on F •• I.n~. And M&th.m.t.c. inlti.t.d
&n&ly.i. to id.ntify the
me.n.nQ.
role.
function
.nd
of
.ff.ct
in .&them&ticI
.nltruct.on,
In
198' w.
work.n~1
propo ••
to furth.r d.v.lop the .n.l, ••• of how .ff.et.v.
I •• u ••
. r . r.l.tad to •• th ••• tie. 1 •• rnlnQ 4nd ta4chinQ end to outline •
th.or.t.c.l fr ••• work to Qu.d. r •• e.rch .n thil .re •.
Tha

concept

Tb1s year 1n talk1ng w1th oollege matbematios faoulty about tbeir
expectatiollll of their students, I bave conoluded tbat mathematios students
are expeoted to be:
analytioal and able to th1nk quantitatively and deduotively.
able to do proof a , a ak111 wb1cb l'equ1rea bringing togetber diaparata
bib of knowledge and Meing the situation frOIl :several perspeotives.
Working in both -top down- and RbottOll up· lIodea is often 1180essary to
cOllpiete a proof.
able to 98e the relllYanoe of applioations to theory and theory to
applioations and. in addition. to understand tbe oonll8otions between
theories.
able to use problBII solving beurist:!.os to approaob non-traditional
problBlla and to bave tbe patienoe to try out several approaobes - to
stay witb a diffioult problBII.
able to realize that one' a intuitions are important and Deed to be
respeoted; that these intuitioD8 oan be misleading and need to be tested
agaiD8t a theory or witb evidenoe.
able to learn on their own and from eaob other; bave the internal sense
of prooessing 1180ell9ary to do that.
able to make reiUloned jpJea988, oopjeotures, and to estimate results in
the prooe8S of illl uiry.
able to ask good questiollll - espeoially

I18W 008S

(problem posing).

respeotful of the power of matbematios. but st111 w11ling to experiment.
to tryout ideiUI that lIay not work.
able to write good defin1tioD8 and to use th8DI - to pullout relevant
information and to be oOllplete.
'

Vhll • • o.t
r •••• rch in .eth ••• tic • • ducation
and
p,obl ••
101.inQ
ha. foeu •• d on d ••• lopinQ informatlon-p,oe ••• inQ .od.l.
of pur.I, 009nltlv • •
th.r. h •• b •• n con.id.r.bl.
,.o.nt
r.ooQnitlon
th.t
.ff.otlv. dl •• n.lon • • r. int.Q,.t.d
With
.nd
. t i . u l . t . the oOQnlti...
Emotion • • nd b.li.t . , . t • • • • , . two of
the
tw.lv • • • jor 1 • • U•• th.t Nor •• n (1981) &••• ,ts n •• d. to
b.
.ddr •••• d
.n
lutur. r •• e.rch
In
coqn.tiv • • o •• no •.
NoddinQ.
(1985)
urQ ••
o.r.ful
.tt.ntlon to the l.nQu.q • • nd
.CCeot
oC
in.truction
.nd •• y. w. b.dly n •• d compr.h.n •• v • • nd •• tloulou •
of
.ff.ot In •• th ••• tle. cl......
In
d •• oribinV
the
• tudi ••
i.plic&t.on.
Cro.
r.c.nt r •••• rch on m.th.m.tic.
t •• ohlnQ
Cor
lutur.
r •••• roh .nd pollOy.
Good (1984) •• ph •• iae. the need
to
•••• In • • , . t ••• tlc&ll,
how t •• ch.r b.li.f Iyst • • • • nd
stud.nt
bel.ef
.,.te •• in .mell-~roup .nd whole-el • • • • • ttinq • • nflueno.
le.rn.nQ.

y.t....

The
Im •• dl.t. d •• oriptor. of eftact ere
the
ph,.lOlo;lC.1
.IQnl .uch •• flu.h.d oh •• k •.
mUlcle ten •• on cr r.pld h •• rtb •• t.
MoL.od
(1984)
he.
r.l.ted
to
m.tham.tics
proble.
.olvln;
M.ndler·.
th.ory
th.t
•• otion
re.ults
when
.n
Individual's
planned b.haviot is Int.rrupted.
Mendler's th.ory is u •• Cul but
.ay
n •• d
to be •• panded to Inalud. emotian • • uch
a • • urprl.e,
rell.' .nd Ahl
H.I Eur.kA! d.scribed b, p.rtlcipants oC the 1985
Workln9 Group.
Emotion also i • • voked by unconscious ••• ociation
01 pr •• ent activit, with p.st .vents
Recall of •• rly childhood
m.morl.S •• on. w., to ral., l,vel of .w.ren •••

A c09nitlv.
Int.rpt.tetlon
of
Affectlv.
b.hevlor
will
inclu ••
the inllu.nc. of b.li,f .nd v.lu • • ' a t . . . .
Ye will u'e
the for.s of int.lleotual .nd .thla.l d.velopment Coraul.ted
by
Perry (1910) •• a Clr.t model oC haw .tudent belleC., Ceelln9' and
learning Ar. related.
Vort of Ro.amond (1984), Buerk (1985) And
Cop •• (19811 will d.mon.trate the r.l_vAnce'of Pecry' • • ohe.e
to,
specific math.matic. gaur •••.

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
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Cognltlva
Int.<p<.t~t,on
Also
will
Inclu~.
elemlnls
ot
a.ci.ion m&klng du,.ng probl.m-solv,ng as' d •• Qrlb~d by
Schoenfeld (198~)
Concecns .uch •• Ih.t vo,ce~ by Brown (198il
.bout
5tu~.nt
ability to glnerat. m&themAtical questIon. &n~
by
Rosamon~
(1981) .bout mak.ng mo.nlng and te.l,ng th. 'I9nltlc4nce
Qt
m4th.m~t,c~1
Ideal wlii be ant_Qc4ted
lnto
the
'ramework
~I.o
to
b.
dtscU5S.d IS the .ffect of emotion on
•• mory
4nd
,.t.nt&on

~.n.g.cl&1

"The

D.-~osln9

M.ttUtm.tlc5.

i,

NQ

,.Q09n".

Qond,tlon5 to
~ft.ot
that

condition.

hMlp

th.t
us

Imp~ct

c.n

m~themalic.

we need one-an-one r8s •• rcn
~n~

d@SCtlb.
on

~k.w

l.~rnlng

d.v.lope~

to
.z~min.
•• coom
inetruction
PolAnd
(198~1
w,11
ol~

stu~.nl

ch~r~ct.tl'.

I.arning

b.ha,or

however,

findtn~~

in

Cor

ot
gt

for

the

from MorAlity
Llarning
gt

Women
M.kln9
EdycAtlon, fAil

Peecy p.velopment Sch .. me
Cop •• ,
L.rcy
"The
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nut the case that dll nUlDbers have unly one factorization'!

Is Factorization Unique?
This was an exercise in cooperative theorem discovery, formulation
and proof. What may not be clear from the following review of the session
is that often considerable time was spent playing with the formulation and
proof of the current result to make it satisfactory to me and to the
group.

The topic was the uniqueness of factorization of natur-al numbers.
started by reviewing the notion of prime number and ensuring everyone was
familiar- with the process by which a prime factorization is obtained. I
then talked about the amateur- Canadian mathematician J.P. O"Reilly
(1Ilb7-1949) whose hobby for many years wa's playing with large primes. In
1915 he discovered by chance that if he multiplied the primes
Po

m

2641l5521l97

qo

m

9133228103

Together, the resulting number

nO

n

~

nO

poqo

was divisible by 19.

He realized

19.73.223.727.1481.2161.33613

nO has been written as a product of primes in two different
ways with no primes in common. This was a revelation to O"Reilly because
it was at that time generally supposed that prime factorizations were
unique (up to order); indeed this was known to be true for reasonably
small numbers. 0"Rell1y"s discovery received some attention from
mathematicians, and for many years, nO was the only number ot this type

The number

known.

angry. (I knew him to be one of the brighter and more active members of
the group.) O"Reilly must have made a mistake; 19 cannot divide into
nO
I patiently explained that although I had not checked this myself,
such an error would surely have been noticed by now. lie persisted; he
was sure that factorization was unique. 1I0w Jo you know, I asked. He
could not say. His fellow~ were embarrassed tor him dnd a~ked him to sit
down. H.: did but he was up~~c.
nO

Are

there any smaller ones? I answered that although others have been found,
they are all bigger than nO' Indeed an American mathematician W.P. Smith
used a computer in 1952 to verify that all numbers less than

nO/19 he would get a second

This he did, obtaining
~

prime. Someone had a calculator which took 10 digits and verified that 19
indeed was not a divisor of Po or qo
The youth became confused and

Someone asked whether all 0' Reilly numbers were as big as

right away that if he factored the quotient
factorization of

I explained

that while thi, was indeed the case for the numbers one m.:t in everyday
life, it can evidently(!) fail for large numbers. Indeed our task this
session was to discover just how widespread tllis failure might be. One
,young man, Ian by name, was not satisfied. He insisted that 19 had to
divide either PO or qo
That cannot be, I replied, they are both

unique factorization;

nO

nO have

is the smallest O"Reilly number.

Of course, I continued, it is not pleasant to have numbers for which
unique factorization fails, and it is important to try to understand what
it is about these nu~bers which gives them this property. The above two
theorems tell us that to understand such numbers, it is enough to
understand O"Reilly numbers. The task I am proposing is to find some
theorems about O"Reilly numbers, which elucidate their properties.
To start them off, I suggested
Theorem

j.

An U"Reilly Ilumbe!.' calloot be even.

Indeed the following definition is now standard,

Definition. An O"Reilly number is a number with at least two disjoint (no
primes in common) prime factorizations.
asked the class for another example of a number with two not
necessarily disjoint factorizations. After a moment they agreed that
every multiple of nO had this property. They formulated:
Theorem 1. If n 1s an 0"Rell1y number, then for any
different prime factorizations.

k, kn

udd numbers is odd. So n is udd. Contradiction. Actually, if you look
carefully at this proof, you will notice thac it does not really have to
(should not?) proceed by contr-adiction, but can be done more elegantly
directly. I will write subsequent proofs in this direct mode, though the
ones produced in class were always by contradiction.

has 2

Happily, someone asked about the converse.
Theorem 2.

If

n

has two different prime factorizations, then

n

is, or

is a mUltiple of, an O'Reilly number.

point, one or two students

I asked for another theurem of this nature.

Theorem 4.

It took a few moments to find the simple proof of thIs, based on
cancelling common primes of the two factorizations.
~hla

We spent. some time finding and being car.:ful about the proof, for I
knew that this was to serve as a model for other proofs to come. It
seemed natural to start by contradiction. Suppose n is an even O'Reilly
number. Since n is even it has a factorization which'contains 2, but
since it has two disjoint factorizations, it must have one that doesn"t
contain 2. Thus n - Pl ••• Pk wher-e the Pi are odd. But the product of

declB[~~ 60me

confusio:

The one 1 got was

An 0' Reill y numbe r cannot end ill 5.

The proof proceeds as above. An O"Reilly number II must have a
factorization that does not contain 5. The primes in this factorization
.s ;~

lZb

1 -J ,
~

cannot end in 5 (or they wouldn't be prime). So n is the product ot
numbers which don't end in 5. and so can't end in 5 either.

Sinc" no

Lero~

appear. tile produ!:[ of two numbers not ending in zero (base

3) cannot end in zero.

The proof hinges on the fact that the product of two numbers whid,
don't end in 5 can't end in 5, and I asked how they could be sure of this.
They replied that One just had to check the possibilities. TIle key point
1s that multiplcation has the property that if you know the last digit of
two numbers, then you know the last digit of their product. So you draw
up a "last digit" multiplication table for numbers nut ending in 5.

We appeared to

Theorem 7.
It was pointed out that, because a number ending in 5 is odd, the
table need only be constructed for the odd last digits I. 3. 7 and 9.

las t digit of
second number
I
3 7 9
last
digit
of first
number

1
3

7
9

1
3
7
9

3
9
1
7

7
1
9
3

9
7
3
1

Table of last
digit of product
of two odd numbers
not ending in 5

I asked for more theorems. Someone put forward that an O'Reilly
number could not be prime and 1 called this Theorem 5. I asked for a
Theorem belonging to the same family as the previous two. It was remarked
that [hey state that O'Reilly numbers are not divisible by 2 or 5. What
about other small primes?

Theorem 6.

An O'Reilly number is not a lDultiple of 3.

1 gave the class sOlDe time to think about this. Can they do for
three what they did for 2 and 5? It was resiized that 2 and 5 worked out
because they are the factors of 10 which is the base of our nUlDber scheme,
and the ingredients of our proof were little facts about endings of
numbers in this base. The required results were not available for 3.
Why not work in based 3? Let's try. The proof should begin as
before: an O'Reilly number n must have a factorization which does not
contain 3. If we write the prilDes of this factorization in base 3, then
none of them will end in zero. So (I guess) their product cannot end in
zero. So n is not divisible by 3. and that seems to do it.
We used the fact that in base 3. the product of numbers not ending in
zero cannot end in zero. Is thia true? Everyone said it was. Are you
sure? I asked. After a moment, it was decided that you simply had to
check the last digit table.
last digit of
second number
1
2
last digit
of first
number

I~

2

U

Base 3
Last digit table for
product of two numbers
not ending in zero

hav~

an interesting "machine".

\~hat"s

nex.t'!,

I asked.

It was suggested we should try 7 next. But th~ young man, Ian. I had had
some troubl" with earlier, who had b"en sitting scowLing tor the last
wI111e. said 'luil!tiy, let's try 19.
An

O'Reilly number is not a multipil! or

1~.

Of course, 1 hastily explained to the class, we know this theorem to
be false. But in trying the above approach on it, we may. in failing to
find the proof. learn something about why 19 is different from 2. 3, and
5. So off we went.
An O'Reilly number must have at least one factorization which does
not contain 19. Think of these prime factors in base 19. None of them
end in zero. so the possible endings are 1. 2, 3, .... 17. 18. (Here we
treat the numbers LO, II, •••• 18 as single "digits".) Can the product of
two such numbers end in zero? I asked the class.

Someone said no. of course not. but someone else argued yes. Indeed
think of the base 19 representation of PO and qo above. They must both
end in "digits" between I and 18. But their product nO must end in
zero. Make up the table, someone said. I sketched out an 18x18 block.
It's a big table. I said.
Ian had borrowed the 10 place calculator and was calculating the
final "digits" base 19 of PO and qo
He did this by dividing them by

19 and taking the remainder. He got 17 and 18 respectively. We
multiplied them together and filled in that square of tile table with a 2.
The class was silent for a moment.
I wonder what that means. I said. It
weans O'Reilly was wrong. said Ian immediately, and there was another
silence.
think what it means, I said after a moment, is that I've miscopied
one or both of these numbers PO or qo
I'm sorry. they must be wrong
in my notes. Ian shook his head in dismay. Havi ng tasted blood, he waS
not about to be put off. Fill in the table, he said; you won't find a
zero. It's a big table, I replied again.
Okay, I said., after a mOlDent. suppose we fill in the table. Suppose
we get no zero. What have we got? We know O'Reilly's example ia wrong,
came the reply. No O'Reilly number is divisible by 19. Right. I said,
where do we go from there? Do we do the same thing for other primes? How
far can we get just by filling in larger and larger tables? Can we find
any way of arguing directly that the table couldn't have a zero. without
actually filling it in? Such an approach would be very powerful because
it might extend to a large family of primes. Suppose there's a zero 1n
the table. Can you see anything wrong with that?

This was a large piece of direction I had given thew, and the groups

.. .. ..
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worked away for awhile. Happily it was Ian who found the argument.
did much to restore his equilibrium.

It

If there is a zero in the base 19 table, say in the (h,k) position,
with 1 < h,k (18 ,then hk - 195 for SOme s
Since hand k are
less than 19, this gives us two different factorizations for the same
number, hence gives us a new O'Reilly number (possibly after cancelling
common fsctors). This new number 1s certainly smaller than nO ,and
contradicts the fact that nO was the smallest.

The class was respectfully silent. Notice what's happened, 1 said.
Without filling in the base 19 table, we argued that it couldn't have a
zero. But we used a piece of information we hadn't used before: the
minimallty of nO
How generally can you make this trick work?
Everyone felt game to try to tackle:
Theorem 8.

factorizations you get 391 for the product of boti1 sides.
factorizations are the same mod 1000.

that

nO

Pl···Pm

be the smallest O'ReUly number and that 19 be the

smallest prime factor of

nO

Proof of Theorem 8. Supposing the theorem false, let n be the smallest
O'Reilly number and let p be the smallest prime factor of n
Now n
must have a prime fsctorization that doesn't contain p • say n ~ PI",P
m
with all Pi > P
Replace each Pi by Its final "digit" r
in base
i
p • and let t ~ rl ••• r
Since n is divisible by p • the last
m
"digit" of t (which is the same as the last "digit" of n) is zero (base
p) and t ~ pk
This gives us two factorizations of t • which, after

(:~~~:le~!hCo~o: :r:>e8, g~:~r~:l~t~~~,O'ReillY number less than nO
At the end, some of the class were a bilt beWildered by what had been
discovered. I pointed out that unique factorization was indeed a property
of the integers, and that that was in fact what Theorem 8 stated. What we
had produced, in our explorstions, was quite a reasonable proof of the
unique factorization result. Had anyone, I asked, seen a proof of the
unique factorization theorem before? One or two thought they had, but
they weren't sure.
Notes. I have given this exercise to four different groups: high school
~nts. high school math teachers, university math seniors, and
university math educators. In all groups there was some initial confusion
over the appearance of an example which appeared to contradict a firmly
held belief. But if the example was properly dressed up with the right
historical footnotes, I found my audience on the whole quite willing to
"suspend their disbelief" and enter actively into a search for theorems.
The numbers

Po

and

'10

are chosen with care.

I don't have any

reason to believe they are prime, but they have no factors < 61

If you

That is, the

The unique factorization result is usually (casually) mentioned in
high school, and is proved in a first or second algebra course in
univerSity. [Nevertheless I had no trouble selling my example to the
university students.) The usual proof uses the Euclidean Algorithm.
There is a standard pro~f similar in spirit to our "discovered" proof of
Theorem 8, which Nathan Jacobsen [Basic Algebra I, Freeman 1974, p. 221
attributes to Zermelo. II am grateful to John Poland for this reference.)
It goes as follows: let n be the smallest number with two disjoint
factorizations

There are no O'Reilly numbers.

It took a bit of trial and error to get the proof right. It turns
out that to generalize the "0 argument there are really two important
components:

mUltiply them out with a 10 digit hand calculatur you get 2.4190x10 19
which is also what you get if you multiply out the "small" factorization
of nO
Also i f you do a "last 3 digit" analysis of the two

and Suppose

PI > ql

~

n

a

ql, •• qk

Then

(PI-ql)(P2··· Pm)·a Ql(q2··· q k- PZ··· P )
m
By completing the factorization of both sides we get two prime
factorizations of a number smaller than n
one of which contains a
the other of which does not (since ql
divide PI)'

cannot divide Pl-ql

or it would

Peter D. Taylor
Dept. of Mathematics & Statistics
Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario
K7L 3N6
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BY: JACQUES DESAUTELS

Titre arrogant pour une conf~rence si.d'une part.on traduit litt~ralement
"fallacies" par "fausset~s" et si.d'autre part. on imagine que Ie conf~rencier
invective ses auditeurs. 11 perd cependant son impertinence si"fal1acies"prend
Ie sens d'illusion puisqu'il se transforme en lapalissaae. Qui. en effet.
o~erait affirmer que l'on peut aller "quelque part" dans Ie domaine de l'apprentissage des math~matiques en se ber~ant d'illusions et d'illusions ~pist~mologi
ques au surplus. Mais cette lapalissade n'en est pas vraiment une,car elle n'en
a pas Ie caract~re premier. soit 1 '~vidence li~e a l'univocit~ du sens qu'elle
connote.Paurtant.pour ceux d'entre nous qui ont r~fl~chi a certains probl~mes
de l'apprentissage des sciences, elle a acquis un sens ~vident. mis
graduellement au jour par des travaux qui forment un v~ritable programme de recherche que l'on reconnaft dans la litt~rature sous les ~tiquettes: repr~senta
tions pr~-scientifiques, conceptions ou repr~sentations spontan~es. etc. Le titre perd alors d~finitivement toute insolence ou pr~tention puisqu'il r~f~re a
l'apprentissage des sciences et ne s'adressedonc pas, tout au mains directement,
aux dldacticiens des math~matiques. Mais nos travaux peuvent-ils vous etre d'une
certaine utilit~?
C'est la question qui a orient~ ma rHlexion et je me propose de t.riliter
succinctem~nt avec vous des sujets suivants:
1) Quelques exemples de

repr~sentations spontan~es.

2) M. Bachelard, ses obstacles et son profil ~pist~mologique.
3) La droite. Ie point, Ie hasard.

II

QlELQUES EXErPLES IE REPRESENTATIOOS SPONTANEES:

La chaleur, Ie mouvement. etc.
Lorsqu'on demande a des enfants d'une dizaine d'ann~es d'expliquer pourquol
I 'extr~mit~ A J'une tige de metal devient chaude alors que la source de chaleur
est situ~e a I 'extr~mite B de celle-ci, on ne les prend pas au depourvu - ils
fournissent spontan~ment des explications. Celles-ci, bien que fort variees,

.. .. .. .. .. ..
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~tudes?

N'dyant pas ~t~ vraiment assimil~e. elle est releguee aux oubliettes et
lentement mais sOrement se transforme en vague souvenir - Ah! oui je me souviens ...
Je principe d'Archim~de - l'eau qui monte dans la baignoire ... je n'avais pas
vraiment compris.

eeei en commun: il y a quelque chose qui se d~place du point B au
point A. ce qui au demeurant est tout a fait logique. Mais qu'elle est la nature
de ce q'uelque chose qui se d~place ainsi? EviderlVllent. c'est de la chaleur et
jusque la on ne oeut rien reprocher a l'explication. 5i on poursuit Ie questionnement jusqu'a leur demander ce que c'est la Chaleur, on decouvre que pour eux, il
s'agit d'une substance plus ou moins volatile,qu'ils comparent a l'air, a la
fum~e ou a un fluide quelconque,
Ces explications ne correspondent
pas a celles qui fonnent Ie champ de connaissance de la science moderne. bien que,
dans certains cas.elles presentent des similarit~s ~tonnantes avec des theories
anterieurement reonnnues (1) par les scientifiques, notamment la theorie du calorique.
Cependant, ces explications enfantines,
pr~sentent

comme nous 1e verrons ci-apr~s, font obstacle a 1 'apprentissage des sciences et,
titre, devraient etre prises en consideration dans 1 'elaboration de strategies
pedagoglques.

a

L'explication du mouvement fournie par des el~ves d'une dizaine d'annees
constitue un autre exemple de representation spontanee. Ceux-ci, a 1 'instar
d'Aristote. ne peuvent
concevoir qu'un objet puisse se mouvoir sans
1 'intervention d'une force qui non seulement initie Ie mouvement mais Ie maintient. D'autre part, si la vitesse d'un objet est constante, c'est que necessairement la force agissante est constante, et plus celle-ci est grande, plus la
vitesse est proportionnellement grande. Dans cette optique, un objet qui se
deplace a grande vitesse doit necessairernent etre mu par une grande force.
Rosalind Driver (2) utilise I 'expression "children's science" pour designer
1 'ensemble des explications que les enfants construisent spontanement pour ren-

dre compte des phenom~nes avec lesquels ils interagissent, avant toute education
scientifique formelle. mais egalement pour souligner que c~s explications forment
une structure conceptuelle d~nt on doit tenir compte en pedagogie des sciences.
oe,serait-ce
parce qu'e11e permet aux enfants de donner un sens 11 leurs observations quotidiennes. Or. jusqu'll tout recemment, on a neglige de Ie faire,
pensant qu'il suffisait de montrer la bonne solution pour que les eleves changent
leurs explications. Les resultats de la recherche sont clairs (2), les eleves
n'abandonnent pas leurs explications premieres et les reutilisent tres volontiers

'lorsque Ie contexte du probleme qui leur est

pos~

differe de celui des problemes

de fin de chapitre dans un livre; ce qui d'ailleurs ne les empeche PilS de reussir
aux examenS. Mais que devient la connaissance scolaire quelque temps apres les

Le spectre des raisons qui peuvent etre invoquees pour expliquer l'Echec de
nos enseignements respectifs (3) est varie: formation des maftres, materiel didactique, strategies pedagogiques, nature des disciplines, developpement intellectuel
des eleves, sont autant de facteurs a examiner afin d'eclairer Ie phenom~ne en
toutes ses dimensions. Or, parmi ceux-ci, je m'attarderai a la nature epistemologique intrins~que du processus de la transformation de la connaissance, qu'on Ie
consid~re du point de vue historique ou du point de vue de l'apprentissage indice viduel, ce qui me permettra de specifier en quoi les representations spontanees
des eleves constituent des obstacles a leur apprentissage des sciences.

2)

Monsieur Bachelard, ses obstacles. son profil epist~ologique
11 est etonnant de constater que la publication du petit livre de Thomas

Kuhn (4), La StJwc..twr.e du RevofuuoH~~ Sc...{.ent;i.6~quu, ait provoque un tel remous
chez les intellectuels de toutes les disciplines, ~lors que 1 'oeuvre magistrale
d'epistemologie historique de Gaston Bachelard condinue a etre largement ignor~e.
Des ses premieres pUblications(5),ce dernier, en idterrogeant les acquis recents
de la relativite etde latMorie quantique, posait les jalons d'une epistemologie
qui, a mon avis, est plus riche d'enseignement que 1 'oeuvre de Kuhn, non seulement
au regard de la comprehension de la nature du savoir scientifique et de sa transform~tion, mais egalement du point de vue p~dagogique, car s'il est devenu epistemologue, Gaston Bachelard a d'abord ete professeur de sciences. On ne doit done
pas s'etonner de trouver tout au long de 1 'oeuvre de Bachelard une preoccupation
pour 1 'enseignement scientifique; n'ecrivait-il pas des les annees quarante:
"Lu plL06eMeWl4 de ~c...{.enc.u -i.mag~Hent quet'uplU.-t c.ommenc.e c.omme
une tecol1, qu I on peU-t touj OWl4 lLe6£ulLe illle c.u.ttuJr.e rlOnc.ha.tan..te en
lLedoubfunt une c.iM~e, qu I on peu.-t 6a.ilte c.omplLencVr.e Wle demon6.t1u1tion en fu lLepUant po~nt powr. po-Utt." (6)

11 ne saurait etre question d'epuiser en quelques pages une oeuvre aussl ri-

chej je me contenterai donc dl~voquer quelques-uns des concepts construits par
cet auteur, qui permettent, a man avis, de saisir en quoi les representations
spontanSes constituent des obstacles a ]'apprentissage.

13)
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Pour Bachelard(7) seule une philosophie dispersee des sciences peut rendre
compte de la transformation historique du savoir scientifique. et c'est,a partir
de la notion de masse qu'il illustre cette idee. 11 affirme que l'on peut distinguer cinq stades dans la transformation de cette notion correspondant a
autant de courants philosophiques. c'est-a-dire: Ie realisme naff. Ie r~alisme
empiriste, Ie rationalisme, Ie rationalisme dialectique et Ie rationalisme complet.
Au premier stade. la masse est con~ue intuitivement comme une "appreciation
grossiere et comme gourmande de ]a realit~" (8); au deuxieme stade. ]a masse est
d~finie empiriquement par l'op~ration de la balance et alors:
"Peser c'est penser.
Penser c'est peser" (9). Ce n'est qu'au troisieme stade que la notion prendra
son envoI, si l'on peut parler ain'sl, et sera rationnellement con~ue comme
" ... un corps de notions et non plus seulement comme un ~l~ment primitif d'une
exp~rience imm~diate et directe." (10), et dHinie comme Ie rapport de deux
3)
autres notions, la force et l'acceleration. Cette belle assurance rationaliste
s'estompera au moment de la complexification de la notion de masse qui devient
relative a la vitesse de 1 'objet en 'plus d'etre transformable en ~nergie. Enfin,
pour satisfaire et a la logique theorique et aux exigences empiriques,il a ~te
n~cessaire d'accepter l'id~e d'une masse negative.

sans 1 'action d'une force, pour acceder a la comprehension du principe d'inertie.
C'est dans ce sens qu'il faut saisir Ie mot de Bachelard lorsqu'il dit qu'
"m 6~i.-t,

01'1

C.ol'll'l~U c.on.tJr.e ulle c.OI'lIlaL\~al1c.e antVu:.e.uIle, en d~ant

dM c.Ofll!a0~.~allc.e~ mae. 6~e.~. ell 6WUllOlltan.t c.e qt.U, daM i' MplLU
meme, 6~i.-t ob¢wc.l.e
ia ~p.uu.tua.tUatioH." (11),

a

d'ou la notion d'obstacle epist~mologique qui meriterait a elle seule un long
commentaire. Je rappelle seulement que ces transformations de la connaissance
intrinseque a l'apprentissage des ~leves sont l'~quivalent d'une mutation culturelle. Le role du pedagogue doit alors s'articuler aux exigences de telles transformations et on comprendra qu'il est alors nettement insuffisant de presenter la
version officielle des sciences, meme si la pr~sentation est logique.

Le point, la droite
Les notions de I '~pist~mologie bachelardienne nous ont aides a comprendre
en quai les representations spontan~es des eleves constituent des obstacles a
leur apprentissage des sciences. En effet, elles nous revelent que Ie proces de la
transformation de ces connaissances exige la remise en question de postulats largement implicites qui forment la structure de base de la vision du monde a partir de
laquelle les ~leves reglent, avec un certain bonheur, leurs interactions avec 1 'univers materiel. 11 est des lars illusoire de penser que ces changements profonds
s'opereront au cours de quelques le~ons bien faites. L'apprentissage des mathematiques pose-t-il des problemes similaires?

La description de ces stades ne nous informe cependant pas quant au m~ca
nisme responsable de cette transformation. et c'est pourquoi Bachelard a mis au
point Ie concept de rupture ~pist~mologique. Par exemple, Ie passage de la masse
absolue a la masse relative suppose 1'abandon de certaines pr~misses ~pist~molo
giques dont,celles d'espace ~t de temps absolu, et d'en accepter d'autres dont
Je ne me risquerais pas a affirmer que 1'on retrouve exactement les memes
celIe de
vitesse limite. II y a done une rupture qui rend ces notions incomproblemes
au niveau de cet apprentissage, compte tenu de la pr~carite de ma culmensurables, ce qui ne signifie pas pour autant que celles-ci ne soient pas
ture math~matique et ce,tant au plan des notions elles-melnes que de leur statut
utiles dans certains domaines sp~cifiques. D'une fa~on similaire, la th~orie
epjst~mologique.
Cependant, il me semble qu'un certain nombre de notions de la
cin~tique qui permet de definir en science la notion de chaleu~ exige
geom~trie
eucledienne
(la seule que je connaisse) pr~sente des difficultes
que l'on cesse de consid~rer la chaleur comme une substance pour adopter Ie
point de vue energerique, beaucoup plus abstrait, puisque la chaleur e~t alors con,,~ similaires a celles que j'ai ~voqu~es ci-avant, au plan de leur apprentissage par
des ~leves.
comme l'~nergie cin~tique moyenne des atomes ou molecules',telle que donn~e par

l'~quation E =

t mv

2

•
Or, il s'agit d'une veritable rupture dans la mesure ou
il est necessaire de nier les impressions sensorielles a partir desquelles,tout
jeune enfant. on construit une certaine representation de la chaleur, sans
oublier, d'autre part, l'elimination de la notion de froid, qui n'a aucun sens
dans Ie contexte des theories sclentifiques. Oe meme, 1'enfant doit nier les

experiences sensorielles
repos absolu et

..

a nier

premi~res,

qui Ie conduisent logiquement A croire au

qu'un objet puisse se deplacer

.. .. .. ..

Pour ces derniers. comme pour la plupart des gens. il n'y a pas a priori
de distinction entre la ligne et la droite. Celles-ci correspondent au trait
physique obsE-vable qui,manifestement,a une longueur et une epaisseur. le point.
quant a lui. s'il est minuscule. n'est quand me me pas infiniment petit - i1 est
l~

devant leurs yeux et bien visible.

eux.

Et il est tout A fait

compr~hensib1e

que. pou

un point qui se deplace dans l'espace engendre une ligne,au sens 00 i1

----
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NOTES OE REfERENCES
latsse une trace. Mais on sait que les d~finjtjon5 math~matiques du point et de
la droite ne correspondent pas a ces repr~sentations sensuelles. II est fort
difficile pour les ~leves de s'en d~tacher et de concevoir un point sans dimension.
1. Je ne suppose pas ici que l'ontogenese est une simple r~capitulation de la
correspondant a I 'intersection de deux segments de droites qui n'ont qu'une lo~
phylogenese, bien que,dans certains de leurs aspects.il y ait des rapprochegueur et pas d'epaisseur. Or, la compr~hension des concepts de la geometrie euments
etonnants.
clidienne necessite un detachement par rapport a ces representations concretes
afin d'acceder a l'univers abstratt des constructions geometriques. 11 s'agit la
d'un premier saut qualitatif sans lequel on imagine mal comment les individus acce- 2. DRIVER, Rosalind. The Pupil as Scientist? 1983, Stony Stratford, The Open
deroni ~ ces univers "etranges" des geometries a n dimensions o~ la reference au
sensible constitue un v~ritable obstacle eplstemologique.

University Press.
3.

N'y aurait-il pas ainsi une kyrielle d'obstacles epistemologiques a identifier en rapport avec de nombreux concepts mathematiques au sujet desquels les
eleves ont construit spontanement des representations? Je pense,par exemple.aux
concepts suivants: j'infin!, Ie hasard, la relation et.pourquoi pas, Ie nombre?
Mats identifier des obstacles a l'apprentissage est une chose. creer les strategies
pedagogiques pour les surmonter en est une autre.
4.
Je ne suls pas certain que mes propos aient ete parfaitement clairs, ni
qu'lls soient tout a fait pertinents par rapport aux problemes rencontres dans
j'apprentissage des mathematiques. Intuitivement. je pense que les concepts de
l'epistemologie bachelardienne ont un certain A-propos eu egard a vos preoccupations de didact1clens des math~matiques. La discussion qui suivra permettra. je
1'espere. d'approfondir ces questions.

J;e~

5.
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SEX D1FFEHENCES IN TilE MATHEMATICS ACIIIEVEMENT
OF EIGIiTiI GHADERS IN ONTAHIO
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RECENT CANADIAN RESEARCH
CONCERNING TEACHING} GENDER

In the past two decades researchers have shown considerable interest in the relationship
between the sex and the mathematics achievement of children in the upper grades of the elementary
schools. Some have examined sex differences by comparing total test scores <Backman, 1972; Benbow
& Stanley, 1980. 1983; Maccoby & Jacklin. 1974). while others have focused on the proportion of

students who answered a particular item correctly IArmstrong, 1980; fennema. 1978; Raphael,
Wahlstrom & McLean. 19841. In a recent study by S.P. :vIarshall ()9831 the analysis is based on a
comparison of the kinds of errors made by male and female students
Some of the studies done to date purport to have established lhal I" age 13 there is a significant
difference in mathematical ability between the sexes, and that If IS eSp",·,ally pronounced among

AND MATHEMATICS

..................., ................................................................................................................

high-scoring exceptionally gifted students. with boys outnumbering ;{lrl. 13 to I (Benbow & Stanley,
1983), while others have argued the opposite: that very little dlfferenr .. e'lSt~. if any. and that when a
difference is detected it favours boys only slightly (Fennema & Carpenlp, 19811 According to the
International Reviewon CenderandJIlJtllemlltICsISchildkamp-Klindlger. 19821. reporting on

BV:

research carried out in nine countries. gender-related differences in achievement have been found to
vary considerubly both within and among countries.

GILA HANNA
ERIKA KUENDIGER
ROBERTA MURA

The purpose of this study is to assess the scope of sex-related differences in the mathematics
achievement of Ontario Grade 8 students. making use of the pool of data collected by the lEA Second
International Mathematics Study (SIMS).

Test Instruments and nata
For the SIMS study, a random sample of 130 schools was selected from a total of2511 Ontario
schools after each school had been assigned to one of twenty-six strata based on the followini four
categories: (a) school size, (bl type of school (private. French.

~;nl!lish

Catholic. and English publici. lei

rural or urban. and (d) geographical region of the province tin Ontario. virtually all thirteen-Yellr.
olds are enrolled in either a private or a public school.l
The present analysis does not use data for private schools (which are attended by 2 percent of all
Grade 8 studentsl. Since previous analyses 1~IcLean. Raphael & Wahlstrom, 19831 had shown that
students in private schools had much higher rates of success, and since there were three times as man)boys as girls in the private-school stratum. it was decided to delete these data-from the analyail. The
sample retained for this study consisted of all the Grade 8 students not attending private schools for
whom data were available for both the pretest and the posttest: 3523 in total, 1773 boys and 1750 girls
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Sex dilTerences

SeK differences

The lEA had developed 180 items for Grade 8, administered in five forms: a Core form of 40
items and four Rotated forms of 35 items each; for technical reasons siK items were not part of the
Ontario data. The 174 Ontario items covered five broad topics: Arithmetic (58 items), Algebra (31

Table 2
Mean Percent Values (and Standard Deviations) per Category of Response
by Sex and by Topic

items), Geometry (42 items), Probability and Statistics 07 items), and Measurement (26 items).
All students were administered both a pretest and a posttest. Each student responded to the
Core form and to one of the Rotated forms A, B, C, or D on each occasion. Each student was given the
same Core form at both the pretest and the posttest, but not necessarily the same Rotated form; the
Rotated forms were administered randomly on both occasions, each form to one quarter of the class. As
a consequence of this method, there are variations in number of respondents among the four Rotated

Pretest

Arithmetic
(58 items)

Boys:
Girls:

forms and also between the two occasions for the same Rotated form. In addition, the Core form yields
a greater precision of results. since it has about four times as many respondents as a Rotated form.
Table 1 summarizes the pattern of responses to each of these test forms.

Algebra
(31 items)

Boys:
Girls:

Table 1
Number of Respondents by Sex and Test Form

Geometry
(42 items)

Pretest

FormA
FormB
FormC
FormD
Core Form (total)

Girls:

Postlest

Boys

Girls

Boys

Girls

455
427
447

417
470
426
437
1750

459
465
433
416
1773

417
444
437
452
1750

1.11

1773

Boys:

Probability &
Statistics
(17 items)

Measurement
(26 items)

Boys:
Girls:
Boys:
Girls:

Note. Total number of respondents 3523.

Postlest

Correct

Wrong

Omit

Correct

Wrong

Omit

49.5
08.1)
48.2
(20.0)

48.0
(17.0)
48.2
(1S.4)

2.5
(2.7)
3.5
(3.9)

54.9
(16.6)
54.2
(17.S)

43.7
(16.0)
43.3
(16.S)

1.4
11.5)
2.5
(2.2)

34.6
(15.91
33.5
11721

59.1
(16.4)
578
(17.7)

6.2
(3.6)
S.5
(4.7)

44.1
(15.7)
44.6
(17.3)

52.5
(15.0)
50.7
(16.3)

(2.1)
4.6
(2.2)

36.4
07.6)
33.4
(72)

56.9
(15.1)
57.6
(14.5)

6.7
(5.11
8.9
(6.51

45.0
07.S)
42.6
(18.3)

51.2
05.S)
51.S
(15.91

3.9
(3.4)
5.6
(4.5)

53.5
(19.6)
52.9
/22.2)

43.7
08.71
42.9
(20.1)

2.8
(1.9)
4.2
(3.0)

57.6
(lS.S)
56.7
(IS.S)

40.6
(16.5)
40.4
(17.3)

I.S
(l.8)
2.S
/2.2)

45.9
(21.8)
42.6
/22.8)

51.1
(20.6)
53.1
(21.2)

3.1
(2.6)
4.3
(3.41

53.4
(19.7)
50.2
(21.6)

45.0
(19.0)
46.8
(20.4)

1.7
( 1.3)
2.9
/2.1)

3.3

!::!.!lli\. Due to rounding error the figures for Correct, Wrong and Omit may not add to 100.
The items were five-alternative multiple choice (one correct response and four distractors).
Every response to each item was coded into one of three categories: correct, wrong, or item omitted.
For each item, three percent vaiue3lcorrect. wrong and omitted) were calculated separately for boys
and for girls, with the student as the unit of analysis. (The percent correct of an item, for eKample, is
the percentage of students who answered that item correctly.) Three mean percent values were then
obtained for each topic by averaging the percent values for the individual items in that topic; these are
shown in Table 2.

Results
For each topic the difference between boys and girls in the mean percent of correct, wrong and
omitted responses was analysed using the paired t-test with the item as the unit of analysil. In
addition, a Wilcoxon matched-pairs test wes performed to obtain the z-statistic and its two tailed

probability as well as information on the number ofitems with positive or negative ditTerencea
between boys and girls.
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Differences in Omitted Hesponses
Differences in Correct Hesponses
As shown in Table 3 no statistically significant differences were found between boys and girl:; on
either occasion for three of the topics (Arithmetic. Algebra. and Probability and Statistics). In
Geometry and in Measurement. however. more boys gave correct responses un both occasions: in botb
these content areas the dilTerence of about 3 percent is statistically significant at the .01 level.
In the pretest as a whole. hays were more successful on 100 items and girls on 60: buys and t:irls
tied on 14. But in Geometry and in Measurement, boys did better than ~irls on more than twice as

As shown in Table 3, the differences between the sexes were negative, indicating that the
percent of omitted responses for girls was greater than that for boys on all the subtests in both the
pretest and the posttest. Furthermore, the t-test paired comparisons showed that all the differences
between boys and girls were statistically significant at the .01 level.
In both the pretest and the posttest more girls than boys omitted responses. The rate of ami sa ion
was higher for the boys only on 17 items (\0% oCthe test), while it was higher for the girls on 116 items
(70% of the testl. The Wilcoxon analyses yielded z-statistics significant at Ihe Olleyel for all the
topics. indicating that this trend was consistent from topic to topic.

many items. This pattern of results was very much the same for the pastiest.

A detailed examination of the omitted responses revealed that the percentage oCstudents
Table 3

omitting items on the pretest ranged from 0 to 28 for girls and from 0 to 23 for boys; the median. were
4.5 and 3 ..0, respectively. Although there was a decrease in these ~alues for both boys and girls in the

Differences Between Boys and Girls in Mean Percent Values
by Topic
Pretest
df

Correct

posttest (that is, fewer students omitted itemsl, the gap between the sexes was maintained. On the
postlest the range was 0 to 21 with a median of3.0 for girls, while it was 0 to 17 with a median of2.0 for
boys.

Pastiest

Wrong

Omit

Correct

Wrong

Omit

Arithmetic

57

1.3

-0.2

-1.0'

0.7

0.4

-1.1'

Differences in Gains

Algebra

30

1.1

1.3

-2_3'

-0.5

1.8

-1.3'

The gains are based on the difference between the mean percent of correct responaes on each
topic on the posttest and on the pretest, Cor each group taken separately. and could thus reasonably be

Geometry

41

3.0'

-0.7

-2.2'

2.4'

-0.6

-1.7'

taken to represent the growth in mathematics achievement for the group. The results shown in Table
4 would indicate that on average boys and girls improve atthe same rate during Grade 8: there were

Probability &
Statistics

16

0.6

0.8

-1.4'

0.9

0.2

-1.0'

Measurement

25

3.3'

-2.0

-1.2'

3.2'

-1.8

-1.2'

no statistically significant differences (at the .01 level) between the two groups in terms of their gaina
in mean percent of correct responses by topic.
Girls showed greater gains on 93 items and boys on 63; girls and boy~ tied on 18. In Statiatics and
in Measurement girls had greater gains on approximately the same number ofitema as boys; in

Note. A positive difference represents a higher mean percent for boys; a negative difference,
a higher mean for girls.

Arithmetic, Algebra and Geometry, taken together, girls had greater gains than boya on twice as
many items.

, p<.OI

Table 4
DiCferences in Wrong Responses

Gains in Mean Percent Values by Sex and Topic

There were no statistically significant differences between boys and girls at the .01 level on any
oCthe topics; the two sexes gave wrong responses with similar frequency.
Arithmetic
Algebra
Geometry
Probabili t y &
Statistics
Measurement

In the pretest as a whole more boys gave wrong responses on 84 items while more girls did so on

77; on 13 items the percent oCwrong response was the same Cor both sexes. In Arithmetic, Geometry
and Statistics boys and girls gave wrong responsea on approximately the same number of items. In
Algebra. however, the rate oCwrong responses waa higher for boys on 20 items, while Cor girls it was
higher on 11; thia pattern was reversed in Measurement. with the girls giying more wro~g responses
on 14 items and the boys on 9. The postlest results were very similar to those of the pretest in terms of

Boys

Girls

5.4
9.5
8.6

6.0
11.1
9:1

4.1
7.5

3.8
7.6

Note. Differences between boys and girls not significant at the .Olleye!.

the distribution of wrong responses.
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Discussion
The results of this study may be summarized as follows:
I. The mean percent ofcorrec! responses in two of the five lopics 'Geometry and

Measurement) was slightly higher for boys than for girls. These differences. though not
large. were statistically significant at the .01 level.
2. There were differences between boys and girls in omitted responses. All the t-tests were
significant at the .01 level Girls had much higher omission rates on all topics. On average
the omission ratio of boys to girls was 2:3.
3. Examination of the gains indicated that instruction in Grade 8 had about the same

inlluence on girls as on boys.
These three findings assume educational significance when one bears in mind that the boys and
girls came from the same randomly selected schools in approximately equal proportions and thus can
be considered matched on socio-economic level, on amount offormal training in mathematics. and on
quality of teaching (ignoring possible differential treatment of the two sexes on the part of teachers).
The results can thus be generalized to students attending public schools in Ontario. and any sex
differences found must be attributed to factors other than socio-economic level. formal training, or
quality of teaching.
(t is conceivable that the boys had had a certain amount of informal training through out-of-c1ass
activities not pormally pursued by girls (following instructions for building models, reading charts and
graphs. and the like). Different informal training in mathematics could explain the differences in
achievement in Geometry and in Measurement in particular.
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According to McLean, Raphael and Wahlstrom (1983), Ontario teachers reported that only about
half of the Geometry items had been taught at all, either before or during Grade 8. This would lend
some support to the idea that out-of-class activities contributed to the disparities in achievement
between the sexes. On the other hand, the other topic which showed differences between the sexes,
measurement, was among foW' lopics in which most teachers reported covering about 80% of the
curriculum. Thus on the basis of the information available it is not possible to determine with any
confidence whether out-or-class activities had an effaclon the differences between the sexes in
Geometry or Measurement.
Other causes sometimes cited for sex differences in mathematical achievement, such as the

presentation of mathematics as Ii male domain (Becker, 1982) or the presumed social conditioning and
different expectations for boys and girls (Fennema, 1978), might explain why more girls omitted
respollses lhan did boys. On the basis of the Grade 8 SIMS data. no attempt could be made to determine
\h~ importance of these factors, or indeed of informal trann[ng.
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Erika Kuendiger
University of Windsor

PERCEPTIONS OF PRE-SERVICE STUDENT TEACHERS
ON MATHEMATICAL ACHIEVEMENT AND ON TEACHING
MATHEMATICS. RESULTS OF A PILOT STUDY

The relevance of teachers' expectations in the learning process
of students has been well reco~nized,
.ince Rosenthal
and
Jacobson published their book 'Pygmalion in the Classroom'
in
1968. Many attempts have been made to trace the channels by which
teachers'
expectations and students'
achievement are linked
together.
In particular, this question has become of interest in
research
focusin~
on sex-related differences in
students'
mathematical achievement and course-taking behavior.
Let us assume for a moment a teacher· has the following attitudel
girls are not as able as boys when it comes to mathematics and,
moreover, in their future profession they are not going to need
it as much as boys do.
According to this attitude the teacher
does not expect the girls in his/her class to do very well
in mathematics.
There
are
several possible ways in which this teacher's
expectations might be communicated to the students.
The teacher
might openly display them when commenting on the poor work of a
girl,
and/or he/she might consciously or unconsciously use more
indirect waY_le.g.,
praising a girl very much for correctly
answering an easy question, asking mostly boys to solve really
difficult problems ,and attributing good mathematical achievement
by girls'to a lot of effort and by boys to ability.
Mathematics is not only a subject that more or less often gets
sex-typed by teachers, parents and students themselves but it is
also a subject that many people perceive as very difficult to
learn.

Let us assume for a moment a primary teacher who succeeded in
passing high school math fairly well.
The teacher is probably
female because most primary teachers are female.
After
high school she did not take any math courses at the university
level.It was not until she entered
the pre-service teacher
training program
that she had to deal with mathematics again.
According to her personal experiences with mathematics she thinks
that it is a difficult subject to learn and that she only got
good grades because she worked very hard at it.
Her self-esteem
in relation to mathematiCS 1S low and she might even be convinced
that somehow men are the better mathematicians because it
appeared to her during high school that those students who seemed
to have the least difficulty
with mathematiCS and seemed to be
the most self-confident in doing it were boys.
Although they did
not necessarily get the best grades,
the boys did not seem to
need a lot of effort to grasp the main concepts.
During her time .in preservice teacher training our ima~inary
teacher pays particular attention to learn how to teach
mathematics,for,
as she sees it,
this is the most difficult
subject she is going to teach.
She likes to collect as many
teaching ideas as possible.
The more ready made they are the
better.
She wants to be prepared for all possible situations and
she is gOing to use her entire stock when teaching math.
Being
very hesitant about trying new things,
in future years she will
not give her students much scope to bring math problems ·they
encounter outside school into the classroom.
There is still a
fear that she might not be able to solve unfamiliar ploblema.
Of course the learning history of our teacher could be completely
different.
Let us assume for a moment that she is a high school
teacher.
She is one of the few female high school teachers who
have mathemati~s as a teaChable subject.
For her, doing math
was always an enjoyable adventure.
She is proud of her success
in this subject and found it easy to teach right from the
beginning of her career as a teacher.
Her 5elf-confidence in her math ability being wall establishad,
she is not afraid of challenging questions from her students. On
tha contrary she appreCiates them as they demonstrate that har
students are interested in math.
She often uses these questions
as starting points for math investigations, of which she her.elf
does not know the results in advance.

.. .. .. .. .. ..
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The above examples are hypothetical.
In fact very little is
known
about the mathematical learning history of teachers
teaching math at different grad. levels, about the relationship of
this history to their perceptions on teaching mathematics, and
about their actual teaching_ Moreover, the same is true for
students entering a pre.ervtce program, that i . for teachers to
come.
It seems to be raasonable to asaume that the learning
history strongly influences certain aapects of teaching and that
it 15 worth investigating the.e variablea.
In 1984/8~ a pilot study was carried out at the University of
Windsor.
The study focused - among other things - on answering
the following questionsl
What is the personal learning history in mathematics
service student teachers?

-

of

pre-

How confident are they 1n teaching mathematics?
What reas~ns do they give when the students they taught during
practice teaching did not make much progress in mathematics?
Do the answers to the above stated que.tions depend on the .ex of
the student teacher and/or on the diviSion he/she has chosen to
teach?

Sample and Procedure
teacher training program of the University of Windsor is a
year program and includes three divisions,
these are the
primary/junior (K - bl. the junior/intermediate (4 - 8) and the
intermediate/senior (7 - 1~) division. Students enrolled in the
primary/Junior program hava to taka the math education
course
offered for their diVision, while for students in the other
divisions math education 1s an optional course .Students enrolled
in either the junior/intermediate or the intermediate/senior
division are grouped together for the analysis of the results
referred to as jun/int/senior divi5ion.

Relevant information was gathered via a questionnaire.
The
variable
'learning
history
in
mathematics'
was
operationali~ed as follows; students were asked to evaluate their
mathematical achievement during their schooldays and to attribute
reasons to their achievement. The questionnaire used to measure
the latter variable was developed by the author in the course of
another research study (s. Schildkamp-Kuendiger 1980).

Moreover, the student teachers were asked to compare their
achievement in mathematics and their confidence in teaChing math
with that in other subjects. They were also asked to report sexrelated students'achievement differences they had found
in
schools. To evaluate the reasons the student teachers gave for
the pupils they taught not makind satisfacory progress in
mathematics, a qUestionnaire developed for the Second
International Mathematics Study was used.
The
questionnaire
was answered by students
during
math
educational classes after they had been out for their third of
four practice teaching sessions. Students answered on a voluntary
and anonymous basis.
Chi Square Tests were used to compare the responses of different
groups of students; e.g. male and female student teachers
enrolled in the primary/junior diviSion.
In the graphs showing the results,
arithmetic means are used to
characterise the distributions.

The

~n.

Results
Overall
111 student teachers,
enrolled in the primary/junior
diVision, answered the questionnaire; 96 female and 1~ mal.
teachers.
The corresponding numbers for the jun/int/senior division arel
overall 61 stUdent teachers; 36 female and 2~ male teaChers.
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Result. will be discussed for primary/junior student teachers
first. Information about their learning history in mathematics is
presented in graph 1. As a group primary/junior teachers remember
their math achievement during their schooldays as average and
they account for it by a lot of reasons. The internal
reasons stated arel math ability and learning effort; relevant
external reasons are I
math is difficult, good or poor teacher's
explanation and help by others.
Significant sex-differences (p < O.O~ ) within the group are
found for one variable only, that is lack of help of others. This
variable is not considered as very relevant in general, but
female student teachers judge it as even less relevant than male
teachers.
Primary/junior student teachers remember their math achievement
as being less good than their achievement in other school
subjects ( see grahp 2 ). This goes together with their
perception of being comparatively less good in teaching this
subject.
It is encouraging that they only sometimes encountered sexrelated achievement differences in their pupils during practice
teaching. Moreover, the questionnaire reveals that,
if sexrelated differences had been observed,
they did not show
in a particular subject like mathematics.
Male
and
female primary/junior teachers
do
not
differ
significantly as to the variables considered in graph 2.

GRAPH 1
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Graph 3 displays the reasons teachers perceive as relevant when
the pupils they taught during practice teaching did not make
satisfactory progress 1n mathematics. Primary/junior student
teachers
mention two reasons the mostl
lack of ability of the
pupil and lack of motivation. Lack of student ability is a
his/her
revealing
reason for the teacher.
this is
not
responsibility.
Motivating to learn on the other hand is
something that falls in the duty of a teacher.
Male and female teachers differ significantly in their evaluation
of students' misbehavior and lack of motivationJ
female teachers
Judge these reasons as more important as their male colleagues.
Overall,
there are very few significant sex-related differences
between male and female primary/junior student teachers. This is
certainly partly due to the fact that there are very few male
teachers in this sample.
It seems as if teaching in the
primary/junior grades will &tay mainly a female affair. Whether
or not male and female primary/junior stUdent teachers can really
be looked upon as having the same charcteristics as to the
variables considered here has to be answered by subsequent
research.
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GRAPH 3
GRAPH 2
REASONS THAT STUDENT TEACHERS GIVE FOR PUPILS NOT
MAKING SATISFACTORY PROGRESS IN MATHEMATICS
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Ths learning history of jun/int/senior student teachers is quite
different from that of the primary/junior group (s. graph 1).
Jun/int/senior student teachers remember their achievement during
schooldays as above averaga. It is significantly higher than that
of the primary/junior group. Moreover,
tha jun/int/senior group
states fewer reasons for this achievement. Lack of ability, good
luck, bad luck, difficulty of math and poor teacher explanation
are referred to significantly lsss as causss of achievement. At
the time math is perceived as easier.
The jun/int/senior group remembers its math achievement as about
as good as in other subjects and judges its ability in relation
to the subject as average. For both variables the differences
between tha jun/int/senior teachers and the
primary/junior
teachers ara significant.
.
Tha groups do not differ as to the extent achievement differences
between boys and girls had been obse~ved during practice teaching.
Graph 3 seems to indicate differences in the attribution pattern
betwesn
jun/int/senior student tsachers and
primary/junior
student
teachsrs in the direction that ths jun/int/senior
taachers need fewer reasons to account for students not making
satisfactory progress in mathsmatics.
Only for the reason
'insufficient time for math' ara ths differences significant on
tha 5% levsl, but there 1s a trend ( p < 0.07 ) for the reasons I
studsnts' lack of motivation,
limited rssources, and too many
students.
Ovsrall ths two groups of studsnt teachsrs seem to differ in
ssveral aspects considered in thia ressach.
Significant differences between male and female primary/junior
student
taachers
were rare;
this is not the case for the
jun/int/senior group. Although the whole group remembers its math
achievement during schooldays as above average, this is even more
true for the female teachers ( p < 0.01 ). Moreover,
female
.teachers
evaluate their math ability and
good
teachers'
explanations as mors relevant a reason for their achievement than
do male teachers ( p < O.O~); whereas lack of effort is
perceived as les5 a reason by femals teachers (p < 0.05 ).

.. ..

Finally there is another rather unexpected significant difference
between male and femals jun/int/senior student teachersl when it
comss to eX8laining why their pupils did not make satisf~ctory
progress
female teachers mors often perceive
insuffiCient
proficiency on their part to be ths reason.
This is the more
astonishing
as
,according to their learning
history
in
mathematics,
they should be even more self-confident than the.
male teachers.

Summary
The results of this pilot study reveal considerable differences
bstwsen studsnt teachers in the primary/junior division and those
in the Junior/intermediate/senior division. Student teachers of
ths latter division have a much more positive learning history in
mathsmatics than the primary/junior group.
Of course,
it can bs argued that the group of jun/int/senior
student teachers considered hsre would not have taken the m~th
courss,
if thsy had not felt rather confident in this subjsct
as they had a choice the primary/junior student teachsrs did not
have.
The situation becomes more dslicate.
if this learning
history is looked upon as having important impact on the quality
of teaching. Afterall all these studsnt teachers will try h~rd to
get. a teaching postion after finishing the program. As a group
the primary/junior student teachers will start teaching math with
less confidence in their ability to teach this subject than to
teach other subjects.
It can be expectsd that - in doing the job - they will gat more
confident in teaching mathematics. But the hypothesis can not
easily be turned down that they might gain this confidence
by
following a rathsr rigid tsaching method that minimi~es the
challenge of unexpected questions and problems.
Up to now the results of this pilot study indicate - at least ~s
a trend - that ths primary/junior student teachers need to call
upon more reasons than the other group to explain why their
pupils fail to learn mathematics. Further information about wh~t
stUdent teachers think to be important to make math teaching more
effective is available and will be analysed in the near future •
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With
regard to sex-differences the results indicate
some
astonishing differences for jun/int/senior stUdents.
It seems as
if female student teachers only choose to teach mathematics if
they feel very confident about their ~ompetence in the subject.
This goes together with a readiness to explain failures in their
pupils'
learning more often by personal insufficient proficiency
than do their male colleagues. The question remains open what
hidden message these future female teachers are going to deliver
to their female stUdents.
Reseach about sex-related achievement differences
demonstrated that girls tend to have
lower
relation to their math ability, even when they
achievement as boys.
It is worth investigating
parallel at the teacher level in so far as the
personal teaching proficiency comes into play.
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Lo premiere phase de

10

cueilleUe de donnees 0 eu lieu de fevrier 8 mal 1983 dans trois de

- I'altilude du miHeu de I'eleve envers son choix scolaire,

ces classes de mathematlque de cinquieme secondaire. Pendant ceUe periode les eleves faisaient,

- les interactions entre 103 eleves et leur enseignanl/e de malhematique,

Je cas ecMent, leur demande d'admission au Cegep. Les memes eleves ont eosuite ete coolscle/e/s

- Ie perceplion que l'enseignanlle a du polentiel de ses eleves en malhematique, de leur

onouveau un an pI us tord.

inleret pour ceUe matiere et de leur niveau de confiance,

Nous savions que Ie phenomena de 10 differenciotion des choix scolaires selon Ie sexe etail

- les previsions de l'enseignantle al'egard de Ie reussile de ses eleves,

In!s complexe et nous avons cOOlsi d'en brosser un tableau global, plutot que d' en etudier plus

- los causes auxQuelles los enseignentle/s attri buent les succes el les echees de leurs elevO$.

en detail quelques aspects sGulement. Dans ceUe perspective, nous svoos ople pour l'emploi

Dans Ie choix de ces variables, nous nous sommes en pertie inspirets du modele presente par

si mullan8 d'uno variele de methodes de cuoilleUo des doom\n: questionoai res aux eleves,
observations en classes, entrevues avec les oleves et avec Ie un enseignantle/s de mathemallque.
Nous avons retenu un grand nombre de variables. Parmi les pri nci pales, on retrouve les
suivantes:

Eccles (1985) -- modele qui etail deja disponiblo evenl 10 debut de noire proje\.
Toules les vartables ont tlI6 anal\jsees en fooclion du sexe et du chotx scolatre des elevO$. La
ehoix scolaire a ele defini

a partir de la demande d'odmiS5ion au Cegep 'aite par les elevO$ au

printemps 1984; nous avons ainsi· dislingue los eleves qui ont choisi una orientation

- I'occupotion at 10 scola rite des parents,

scientifique de ceux et celles qui ont choisi une autre orienlation. Tel que prevu, Ie premier

- I'ecart enlre 1'1 mage de sol et 1'1 maga d'une penonne de science,

groupe eomprenait proportionnellement motns de ftlles que de garcons. Celte definition du eOOix
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valeur intrinseque et la valeur utilitaire aUribuees 0 10 mathemelique,

scolai re a Ie desovanlage d'elargi r Ie champs d'etude de 10 mathemetiQue aux scieocos, meis elle

- I'attitude envan Ie succis en mathematiqua el en francais,

nous a semble plus fiable qu'une definition basee sur les intentions de sulvre des cours de

- la confiance on sas capacith en mathematique,

malhematique exprimees par les mv", cer dens la demande d'admi)sion releve specUI. 1.

- les causes auxquolles les ehives altrlbuent leun succes et echees en mathemalique et en

programme auquel il, ou elle, veut s'inserire sans preeiser I" cours partleuliers qui seront

fnlII;ais,

suivis.

- les previsions de reussite en mathematique,
- las aspirations scolai res et profcS3ionnelles,

.. ..

Je presenle ici seulement quelques resullals preliminaires atitre d'exemples, invitont 10$
personnes interesse" 0 se procurer Ie rapport final

a10 fin de 1985.
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·Dans I'ensemble, nous avons trouve plus de differences reliees au choix scolaire que de

l'influence de ce facteur sur Ie choix scolaire est liee 8 I'imaqe des sciences comme domaine

differences reliees au ,exe. Aiosi, recart enlre !'image que In eleves ont d'eux-memes, ou

parliculierement eXIgeant, ou il est difficile de poursuivre des etudes ou une carriere 8 temps

d'elles-memes. et !'image qu'i\s, ou elles, se font d'une personne de scieoce est plus petit chez

partiel, ou de les reprendre opres une interruption.

les eleves qui 5 'orienteot yen les sciences que chez les aut res. De meme, Ie premier groupe

fniin, un dernier exemple de difference entre filles et gar~ons touche leur comportement en

altribue une plus grande valeur intrinseque et utilitaire 8 la mathe!lllltique et possede plus de

classe de mathemal1que: nous avons observe que les qar~ons parlicipalent beaucoup plus

confial)Ce ell 5es capocites dans ceUe matiere. Permi ces quatre variables. la dermere est 18

vocolement que les filles, en repondant a 75'1/; des questions de I'enseignentie lorsque celles-ci

~eule

qui a donne lieu a une difference entre fille, et

gor~on~,

ce, dcrniers manifestant un plu,

haul oiveau de coofiance.

n'e\aienl pas edressees iI un/e eleva en porliculier (les gor~ons constiluoient 44'1/; de notre
echantillon) Avant d'avancer des hypothlbe sur Ie nile de ce (acteur dans les choix scolaires, i\

II existe toutefo;, quelques exceptions. Par exemple, 8 propos des causes auxquelles les
eleves attribuent laun succes 01 echecs en malhemetique, nous evons trouv8 des differences

faudrai\ cepeodant effectuer des observations pour savoi r SI ce comportement ne se retrouve pas
aussi dOllS des classes ou I'on aborde des diSCIplines non scientifiques.

selon Ie stxe, moi, non selon 10 choix ,colain: In fillu ottribuent Ires mOjoritaircmcntleuu
succes aleurs effort,. landts que lu

gar~on'

soot partages enlre leurs eHorls et leur habllete.
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Pour ce qui est de, explications de I'echec, la majorite des tilles comme des gar~ons fait appel au
manque d'offort, mais quelques fllles invoquent aussi leur manque d'habilete ou 10 difficulle de la

Eccles, J. ( 1985). Model of students' mathemetics enrollment decisions. Educational Studies in

tache.
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les memes tendallces se sont menifeslees

propos des causes par lesquelles les

enseigoantle/s expliquent les succes et ecl1ecs de leurs eleves. Nous o'avons pas Irouve de

an

diffllrence a08logue entre filles et gar~ons dans leur perception des causes de suwls et d'ectlec en
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fnn~8is.
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Uno autre difference importante entre fille, el

gar~ons e~t

apporue don, leur, propre,

[nvironmenlol Education ClearinghoUse, The Ohio Stotc Univer,ity, Columbu" Ohio,

projels d'emplol et dan3 ce <llI'elle" au lis, prevoient pour Ie conJOint, ou laconjolOle, 10r8que

viendront les enfenb: garcons et filles s'lICcordent majoritai rement pour di re que ce seroot ces
dernieres qui mumeronl le$ respollsabilitb majeures all niveau des taches familiales et
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